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Abecassis, Andree’60 (photographer)
Elephant Seals, Dodd, Mead, 1979 (with Louise C. Brown)

Abeel, Daphne ’59

Abeles, Francine Forte ’57

Abelove, Joan ’66
Saying It Out Loud, DK Ink, 1999; Puffin, 2001 (children’s book)

Aberlin, Jane (Stein) ’34

Abrahamsen, Martha Gabor ’69, translator
Aarhus City Hall, Danish Architectural Press, 1991
Arne Jacobsen, Danish Architectural Press, 2001
The Award-Winning City, Danish Architectural Press, 2003
Danish Jewelry/Danske Smykker by Jacob Thage, Komma & Clausen, 1990
The Enamel Door in Chandigarh, Danish Architectural Press, 1990
Finn Juhl: A biography, Danish Architectural Press, 1990
Guide to Danish Landscape Architecture, Danish Architectural Press, 2003
Kaare Klint, by Gorm Harkær, Klintiana, 2011
P. V. Jensen-Klint: The Headstrong Master Builder by Thomas Bo Jensen; Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts School of Architecture Publishers, 2009 (translator)
Transparency: Jane Reumert, Studio Ceramist, Danish Architectural Press, 2003
250 Years of Danish Architecture, Danish Architectural Press, 2004

Ackerman, Diane Leighton ’66
Getting Rich: A Smart Woman’s Guide to Successful Money Management
The Only Guide You’ll Ever Need to Marry Money, Fireside/Simon & Schuster, 1982

*Ackermann, Jean ‘41
Anniversary (one-act play), 1986
Auld Lang Syne (one-act play), 1984; revised version, 1988
Becoming Heroes (monologues with musical background), 1988
The Clean Fun Laundromat (play), 1990
Communicating Industrial Ideas: An International Handbook, Stanford Research Institute, 1962
Compound Interest (mini-musical), 1988; revised version, 1989
General Jessie (play), 1993
Jessie (play), 1966; revised version, 1987
Pocahontas in London (musical play), 1995
A Pride of Heroes (play), 1983
Princess (musical play), 1991
Sing O Sing of Lydia Pinkham! (musical play), 1988
Standoff at Bear Valley (one-act play), 1986
Tom Benton’s Daughter (one-act play), 1994

*deceased
Train of Events (play), 1990
Trifles: the Musical (musical play), 1991
Welcome Strangers (play), 1992
Whither Thou Goest (play), 1992

*Adelson, Dorothy ‘30
Operation Susannah, Pemberly Press, 1982

Adler, Nanci ‘85
Keeping Faith with the Party: Communist Believers Return from the Gulag, Indiana University Press, 2012

*Adler, Ruth Relis ‘35
Atoms and Molecules/Magnets, John Day, 1966 (with Irving Adler)
Sets/Taste, Touch, and Smell/Tree Products, John Day, 1967 (with Irving Adler)

Adler-Klein, Debra ’77

Africano, Lillian (Tabeek) ’57
The Businessman's Guide to the Middle East, Harper & Row, 1977
Consenting Adults, Charter Books, 1988
Gone from Breezy Hill, Berkley Books, 1985 (coauthor) (under the pseudonym Nora Ashby)
Illusions, Warner Books, 1988 (under the pseudonym Jessica March)
Insiders' Guide to the Jersey Shore, Globe Pequot Press, 2002 (with Nina Africano)
Obsessions, Warner Books, 1990 (as Jessica March)
Passions, Berkley Books, 1985
Something Old, Something New, Jove, 1982
Temptations, Warner Books, 1989 (as Jessica March)

*Aguilar, Jeannette Handrickson ’55
The Classic Cooking of Spain, Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1966

Aks, Judith ’91
Women’s Rights in Native North America, LFB Scholarly Publishing, 2004

Alama, Pauline ‘86
The Eye of the Night, Bantam Spectra, 2002

Alaya, Flavia M. ’56
Bridge Street to Freedom: Landmarking a Station on the Underground Railroad, Ramapo College of NJ, 1999 (coauthor)
Gaetano Federici, The artist as historian, Passaic County Historical Society, 1980 (editor)

Alexander, Dorothy Hase ’71

Allen, Irene Shum ’93
The Glass House, Assouline, 2008 (editor)

Allen, Jane Elizabeth ’67
Beyond Time Management: Organizing the Organization, Addison-Wesley, 1986

Alperson, Myra ’73
Dim Sum, Bagels, and Grits: A Sourcebook for Multicultural Families, Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 2001

* deceased
The International Adoption Handbook: How to Make an Overseas Adoption Work for You, Henry Holt/Owl, 1997

Alpert, Rebecca (Trachtenberg) ’71
   Lesbian Rabbis: The First Generation, Rutgers U Press, 2001 (co-editor)

*Alsop, Guelielma Fell ’03
   April in the Branches, Dutton, 1947
   Arms and the Girl: A Guide to Personal Adjustment in War Work and War Marriage, Vanguard, 1943 (with Mary F. McBride)
   Deer Creek, the Story of a Golden Childhood, Vanguard, 1947
   A Gift for Santa Claus, Samuel French, 1970
   History of the Woman’s Medical College, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1850-1950, Lippincott, 1950
   She’s Off to College (with Mary F. McBride)
   She’s Off to Marriage: A Guide to Success and Happiness in Married Life, Vanguard, 1942 (with Mary F. McBride)
   She’s Off to Work (with Mary F. McBride)

*Altman, Myriam Jarblum ’59
   New York Civil Practice Before Trial, James Publishing, 2001 (coauthor)

Altomara, Rita Ecke ’72

Amishai-Maisels, Ziva ’61
   Depiction & Interpretation: The Influence of the Holocaust on the Visual Arts, Pergamon Press, 1993
   Tapestries and Mosaics of Marc Chagall at the Knesset, Tudor, 1973

Amnawah, Linda (Prado) ’76
   Daydreams, Writer’s Showcase, 2001
   Paco’s Memories, Authors Choice Press, 2001

Amoia, Alba dellaFazia ’49
   An Anthology of Modern Belgian Theatre, Whitston, 1982 (with Bettina Liebowitz Knapp ’47 and Nadine Dormoy Savage)
   Feodor Dostoevsky, Continuum/Frederick Ungar, 1993
   Multicultural Writers from Antiquity to 1945: A Bio-Bibliographical Sourcebook, Greenwood Publishing Group, 2001 (editor, with Bettina Liebowitz Knapp ’47)
   No Mothers We! Italian Women Writers and Their Revolt Against Maternity, University Press of America, 2000
   Stendhal’s Rome: Then and Now, Edizioni Di Storia e Letteratura, 1997 (coauthor)
   Thomas Mann’s Fiorenza, Peter Lang, 1990
   Women on the Italian Literary Scene: A Panorama, Whitston, 1992

*Anastasi (Foley), Anne ’28
   Individual Differences, John Wiley, 1965

Anawalt, Sasha (Cunningham) ’79

Ancelot, Claudia Marek ’46
   L’ombre brisee, Editions Balland, 1980

Anderson, Laurie ’69
   The Guests Go in to Supper, Burning Books, 1987 (coauthor)
   Home of the Brave, Talk Normal Productions, 1986
   The Package, Bobbs-Merrill, 1971

* deceased
Puppet Motel, Voyager, 1995 (CD-ROM) (with Hsin-Chien Huang)

She’s a Rebel


United States, Harper & Row, 1984

Works from 1969 to 1983, Institute of Contemporary Art, 1983

What Do You Mean We?, School of the Art Institute of Chicago, 1986 (videotape)

Subject of biography: Laurie Anderson by John Howell, Thunder’s Mouth Press, 1992 (American Originals series)

Subject of biography: Laurie Anderson by Roselee Goldberg, Harry N. Abrams, 2000

André, Naomi ’89

Voicing Gender: Castrati, Travesti, And the Second Woman in Early Nineteenth-Century Italian Opera, Indiana U Press, 2006

Andrews, Alice Brover ’89

Trine Erotic, Vivisphere Publishing, 2002

Angier, Natalie ’78


Mujer Una Geografía Intima, Editorial Debate, 2000

Natural Obsessions: The Search for the Oncogene, Houghton Mifflin, 1988, 1999


Ansorge, Betty (Schneider) ’63

Leopards Near a Beehive, Coleman, 1986

*Anspacher, Rowena Ripin ’27

The Individual Psychology of Alfred Adler: A Systematic Presentation in Selections from his writings, 1956 (with Heinz Ansbacher)

*Antin, Mary ’05

From Plotzk to Boston, 1899; Markus Wiener Books, 1986

The Promised Land (autobiography), 1912

*Appel, Anita Smith ’23

East Quogue Remembered, East Quogue Civic Association, 1990

Mastering Latin--Two Years, Oxford Book Co., 1967

Appelbaum, Barbara Goldberg ’62

Perilous Journeys: Personal Stories of German and Austrian Jews Who Escaped the Nazis, The Center for Holocaust Awareness and Information, 2002 (co-editor)

Appelbaum, Diana (Karter) ’75 (see also Muit)

Cocoa Ice, Orchard Books, 1997

Giants in the Land, Houghton Mifflin, 1993; Sandpiper, 2000


Arce, Rose Marie ’86

Latino in America, Celebra Books, 2009 (coauthor)

Arenal, Electa ’59

The Answer/La Respuesta: The Restored Text and Selected Poems of Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz, The Feminist Press/CUNY, 1994 (co-editor and translator) (Pen Center West Translation Award Finalist)

Untold Sisters: Hispanic Nuns in Their Own Works, U of New Mexico Press, 1989 (coauthor)

Arlen, Shelley ’73


*Armstrong (Lewi), Charlotte ’25

* deceased
The Balloon Man, Coward McCann, 1968
Dream of Fair Woman, Coward McCann, 1966
The Gift Shop, Coward McCann, 1967
I See You, Coward McCann, 1967
Lemon in the Basket, Coward McCann, 1967
A Little Less Than Kind, Coward McCann, 1963
The Protegé, Coward McCann, 1970
Seven Seats to the Moon, Coward McCann, 1969
The Turret Room, Coward McCann, 1965
The Witches’ House, Coward McCann, 1963

Arnold, Lois Barber ’59
Four Lives in Science: Women’s Education in the Nineteenth Century, Schocken Books, 1984
Preparing Young Children for Science: A Book of Activities

Aron, Joan Borgenicht ’43

Arroyo, Madeline ’77
Calie’s Gift, Stairway Publications, 2003

Arvanitis, Agnes Vlavianos ’57
(Volume II Bios in the Next Millennium)
Oscillations and Roots (poetry)
Reflections, privately published in Greek

Ascher, Carol (Bergman) ’63
Between Women: Biographers, Novelists, Critics, Teachers and Artists Write about Their Work on Women, Beacon Press, 1984 (co-editor)
Education and Culture in Brooklyn: A History of Ten Institutions (published under Lopate)
Hard Lessons: Public Schools and Privatization. The Twentieth Century Fund Press, 1996 (coauthor)
Simone de Beauvoir: A Life of Freedom, Beacon Press, 1981
Women in Medicine, Johns Hopkins Press, 1968 (published under Lopate)

Ashworth (Yahraes), Marjorie ’38
To Create a Nation: The Constitutional Convention of 1787, Link Press, 1987

Asker, Stephanie (Mattersdorf) ’55
Plan B—How to Get Unstuck from Work, Family, Relationship Problems, Perigee, 1999

Assael, Brenda’89
The Circus and Victorian Society, University Press of Virginia, 2005

Astor, Lisa (Menke) ’80

Adkin, S (Susan) Beth ’83
Voices from the Fields: Children of Migrant Farmworkers Tell Their Stories, Little, Brown, 1993, 2000
Voices from the Streets: Young Former Gang Members Tell Their Stories, Little, Brown, 1996

Attie, Alice ’74
Harlem on the Verge, W. W. Norton, 2003

*Auerbach, Aline Buchman ’19
Creating a Preschool Center, John Wiley, 1971 (with Sandra Roche)

* deceased
Preparation for Parenthood through Group Discussion, McGraw-Hill, 1976

Aviad, Janet (Koffler) ’63

*Avnet, Helen Hirshfield ’35
Insured Dental Care: A Research Project Report, Group Health Dental Insurance, 1967 (coauthor)
Physician Service Patterns and Illness Rates, Group Health Dental Insurance, 1967

Babiak, Shirley (Miller) ’50
Kayaking the Northwest Passage: Along the Route of Lewis and Clark, Xlibris, 2003 (editor)

Backman, Margaret E. ’60
Coping with Choosing a Therapist: A Young Person’s Guide to Counseling and Psychotherapy, Rosen Publishing Group, 1994
Did That Really Happen?: Stories in Prose & Verse, Driftwood Press, 2009
The Post-Polio Experience: Psychological Insights and Coping Strategies for Polio Survivors and Their Families, iUniverse, Inc., 2006
The Psychology of the Physically Ill Patient, Plenum Press, 1989

Baer, Martha ’83
(As Francesca), Broadway Books, 1997; Bantam Doubleday Dell, 1998

Bailey, Anne ’80
Cold Stone, White Lily, Friends of Julian, Norwich, UK, 2011

Bair, Marjorie (Anolick) ’58
Directing the Movies of Your Mind: Visualization for Health and Insight, Harper & Row, 1978 (coauthor)

Baker, Paula Eisenstein ’60
Leo Zeitenin: Chamber Music, A-R Editions, 2008 (coeditor)

*Balakian, Nona ’42
The Creative Present: Notes on Contemporary American Fiction, Doubleday, 1963 (coauthor)

*Balch, Trudy ’78 and Magdalena Garcia Pinto, translators

Bales, Virginia ’72
Stanton Women’s Chorus (musical play), 1989

Ballenger, Cynthia ’69
Puzzling Moments, Teachable Moments: Practicing Teacher Research in Urban Classrooms, Teachers College Press, 2009
Teaching Other People’s Children: Literacy and Learning in a Bilingual Classroom, Teachers College Press, 1998
Regarding Children’s Words: Teacher Research on Language and Literacy, Teachers College Press, 2003 (editor)

Balloffet, Nelly ’66
Preservation and Conservation for Libraries and Archives, American Library Association, 2004 (coauthor)

Balseiro, (Maria) Isabel ’85
Running towards Us: New Writing from South Africa, Greenwood Publishing/Heinemann, 2000 (editor)

Barnett, Pamela E.’89
Dangerous Desire: Literature of Sexual Freedom and Sexual Violence Since the Sixties, Routledge Press, 2004

*Barnhouse, Ruth (Edmonds) Tiffany ’48
A Woman’s Identity, Bonne Chance Press, 1994
Clergy & the Sexual Revolution, The Alban Institute, 1987
Homosexuality: A Symbolic Confusion

* deceased

Bar-Nissim, Barbara (Friedberg) '63
The Jews: One People, United Synagogue of America, 1989 (illustrated by Marlene Ruthen '63)

Barone, Jeanine '76
The Travel Authority: Essential Tips for Hassle-Free Travel, 2000

Barrett, Mary Ellin (Berlin) '49
American Beauty, E.P. Dutton, 1980
An Accident of Love, E.P. Dutton, 1974
Castle Ugly, E.P. Dutton, 1966

Barron, Marlene (Bass) '59
I Learn to Read and Write the Way I Learn to Talk: A Very First Book about Whole Language, Richard C. Owen, 1990
Ready, Set, Read and Write/Ready, Set, Count/Ready, Set, Cooperate/Ready, Set, Explore, John Wiley & Sons, 1995/96

Barron, Stephanie '72
Art in Los Angeles: the museum as site—sixteen projects (exhibition catalog), 1981
Art of Two Germanys/Cold War Cultures, Harry N. Abrams, Inc, 2009
Avant-Garde in Russia, 1910-1930: New Perspectives, Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 1980 (coauthor)
David Hockney: A Retrospective, Los Angeles County Museum of Art/Harry N. Abrams, 1988
Degenerate Art: The Fate of the Avant-Garde in Nazi Germany, Harry N. Abrams, 1991 (co-editor)
German Expressionism: Art and Society, Rizzoli, 1997 (co-editor)
German Expressionist Sculpture, U of Chicago Press/Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 1984
Magritte and Contemporary Art: The Treachery of Images, Ludion, 2006 (coauthor)

*Bartee, Alice Fleetwood '60
Cases Lost, Causes Won: The Supreme Court and the Judicial Process, St. Martin’s Press, 1984
Litigating Morality: American Legal Thought and Its English Roots, Praeger, 1992 (with Wayne Bartee)

Basch, Norma (Woloshin) '56

Batterberry, Ariane (Ruskin) '55
Art of the High Renaissance, 1970
Bloomingdale’s Book of Entertaining, 1976
Greek and Roman Art, 1970
Mirror, Mirror: A Social History of Fashion, 1977
Nineteenth Century Art, 1969
On the Town in New York, Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1973 (with Michael Batterberry)
The Pantheon Story of American Art for Young People, Pantheon, 1976 (with Michael Batterberry)
The Pantheon Story of Art for Young People, Pantheon, 1964, 1975
Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century Art, 1973

Bauman, Kay (Penstone) '58
Solomon Island Folktales from Malaita, Rutledge Books, 1998

*Baxter, Annette Kar '47
Henry Miller, Expatriate, U of Pittsburgh Press, 1961
Inwood House: One Hundred and Fifty Years of Service to Women, Inwood House, 1980
To Be a Woman in America 1850-1930, Times Books, 1978

* deceased
Bayer, Patricia '74

*The Antiques World Travel Guide to America: All the Best Places to Find and Buy Antiques*, Doubleday/Dolphin (ARTnews Books), 1982 (coauthor)

*Art Deco Architecture: Design, Decoration, and Detail from the '20s and '30s*, Abrams and Thames & Hudson, 1992, 1999


*The Art of René Lalique*, Quintet, 1988


*The Encyclopedia of Arts and Crafts: The International Arts Movement 1850-1920*, 1989 (coauthor)

*The Fine Art of the Furniture Maker*, 1981 (editor)

*The Jewelry Design Source Book*, 1989 (coauthor)

*Beam, Lura '08

*A Maine Hamlet*, 1957; Lance Tapley, 1986

*He Called Them By The Lightning: A Teacher's Odyssey in the Negro South*, Bobbs-Merrill, 1967

*Beaty, Josephine Powell '19

*The Road to Jericho*, Dorrance, 1965

*Beck, Eleonora (Nora) '83


*Fiametta*, Carlton Street Press, 2002

*Becker, Guity Nashat '58 (see also Nashat)


*Becker, Lucille Frackman '49


*Francoise Mallet-Joris*, G.K. Hall/Twayne, 1985

*Georges Simenon Revisited*, Twayne Publishers, 1999

*Henry de Montherlant: A Critical Biography* (coauthor)

*Louis Aragon*, Irvington, 1971

*Pierre Boulle*, Twayne, 1996


*Bedregal (Conitzer), Yolanda '37


*Bee, Susan (Laufer) '73

*Bed Hangings*, Granary, 2001 (with Susan Howe) (illustrator)

*Little Orphan Anagram*, Granary Books (with Charles Bernstein)


*M/E/A/N/I/N/G: An Anthology of Artists’ Writings, Theory, and Criticism*, Duke U Press, 2000 (co-editor)

*Talespin*, Granary Books

*Beebe, Beatrice '68

*Forms of Intersubjectivity In Infant Research and Adult Treatment*, Other Press, 2005 (coauthor)

*Beesley, Amanda '89

*It’s Bridge, Baby: How to Be a Player in Ten Easy Lessons* (by Jeff Bayone), Riverhead Books, 1998 (contributor)

*Something New: Reflections on the Beginnings of a Marriage*, Doubleday, 2000

*Behrman, Cynthia Fansler '52

*Victorian Myths of the Sea*, Ohio U Press, 1977

*Belknap, Jodi (Dorothy) Parry '62

*Ko Olina Resort*, Belknap Publishing & Design, 2002 (coauthor)

* deceased
Bell, Cathleen Davitt '93

Little Blog on the Prairie, Bloomsbury, 2010

Bell, Rivian '73

Careers at a Movie Studio, Lerner, 1983 (coauthor)
Careers in an Airplane Factory, Lerner, 1983 (coauthor)
Careers With a Petroleum Company (coauthor)
Careers with a Record Company, Lerner, 1983 (coauthor)

Benedict, Elizabeth (Neiditz) '76

Almost, Houghton Mifflin, 2001
The Practice of Deceit: A Novel, Houghton Mifflin, 2005
Safe Conduct, Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1993
Slow Dancing, Alfred A. Knopf, 1985

Benenson, Dana Koch '65

Honey—The Life and Loves of Lenny's Shady Lady, Playboy Press, 1976 (with Honey Bruce)

Benjamin, Juanita '69

Barriers to Technology Integration in a Puerto Rico Private School: Computers in the Classroom, Vdm Verlag Dr. Müller, 2008

Bennett, Joan Frances '71

A Day at a Time: The Diary Literature of American Women from 1764 to the Present, Feminist Press, 1985 (contributor)
Members of the Class Will Keep Daily Journals, Winter House, Ltd., 1970 (with Tobi G. Sanders '69)

Benson, April Lane '73

I Shop, Therefore I Am: Compulsive Buying and the Search for Self, Jason Aronson, 2000

Berch, Bettina '71

Radical By Design: The Life and Style of Elizabeth Hawes, E.P. Dutton, 1988

Berezin, Nancy (Jellinek) '70

After a Loss in Pregnancy: Help for Families Affected by a Miscarriage, a Stillbirth or the Loss of a Newborn, Fireside/Simon & Schuster, 1982

Berger, Elizabeth (Colvin) '68

Raising Children with Character: Parents, Trust, and the Development of Personal Integrity, Jason Aronson, 1999

*Berger, Margaret Liebman '38

Aline Meyer Liebman: Pioneer Collector and Artist, W.F. Humphrey Press, 1982

Berkeley, Barbara '69


Berkin, Carol Ruth '64

America Yesterday and Today
Clio in the Classroom: A Guide to Teaching US Women's History, Oxford University Press, 2009 (co-editor)
Land of Promise: A History of the United States to 1877

* deceased
Revolutionary Mothers: Women in the Struggle for America's Independence, Knopf, 2005
Women's Voices, Women's Lives: Documents in Early American History, Northeastern U Press, 1998 (co-editor)
Women, War, and Revolution, Holmes & Meier, 1980

Berkowitz, Adena '81

Berkowitz, Carol (Adler) '65
Pediatrics: A Primary Care Approach, W.B. Saunders, 1996

Berlin, Lisa J. '86
Enhancing Early Attachments: Theory, Research, Interventions, and Policy, Guilford Publications, 2005 (co-editor)

Berlyn, Patricia '50
Shani—Her Adventures Beyond the Sambatyon, En-gedi Books, 2000 (coauthor)

Berman, Claire (Gallant) '57
Caring for Yourself While Caring for Your Aging Parents: How to Help, How to Survive, Henry Holt, 1996; Owl 1997
The Day the Voices Stopped: A Memoir of Madness and Hope, Basic Books, 2001 (with Ken Steele)
Golden Cradle: How the Adoption Establishment Works--and How to Make It Work for You, Citadel, 1991 (coauthor)
A Great City for Kids, Bobbs-Merrill, 1969
We Take This Child: A Candid Look at Modern Adoption, Doubleday, 1974
"What Am I Doing in a Stepfamily?", Lyle Stuart, 1982

Berman, Ellen '64

Bernard, Jami '78
First Films: Illustrious, Obscure and Embarrassing Film Debuts, Carol Publishing Group/Citadel, 1993
The Incredible Shrinking Critic: 75 Pounds and Counting: My Excellent Adventure in Weight Loss, Avery, 2006
Quentin Tarantino: The Man and His Movies, Harper Perennial, 1995
The X List: The National Society of Film Critics Guide to the Movies That Turn Us On, Da Capo Press, 2005 (editor)

Bernays (Kaplan), Anne '52
The Address Book, Little, Brown, 1983
Back Then: Two Lives in 1950s New York, William Morrow, 2002 (with Justin Kaplan)
The First to Know
Growing Up Rich, Little, Brown, 1975
The Language of Names: What We Call Ourselves and Why It Matters, Simon & Schuster, 1997; Touchstone, 1999 (with Justin Kaplan)
The New York Ride, Trident Press, 1965
Professor Romeo, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1989; Penguin, 1990
Prudence, Indeed, Trident Press, 1967
Short Pleasures
Trophy House, Simon & Schuster, 2005

Bernhardt, Annette '86

Bernikow, Louise '61
* deceased
Abel, Simon & Schuster, 1970

Alone in America: The Search for Companionship, Harper & Row, 1986; Faber, 1987

The American Women's Almanac: An Inspiring and Irreverent Women's History, Berkley/ Putnam, 1997


Let's Have Lunch: Games of Sex and Power, Harmony Books, 1981; Andre Deutsch, 1982

Lovers and Other Losses (poetry), Isis Press, 1981

The Women in Our Lives: Cinderella, Scarlett, Virginia, and Me, 1980


Bernstein, Anne E. (Hendon), M.D. ’58

An Introduction to Contemporary Psychoanalysis, Jason Aronson, Inc., 1981, 1993 (with Gloria Warner, M.D. ’52)

The Psychodynamic Treatment of Women, American Psychiatric Press, 1993 (with Sharyn Lenhart, MD)


Bernstein, Anya ’90

The Moderation Dilemma: Legislative Coalitions and the Politics of Family and Medical Leave, U of Pittsburgh Press, 2001

Bernstein, Gail Lee ’59


Isami’s House: Three Centuries of a Japanese Family, U of California Press, 2005


Bernstein, Laura Seligman ’69

Healing the Jewish-Christian Rift: Growing Beyond Our Wounded History, Skylight Press, 2005 (with Ron Miller)

Bersenbrugge, Mei-mei ’69

Endocrinology (poetry), Kelsey St. Press, 1997 (with Kiki Smith)

Four Year Old Girl (poetry), Kelsey St. Press, 1998

The Heat Bird (poetry), Burning Deck (American Book Award)

Hiddenness (poetry), Whitney Museum (with Richard Tuttle)

Random Possession (poetry), Reed Cannon & Johnson, 1979 (American Book Award)

Rat Pack Steve (poetry), Inland Book Co., 1983

Sphericity (poetry), Kelsey St. Press, 1993 (with Richard Tuttle)

Summits Move with the Tide

Bershtel, Sara ’68

Saving Remnants: Feeling Jewish in America, Free Press, 1992 (coauthor)

Bibber, Joyce ’58

Bath and West Bath, Arcadia, 1995

Brunswick and Topsham, Arcadia, 1994

Harpswell, Arcadia, 1997


Biddick, Kathleen ’71

The Other Economy: Pastoral Husbandry on a Medieval Estate, U of California Press, 1989


Bier, Carol (Manson) ’68

The Persian Velvets at Rosenborg, De Danske Kongers Kronologiske Samling, 1995

Woven from the Soul, Spun from the Heart: Textile Arts of Safavid and Qajar Iran (16th-19th C), The Textile Museum, 1987

Bilenker, Susan ’72

Stories, Suppers & Songs, Globalware, 1993

* deceased
Binder, Bettye '60
   Companions through Time: Our Journey Home to Lemuria, Reincarnation Books, 2002 (coauthor)
   Discovering Your Past Lives and Other Dimensions, Reincarnation Books, 1994

Binggeli, Corky (Gloria Bingley) '69
   Building Systems for Interior Designers, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2002
   Interior Graphic Standards, John Wiley & Sons, 2010
   Materials for Interior Environments, Wiley, 2007

Bingham, June (Rossbach) '40
   Courage to Change: An Introduction to the Life and Thought of Reinhold Niebuhr, Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1961; University Press of America, 1992
   Eleanor and Alice (play), 1996
   The Inside Story: Psychiatry and Everyday Life, 1953, 1960 (with Fritz C. Redlich, M.D.)
   The Pursuit of Health: Your Mind, Your Body, Your Relationships and Your Environments, Walker and Co., 1985 (with Norman Tamarkin, M.D.)
   The Strange Case of Mary Lincoln (play), 2001
   The Trip (play), 1984
   Triangles (play), 1986

Birman, Joan (Lyttle) '48
   Braids, Links and Mapping Class Groups, Princeton U Press, 1976

Birnbaum, Ellen '71

Birnbaum, Phyllis '67
   An Eastern Tradition, Seaview Books, 1980
   Confessions of Love by Uno Chiyoo, U of Hawaii Press, 1989 (translator) (Japan-U.S. Friendship Commission Prize)
   Rabbits, Crabs, Etc.: Stories by Japanese Women, U of Hawaii Press, 1982 (translator)

Birnbaum, Shira '84

Birney, Alice (Lotvin) '59

*Bitker, Marjorie (Marks) '21
   A Different Flame, Popular Library, 1976
   Gold of Evening, Popular Library, 1975
   The Sanctuary Sea: A Book of Verse, privately printed, 1986

Black, Barbara '70
   Corporate Dividends and Stock Repurchases, 1990

Black, Hallie (Hannah Rosenberg) '64
   Animal Cooperation, Morrow Junior Books, 1981

* deceased
*Black, Kathryn Glasford ’30
  The Sun in the North, Dika, 1990

Black, Sheila ’83
  House of Bone, CustomWords Press, 2007
  How to be a Maquiladora, Main Street Rag Books, 2007
  Beauty is a Verb: The New Poetry of Disability, Cinco Puntos Press, 2011 (coeditor)

Blaine, Tasha ’94
  Just Like Family: Inside the Lives of Nannies, the Parents They Work for, and the Children They Love,
  Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2009

Blair, Susan K. ’69
  D. Caratzas, 1989 (editor)

Blau, Rivkah (Teitz) ’62

Blaylock, Madhuri Pavamani ’93

Bloch, Simone ’80
  The Wonder Years (play), 1982

Block, Marian R. ’67

Block, Jean Libman ’38
  Back in Circulation, Macmillan, 1969
  There Goes What’s Her Name, Avon Books, 1966 (with Virginia Graham)
  Why Natural Childbirth?, Doubleday, 1972 (with Dr. Deborah Tanzer)

Block, Valerie ’85
  Don’t Make a Scene, Random House, 2007
  None of Your Business, Ballantine Books, 2003
  Was It Something I Said?, Soho Press, 1998

*Bloom, Freddy Wenzel ’35
  Dear Philip, A Diary of Captivity, Changi 1942-45, The Bodley Head, 1981
  Our Deaf Children, Heinemann, 1964
  Our Deaf Children into the ’80s, 1978
  101 Questions and Answers about Deaf Children, 1983

Blumberg, Ilana M. ’93
  Houses of Study: A Jewish Woman Among Books, U of Nebraska Press, 2007

Boaz (Nugent), Amy L. ’83
  A Richer Dust, Permanent Press, 2008
  Beat, The Permanent Press, 2009

Bobo, Kimberly ’78

Bodger, Joan Higbee ’51
  How the Heather Looks: A Joyous Journey to the British Sources of Children's Books, Viking, 1965

*Boetzkes, Ottlie G. ’01
  Cynthia Explores the West Indies, Exposition Press, 1963

* deceased
The Little Queen: Isabella II of Spain, Exposition Press, 1966
Sir Martin Frobisher's Search for the Northwest Passage, Exposition Press, 1965

Boggs, Grace Chin Lee '35
Revolution and Evolution in the Twentieth Century, Monthly Review Press, 1974 (with James Boggs)
The Next American Revolution: Sustainable Activism for the Twenty-First Century, University of California Press, 2011 (coauthor)

Bokat, Nicole '81
What Matters Most, NAL Trade, 2006

Bone, Eugenia (Giobbi) '83
At Mesa’s Edge: Cooking and Ranching in Colorado’s North Fork Valley, Houghton Mifflin, 2004
Italian Family Dining : Recipes, Menus, and Memories of Meals with a Great American Food Family, Rodale Books, 2005
(with Edward Giobbi)

Bonfante, Larissa '54
Etruscan Dress, Johns Hopkins U Press, 1975
The Etruscan Language, NYU Press, 1983; St. Martin’s Press/Palgrave, 2003 (with Giuliano Bonfante)
Etruscan Myths, British Museum Press, 2006 (coauthor)
The Plays of Hrotswitha of Gandersheim, NYU Press, 1979 (translator)
The World of Roman Costume, The U of Wisconsin Press, 1995, 2001 (co-editor)

Boo, Katherine '88
Behind the Beautiful Forevers: Life, Death, and Hope in a Mumbai Undercity, Random House, 2012

Bookman (Buehrens), Ann '70

Boone, M. Elizabeth '83

Boorstein, Sylvia Schor '56
Pay Attention, For Goodness’ Sake: Practicing the Perfections of the Heart: The Buddhist Path of Kindness, Ballantine, 2002

Borden, Carla M. '70
Contemporary Indian Tradition: Voices on Culture, Nature, and the Challenge of Change, Smithsonian Institution Press, 1989 (editor)
The Muses Flee Hitler: Cultural Transfer and Adaptation 1930-1945, Smithsonian Institution Press, 1983 (coauthor)

*Borgenicht (Klein), Miriam '36
Booked for Death, 1987
Corpse in Diplomacy, 1949
Extreme Remedies, Doubleday, 1967
Fall from Grace, 1984
False Colors, St. Martin’s Press, 1985
No Bail for Dalton, 1974
No Duress, 1991, Harlequin
Roadblock

* deceased
Boufis, Christina '83
On the Market: Surviving the Academic Job Search, Riverhead Trade Paperbacks/Berkley, 1997 (co-editor with Victoria Olsen '86)

Bouis, Antonina (Woronyn) '67, translator
A Letter for Daria, Little Brown, 1998 (coauthor)
Almost at the End by Yevgeny Yevtushenko, Henry Holt & Co., 1987 (et al.)
Collapse of an Empire: Lessons for Modern Russia by Yegor Gaidar, Brookings Institute Press, 2007
Don’t Die Before You’re Dead by Yevgeny Yevtushenko, Random House, 1995
Fear by Anatoli Rybakov, Little, Brown, 1992
From Russia to the West by Nathan Milstein and Solomon Volkov, Henry Holt, 1990
I, Maya Plisetskaya by Maya Plisetskaya, Yale U Press, 2001
The Intimate Diary of a Russian Woman by Elena Romine, William Morrow, 1992
Moscow and Beyond by Andrei Sakharov, Alfred A. Knopf, 1990
Mothers and Daughters by Elena Bonner, Alfred A. Knopf, 1992; Vintage, 1993
Odessa Memories, U of Washington Press, 2004
Shostakovich and Stalin: The Extraordinary Relationship Between the Great Composer and the Brutal Dictator, Knopf, 2004
Stalin Against the Jews by Arkady Vaksberg, Alfred A. Knopf, 1994; Vintage, 1995

Bourgeois, Joanne '72
The Encyclopedia of Sedimentology, Dowden, Hutchinson & Ross/Academic Press, 1978 (co-editor)
The Roman Port and Fishing of Cosa: A Center of Ancient Trade, Princeton U Press, 1987 (coauthor)

*Boutelle, Edith (Wieselthier) '39
The Astronaut Witch, A.S. Barnes, 1962
The Fakir of Jinaika, A.S. Barnes, 1961
The Ghost That Goofed, Weekly Reader Books, 1982
The Little Lost Shadow, Weekly Reader Books, 1981

*Bowden, Muriel '14
A Reader's Guide to Geoffrey Chaucer, Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1964

Boyce-Smith, Jean '48
My Afghanistan: Before the Taliban, Aeronaut Press, 2011

Boyum, Joy Gould '55
Double Exposure: Fiction into Film, Plume/NAL, 1985

Boza, Maria del Carmen '74
Scattering the Ashes, Bilingual Review/Press, 1998

Brancato, Carolyn '66

*Brandeis, Irma '26
The Ladder of Vision: A Study of Dante's Comedy, Doubleday, 1961

Brandt, Pamela '83
Becoming the Butlers, Bantam, 1990

Brashares, Ann '89
Forever in Blue: The Fourth Summer of the Sisterhood, Delacorte Books for Young Readers, 2007
Girls in Pants: The Third Summer of the Sisterhood, Delacorte Books for Young Readers, 2005

* deceased
The Last Summer (of You and Me), Riverhead Hardcover, 2007
The Second Summer of the Sisterhood, Delacorte Press, 2003
The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants, Delacorte Press, 2001

Bratton, Susan Power '70
Christianity, Wilderness, and Wildlife; The Original Desert Solitaire, U of Scranton Press, 1993
Environmental Values in Christian Art, SUNY Press, 2007

*Brecknell, Ursula Colbourne '44

Breibart, Joan '63
Diet Directives Weight Loss Program, Physicalmind Institute, 2000 (coauthor)
Standing Pilates: Strengthen and Tone Your Body Wherever You Are, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2004

Breitwieser, Helen '90
The Bridesmaid's Guerrilla Handbook, Berkley, 1997 (coauthor) (under pseudonym Lucy Talbot)

Brent, Frances Padorr '72
Beyond the Limit by Irina Ratushinskaya, Northwestern U Press, 1987 (co-translator)
The Lost Cellos of Lev Aronson, Atlas & Co., 2009

*Brewster, Dorothy '06
Doris Lessing, Twayne, 1965
Virginia Woolf; NYU Press, 1962

Broder, Patricia Janis '57
American Indian Painting and Sculpture, Cross River Press, 1981
Bronzes of the American West, Harry N. Abrams, 1974
Dean Cornwell, Dean of Illustrators, Balance House/Watson Guptill, 1978; Collectors Press, 2000
Fifty Great Paintings of the Old American West
Earth Songs, Moon Dreams: Paintings by American Indian Women, St. Martin’s Press/Thomas Dunne Books, 1999
Great Paintings of the Old American West, Thomas Gilcrease Institute/Abbeville Press, 1979
Taos: A Painter's Dream, New York Graphic Society, 1980

Brodey, Denise '89
The Elephant in the Playroom: Ordinary Parents Write Intimately and Honestly About the Extraordinary Highs and Heartbreaking Lows of Raising Kids with Special Needs, Hudson Street Press, 2007

Bronz, Ruth Adams '63
Miss Ruby’s American Cooking, Harper & Row, 1989
Miss Ruby’s Cornucopia: The Best Recipes from America’s Natural Harvest, HarperCollins, 1991

*Brooks, Gertrude '13
First Ladies of the White House, Charles Hallberg, 1970

Brown, Julia Prewitt '70
Cosmopolitan Criticism: Oscar Wilde’s Philosophy of Art, University Press of Virginia, 1997
Jane Austen’s Novels: Social Change and Literary Form, Harvard U Press, 1979

*Brown, Marguerite (Dressner) '34

* deceased
Brown, Marion R. ’63 (see also Just)
Coping in a Troubled Society, Lexington Books, 1974 (coauthor)

*Brown, Mary Eleanor ’31
Therapeutic Recreation and Exercise: Range of Motion Activities for Health and Well-being, SLACK, 1990

Brown (Hoffman), Rosellen ’60
Before and After, Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1992 (Literary Guild Main Selection); Dell, 1993
Civil Wars, Alfred A. Knopf, 1984
Cora Fry (poetry), W.W. Norton, 1977; Unicorn, 1989
Cora Fry’s Pillow Book (poetry), Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1994
Half a Heart, Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 2000; Picador, 2001
The Primacy of Touch: The Drawings of Peter Milton: A Catalogue Raisonné, Hudson Hills, 1993 (with Peter Milton)
Some Deaths in the Delta and Other Poems, U of Massachusetts Press, 1970
Street Games: A Neighborhood (stories), Doubleday, 1974; Milkweed Editions, 1992; W.W. Norton, 2001
Tender Mercies, Alfred A. Knopf, 1978
Unfinished Symphonies: Voices from the Beyond, Souvenir Press, 1971
The Whole World Catalogue: Creative Writing Ideas for Elementary and Secondary Schools, Teachers and Writers Collaborative, revised edition, 1975 (co-editor)

Brown, Rudd (Owen) ’41
A Killing in Real Estate, Cliffhanger Press, 1986

Brown, Shelley ’58
Shafts of Light: Selected Teachings of Swami Ashokananda for Spiritual Practice, Kalpa Tree Press, 2004 (co-editor)

Brown, Victoria ’88
Before and After Your New Baby, St. Martin’s Paperbacks, 1994 (coauthor)

*Brownstein, Karen (Osney) ’66
Brainstorm, Macmillan, 1980
In A Certain Light, G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1985
Memorial Day, Doubleday, 1983

Brownstein, Rachel Mayer ’58
Becoming a Heroine, Viking, 1982; Columbia U Press, 1994
Tragic Muse: Rachel of the Comédie Française, Alfred A. Knopf, 1993

Bruce, Lois Margaret ’56
Space ABC, Bobbs-Merrill, 1967

Bruck, Connie ’68

Bryan, Helen Webster ’67

Bryant, Coralie (Marcus) ’59
Going Global, Kumarian Press, 2001 (coauthor)
Reducing Poverty, Building Peace, Kumarian Press, 2005 (with Christina Kappaz)

*Bryden, Sydney (Cook) ’46
* deceased
Brysac, Shareen Blair ’61
Kingmakers: The Invention of the Modern Middle East, W. W. Norton, 2008 (coauthor)
Tournament of Shadows: The Great Game and the Race for Empire in Central Asia, Counterpoint Press, 1999; Little, Brown (UK), 2001 (with Karl Meyer)
Pax Ethnica: Where and How Diversity Succeeds, PublicAffairs, 2012 (with Karl Meyer)

Buchanan, Constance H. ’69

Buchholz, Barbara (Ballinger) ’71
The Apartment Living Book, Rockport Publishing, 2000 (coauthor)
Arthur Andersen Answers the 101 Toughest Questions About Family Business, Prentice Hall (coauthor)
The Aviator’s Source Book, St. Martin’s Press, 1982 (editor)
Bathrooms (For Your Home), Michael Friedman/Fairfax Publishing, 1996
Corporate Bloodlines: The Future of the Family Firm, Carol Publishing Group, 1989 (coauthor)
Creative Home Design: Rooms for Everyday Living, Metro Books, 1999 (coauthor)
The Family Business Answer Book, Prentice Hall, 1999 (coauthor)
In the Country Style: Timeless Décor for Today’s Home, Michael Friedman/Fairfax Publishing, 2000 (co-editor)
Needlepoint Designs from Amish Quilts, Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1978 (coauthor)
Porch Style, Rizzoli, 2000 (coauthor)
Successful Homebuilding and Remodeling: Real-Life Advice for Getting the House You Want Without the Roof (or Sky) Falling In, Dearborn/Real Estate Education Co., 1999 (coauthor)

Buchbaum, Betty (Sanders) ’50
The Love Word, Chicory Blue Press, 2004

Buchwald, Emilie Bix ’57
Mixed Voices: Contemporary Poems about Music, Milkweed Editions, 1991 (co-editor)
The Most Wonderful Books: Writers on Discovering the Pleasures of Reading, Milkweed Editions, 1997 (co-editor)
The Poet Dreaming in the Artist’s House: Contemporary Poems about the Visual Arts, Milkweed Editions, 1984 (co-editor)
This Sporting Life: Contemporary American Poems about Sports and Games, Milkweed Editions (co-editor)
Transforming a Rape Culture, Milkweed Editions, 1993 (co-editor)

Buckmann, Carol I. ’72

Bullard, Mary (Ricketson) ’48
An Abandoned Black Settlement on Cumberland Island
Black Liberation on Cumberland Island in 1815
A Journal of a Visit to the Georgia Islands of St. Catherine’s, Green, Ossabaw, Sapelo, St. Simons, Jekyll, and Cumberland: with comments on the Florida, Mercer U Press, 1996 (co-editor)
Zabette (opera libretto), 1999

Bullen, Christine V. (Nodini) ’67
The Rise of Managerial Computing: The Best of the Center for Information Systems Research, Dow Jones-Irwin, 1986 (coauthor)

*Burack, Ethel (Cohn) ’27
Atlas of the Central Nervous System in Man, Williams & Wilkins, 1982 (3rd edition) (coauthor)

Burgan, Murrie Weinger ’61 et al.

* deceased
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Burke, Deborah '68
Language, Memory and Aging, Cambridge U Press, 1989

Burns, Elizabeth '81
Tilt, Sourcebooks Landmark, 2003

Burns, Virginia M. (Valesio)
Pushkin's "Poltava": A Literary Structuralist Interpretation, University Press of America, Inc., 2004

Burroway, Janet '58
But to the Season (poetry), Weston Super Mare: Universities' Poetry, 1961
The Buzzards, Little, Brown, 1969; London: Faber, 1970 (Pulitzer Prize nominee)
Cutting Stone, Houghton Mifflin, 1992
The Dancer from the Dance, Faber, 1965; Little, Brown, 1968
Descend Again, London: Faber, 1960
Embalming Mom: Essays in Life, University of Iowa Press, 2002
Eyes, London: Faber, 1966; Little, Brown, 1966
Imaginative Writing: The Elements of Craft, Penguin Academics, 2002
Material Goods (poetry), The University Presses of Florida, 1980
Medea with Child (play), 1998
Opening Nights, Atheneum, 1985; Bantam, 1986
Raw Silk, Little, Brown, 1977; Pocket Books, 1979 (National Book Award finalist)

*Burton, Mary '66
Counselling and Psychotherapy in Primary Care: Which Patients Need Longer-Term Treatment, John Wiley, 1998
Counselling People with Cancer, John Wiley, 1998 (coauthor)
Psychotherapy, Counselling and Primary Mental Health Care: Assessment for Brief or Longer Term Treatment, John Wiley, 1998

*Butler, Elizabeth Beardsley '05 (1884-1911)
Women and the Trades, Pittsburgh, 1907-1908, U of Pittsburgh Press, 1984

Byrd, Ayana '95
Hair Story: Untangling the Roots of Black Hair in America, St. Martin’s Press, 2001 (coauthor)

Cable, Mary (Pratt) '41
American Manners & Morals: A Picture History of How We Behaved and Misbehaved, American Heritage, 1969
The Avenue of the Presidents, Houghton Mifflin, 1969
Avery’s Knot, 1981
Black Odyssey: The Case of the Slaveship Amistad, Viking, 1971
The Blizzard of ’88, Atheneum, 1988
Dream Castles, 1966
El Escorial, 1971
The Little Darlings: A History of Child-Rearing in America, 1975
Lost New Orleans, Houghton Mifflin, 1980; American Legacy Press, 1984
Tell Me the Truth About Love, Atheneum, 1991
Top Drawer: American High Society from the Gilded Age to the Roaring Twenties, Atheneum, 1984
When the Blackbird Flew, 1988

Cagen, Sasha (Alexandra) '96
To-Do List: Dream It, Write It, Live It, Cross It Off, Fireside Books, 2007

*Calisher, Hortense '32
Age, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1987; Marion Boyars Publishers, 1996
The Best American Short Stories, Houghton-Mifflin, 1981 (editor)

* deceased
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The Bobby Soxer, Doubleday, 1986
Collected Stories, Arbor House, 1975
Eagle Eye, Arbor House, 1973
Extreme Magic, Little, Brown, 1964
False Entry, Little, Brown, 1961
First Person Singular: Writers on Their Craft, Ontario Review Press, 1983 (contributor)
Herself, Arbor House, 1972
In the Absence of Angels (short stories), 1951
In the Palace of the Movie King, Random House, 1993
In the Slaughter with Carol Smith, Marion Boyars, 1997
Journal from Ellipsia, Little, Brown, 1965
Mysteries of Motion, Doubleday, 1983
The New Yorkers, Little, Brown, 1964
Novellas, Random House/Modern Library, 1997
On Keeping Women, Arbor House, 1977
Queenie, a Novel, Arbor House, 1971
The Railway Police, and The Last Trolley Ride, Little, Brown, 1966
Saratoga, Hot, Doubleday, 1985
Standard Dreaming, Arbor House, 1972
Sunday Jews, Harcourt, 2002
Tale for the Mirror: A Novella and other stories, Little, Brown, 1952
Tattoo for a Slave, Harcourt, 2004
Textures of Life, Little, Brown, 1963

Calman, Leslie J. '74

Camhi, Jane Jerome '58

Campbell, Nancy Duff '65
Using Women: Gender, Drug Policy, and Social Justice, Routledge, 2000

*Cannon, Marion Wadsworth '27
Another Light (poetry), Rey Clay Brooks, 1974

Cantor, Aviva '61
The Jewish Woman 1900-1985: A Bibliography, Biblio Press, 1987 (co-editor)

Cantwell, Hendrika (Bestebreurtje) '45
Physical Neglect, National Committee to Prevent Child Abuse, 1987

Caplan, Cathy '82
Lapis Blue Blood Red (play), 2002

Caplow, Deborah '71
Leopoldo Mendez, Revolutionary Art and the Mexican Print, University of Texas Press, 2007

Carni, Ellen '73
Handbook on Stress Management for Lawyers, NYS Bar Association, 1995

Carnicke, Sharon Marie '71
4 Plays & 3 Jokes by Anton Chekhov, Hackett Publishing Company, 2009 (translator)
The Cherry Orchard, Hackett Publishing Company, 2010 (translator)
The Collected Works of Konstantin Stanislavsky, Volumes 1 and 2, Routledge, 1993 (general editor)

* deceased
The Theatrical Instinct: Nikolai Evreinov and the Russian Theatre of the Early Twentieth Century, Peter Lang, 1989

Carpentier, Martha C. ’78
The Major Novels of Susan Glaspell, University Press of Florida, 2001

Carr, Julie ’88
Equivocal, Alice James Books, 2007
Mead: An Epithalmion, The University of Georgia Press, 2004

Carroll, Margaret Deutsch ’68
Painting and Politics in Northern Europe: Van Eyck, Bruegel, Rubens and Their Contemporaries, Pennsylvania State University Press, 2008

*Caruthers, Margaret (Mitchell) ’31
Pithies & Tersities: A Little Book of Phun and Philosophy, published privately, 1991

Cezair-Thompson, Margaret ’79
From Kingston to Kenya: The Making of a Pan-Africanist Lawyer, Majority Press, 1993 (coauthor)
The Pirate’s Daughter, Unbridled Books, 2007
The True History of Paradise: A Novel, E.P. Dutton, 1999; Plume, 2000

Chamberlain, Barbara Blau ’55

Chambers, Arline Rosenberg ’54
The Anybody Can Make It, Everybody Will Love It Cookbook, Nash Publishing, 1971 (coauthor)

*Chandler, Caroline M. ’29
Nursing as a Career, Dodd Mead, 1970 (coauthor)

Channell, Millicent King ’95
The 5-Minute Osteopathic Manipulative Medicine Consult, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2008 (coauthor)

*Chang (Herrmann), Diana ’49
Eye to Eye, Harper & Row, 1974
The Mind’s Amazement, Live Poets Society, 1998
The Only Game in Town
A Passion for Life/A Perfect Love/A Woman of Thirty

Chapman, Myriam Brun ’58
Why She Married Him, Other Press, 2005

Charen, Mona ’79

Charnas, Suzy McKee ’61
The Bronze King, Houghton Mifflin, 1985
The Conqueror’s Child, Tor Books, 1999 (Tiptree Memorial Award)
Dorothea Dreams, Arbor House, 1986
The Furies, Tor, 1994
The Golden Thread, Bantam, 1990
The Holdfast Chronicles
The Kingdom of Kevin Malone, Harcourt Brace, 1993; Magic Carpet, 1997
Motherlines, Berkley and G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1978
My Father’s Ghost: The Return of My Old Man and Other Second Chances, Jeremy P. Tarcher/Putnam, 2002
The Ruby Tear, Forge, 1997 (published under the pseudonym Rebecca Brand)

* deceased
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The Silver Glove, Bantam, 1988

The Slave and the Free (Walk to the End of the World/Motherlines), Tor Books, 1999

Strange Seas (electronic book)

The Valentine Trilogy


Walk to the End of the World, Ballantine Books, 1974

Charry, Ellen (Zubrack) ’68


Inquiring After God: Classic and Contemporary Readings, Blackwell, 1999 (editor)

Chase, Andrea ’77

The Adventures of Eoz, (for children), Xlibris, 2004

Chen, Jennifer ’96

How the Academic Support of Parents, Teachers, and Peers Contributes to a Student’s Achievement: The Case of Hong Kong, Edwin Mellen Press, 2007

Chenault-Porter, Jeanne ’65 (see also Porter)


Cheng, Alicia ’92

Watercolors of Italy, U of Michigan Press, 1991

Chernov, Claudia ’75


Chertow, Marian R. ’77

Thinking Ecologically: The Next Generation of Environmental Policy, Yale U Press, 1998 (co-editor)

Chin, Wanda ’77


Cidylo, Lori ’88

All the Clean Ones Are Married: And Other Everyday Calamities in Moscow, Academy Chicago Publishers, 2001

*Clark, Barbara Clayton ’71

Descendants of Shandy Wesley Jones and Evalina Love Jones: The Story of an African American Family of Tuscaloosa, Alabama, Gateway Press, 1993 (with Ophelia Taylor Pinkard)

The Remarkables: Endocrine Abnormalities in Art, University of California Press, 2011

Clark Carol (Zeller) ’65

Poetry in Six Dimensions: Twentieth Century Voices, Educators Publishing Co., 1999 (co-editor)

*Clark, Diana (Pettus) Brewster ’59

Dyslexia: Theory & Practice of Remedial Instruction, York Press, 1988

Clark, Kathy (Finegan) ’56

101 Ways to Make Meetings Active: Surefire Ideas to Engage Your Group, Jossey-Bass, 1999 (coauthor)

Clark, Melissa ’90

The Bread Machine Cookbook, Berkley, 1993

Champagne & Caviar, Michael Friedman/Fairfax, 1999

The Coffee Book, Berkley, 1994

The Ice Cream Machine Cookbook, Berkley, 1999

The Instant Gourmet: Delicious Meals in 20 Minutes or Less, Penguin, 1995

A Kitchen Primer, Berkley, 1997

* deceased
The Nantucket Restaurants Cookbook: Menus and Recipes from the Faraway Isle, Villard, 2001 (coauthor)

Pasta: Comfort Food, Andrews McMeel, 1997


Sylvia's Family Soul Food Cookbook: From Hemingway, South Carolina, to Harlem, William Morrow, 1999 (coauthor)

Clarke, Adele '66


Clarke, Ann Brewster '56

Wade Hampton Pipes, Binford & Mort, 1985

Clarke, Janet Kotselas '75

Chasing Fame, Ballantine Books, 1987

Nice Girls, Ballantine Books, 1989

Small Town, Ballantine Books, 1989

Clarkson, Ellen (Cohen) '62


Clements, Hanna Kiep '53 and Bruce Clements

Coming Home to a Place You've Never Been, Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1975

Cobb, Vicki (Wolf) '58 (children's books)

Arts and Crafts You Can Eat, J.B. Lippincott, 1974

Bangs and Twangs: Science Fun with Sound, Millbrook Press, 2000

Bet You Can! Science Possibilities to Fool You, Avon, 1983 (with Kathy Darling)

Bet You Can't! Science Impossibilities to Fool You, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1980; Avon, 1983 (with Kathy Darling) (NY Academy of Sciences Children's Science Book Award)

Blood & Gore, Like You've Never Seen!, Scholastic, 1998

Brave in the Attempt: The Special Olympics Experience, Pinwheel, 1983

Cells: The Basic Structure of Life, Franklin Watts, 1970

Chemically Active: experiments you can do at home, J.B. Lippincott, 1985; HarperCollins/Trophy, 1993

Dirt & Grime, Like You've Never Seen!, Scholastic, 1998

Don't Try This at Home! Science Fun for Kids on the Go, William Morrow, 1998; Avon/Camelot, 1999 (coauthor)

Feeding Yourself, J.B. Lippincott, 1989

Feeling Your Way: Discover Your Sense of Touch, Millbrook Press, 2001

The First Book of Cells/Gases/Heat/Logic, Franklin Watts, 1969-73

Follow Your Nose, Millbrook Press, 2000

For Your Own Protection: Stories Science Photos Tell, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1989

Fun & Games: Stories Science Photos Tell, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1991

Fuzz Does It!, Lippincott Junior Books, 1982


Gobs of Goo, J.B. Lippincott, 1983

Harry Houdini: A Photographic Story of a Life, DK Publishing, 2005

How the Doctor Knows You're Fine, J.B. Lippincott, 1973


The Long and Short of Measurement, Parents Magazine Press, 1973

Lots of Fun, Lippincott Junior Books, 1981


Making Sense of Money, Parents Magazine Press, 1971


More Power to You!, Little, Brown, 1986


Natural Wonders: Stories Science Photos Tell, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1990

* deceased
Open Your Eyes: Discover Your Sense of Sight, Millbrook Press, 2002
Perk Up Your Ears: Discover Your Sense of Hearing, Millbrook Press, 2001
The Scoop on Ice Cream, Little Brown, 1985
Scraps of Wraps, A&C Black, 1988
The Secret Life of Cosmetics/Hardware/School Supplies, J.B. Lippincott, 1981-86
See for Yourself: More than 100 Amazing Experiments for Science Fairs and Projects, Scholastic Reference, 2001
Sense of Direction: Up, Down and All Around, Parents Magazine Press, 1972
Skyscraper Going Up?, Thomas Y. Crowell, 1987
Snap, Button, Zip: Inventions to Keep Your Clothes On
Sneakers Meet Your Feet, Little Brown, 1985
Sources of Forces: Science Fun with Force Fields, Millbrook Press, 2002
Squirts and Spurts: Science Fun with Water, Millbrook Press, 2000
Supersuits, J.B. Lippincott, 1975
The Trip of a Drip, Little, Brown, 1986
This Place is Cold: Alaska, Walker, 1989/
Crowded: Japan, 1992, 1993/
Dry: Sonoran Desert, 1989, 1993/
High: Andes Mountains of South America, 1989, 1993/
Wet: Amazon Basin, 1989, 1993/
Truth on Trial: The Story of Galileo Galilei, Coward McCann & Geoghegan, 1979
Vicki Cobb’s Papermaking Book and Kit, Harper Festival, 1993
We Dare You!: Hundreds of Fun Science Experiments, Tricks, and Games You Can Try at Home,
Skyhorse Publishing, 2008 (coauthor)
Wanna Bet? Science Challenges Bound to Fool You, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1993; Avon, 1994 (with Kathy Darling)
Where’s the Science Here? Fireworks, Lerner Publishing Group, 2005
Where’s the Science Here? Junk Food, Lerner Publishing Group, 2005
Where’s the Science Here? On Stage, Lerner Publishing Group, 2005
Where’s the Science Here? Sneakers, Lerner Publishing Group, 2005
Whirlers and Twirlers: Science Fun with Spinning, Millbrook Press, 2001
Why Can’t I Live Forever? And other not such dumb questions about life, Lodestar, 1997
Why Can’t You Unscramble an Egg? And other not such dumb questions about matter, E.P. Dutton, 1990
Why Doesn’t the Earth Fall Up? And other not such dumb questions about motion, Lodestar/Dutton, 1988
Why Doesn’t the Sun Burn Out? And other not such dumb questions about energy, E.P. Dutton, 1990
Writing It Down, J.B. Lippincott, 1989
You Gotta Try This! Absolutely Irresistible Science, Morrow Junior/Avon, 1999 (coauthor)
Your Tongue Can Tell, Millbrook Press, 2000

*Coen, Rena Neumann ’46
American History in Art, Lerner Publications, 1967
The Black Man in Art, Lerner Publications, 1970
Elsie Palmer Payne: Out of the Shadow, Payne Studios, 1987
In the Mainstream: The Art of Alexis Jean Fournier, North Star Press, 1985
Kings and Queens in Art, Lerner Publications, 1965
Medicine in Art, Lerner Publications, 1970
Minnesota Impressionists, Afton Historical Society Press, 1996
The Old Testament in Art, Lerner Publications, 1970
Painting and Sculpture in Minnesota 1820-1914, U of Minnesota Press, 1976
The Red Man in Art, Lerner Publications, 1972

Cogan,   Lainie Blum ’90

Cohagan, Carolyn ’94
The Lost Children, Aladdin, 2010

*Cohen, Barbara (Kauder) ’54
2113 Valentines
Benny, Lothrop, Lee and Shepard, 1977
The Binding of Isaac, Lothrop, Lee and Shepard, 1978

* deceased
Bitter Herbs and Honey, Lothrop, Lee and Shepard, 1976
Canterbury Tales by Chaucer, Morrow/Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1988 (translator)
The Chocolate Wolf, Philomel, 1996
The Christmas Revolution, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1987; Bantam, 1988
Coasting, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1985
The Donkey's Story: A Bible Story, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1988
Even Higher, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1987
Fat Jack, Atheneum, 1980
First Fast, Union of American Hebrew Congregations (UAHC), 1987
Gooseberries to Oranges, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1982
The Innkeeper's Daughter, Morrow/Beech Tree Books, 1990
King of the Seventh Grade, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1982
The Long Way Home, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1990; Skylark, 1992
Lovers' Games, Atheneum, 1983
Make a Wish, Molly, Doubleday, 1994; Yearling, 1995
Michael's Award
The Orphan Game
People Like Us, Bantam Books, 1987
R. My Name is Rosie
Robin Hood and Little John, Philomel, 1995; Putnam/Paperstar, 1998
Tell Us Your Secret
Thank You, Jackie Robinson, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1974; Scholastic, 1989
The Secret Grove, Union of Hebrew Congregations, 1985
Seven Daughters and Seven Sons, Atheneum, 1982 (coauthor)
Unicorns in the Rain, Atheneum, 1980; Macmillan Collier, 1988; Peter Smith, 1988
Where's Florrie?, Lothrop, Lee and Shepard, 1976
Yussel's Prayer, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1981; Morrow/Mulberry, 1993

Cohen, Cynthia (Bachner) '56
Casebook on the Termination of Life-Sustaining Treatment and the Care of the Dying, Indiana U Press, 1988 (editor)
New Ways of Making Babies: The Case of Egg Donation, Indiana U Press, 1996 (editor)
Renewing the Stuff of Life: Stem Cells, Ethics, and Public Policy, Oxford University Press, 2007

Cohen, Elizabette Heilberg '83
Most of My Patients Wear Fur: Tales of Small Animals and Their Big City Vet, Elizabette Cohen, 2007

Cohen, Harriet Newman '52

Cohen (Korn), Roberta '60
Double Jeopardy--Threat to Life and Human Rights: Discrimination against Persons with AIDS, Human Rights Internet (Harvard Law School), 1990 (coauthor)
The Forsaken People: Case Studies of the Internally Displaced, Brookings Institution, 1998 (co-editor)

Cohen, Tamara '93
Miriam’s Cups: Drawing from the Source: Miriam, Women’s Creativity and New Ritual, Ma’ayan: The Jewish Women’s Project, 1997 (with Jean Bloch Rosensaft '73)

Cohn, Rachel '89
Gingerbread, Simon & Schuster, 2002
Naomi and Ely's No Kiss List, Random House Children's Books, 2007 (coauthor)
The Steps, Simon & Schuster, 2003
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Colakis, Marianthe ’77
*The Classics in the American Theater of the 1960s and Early 1970s*, University Press of America, 1993

Colbert, Evelyn Lichtenberg ’38
*Southeast Asia in International Politics 1941-1956*, Cornell U Press, 1977

Colby, Ursula S. (Liebrecht) ’50
*One Nation...Indivisible?*, SUNY Press, 2001 (coauthor)

Cole, Catharine Crowding ’52
*One Summer in Israel*, Academy Press, 1978 (coauthor)

Cole, Donna ’72
*New York Civil Practice Before Trial*, James Publishing, 2001 (editor)

Cole, Judith ’58
*Another Tortoise and a Different Hare*, Treasure Chest, 1993
*The Moon, the Sun, and the Coyote*, 1991

Cole, K.C. (Karen) ’68
*Between the Lines*, Anchor Press, 1982
*First You Build a Cloud: And Other Reflections on Physics as a Way of Life*, Harcourt/Harvest, 1999
*The Hole in the Universe: How Scientists Peered Over the Edge of Emptiness and Found Everything*, Harcourt Brace, 2000
*Mind Over Matter: Conversations with the Cosmos*, Harcourt, Inc., 2003

Coleman, Joyce ’71
*Public Reading and the Reading Public in Late Medieval England and France*, Cambridge U Press, 1997

Coleman-Adebayo, Marsha ’74
*No Fear: A Whistleblower's Triumph over Corruption and Retaliation at the EPA*, Lawrence Hill Books, 2011

Collins, Linda (Schapiro) ’52
*Going To See The Leaves*, Viking Penguin, 1986

Collins, Meghan (Robbins) ’48
*The Willow Maiden*, Dial Books for Young Readers, 1985

*Collver, Carol ’35
*Calypso Island*, Westminster Press, 1970 (coauthor)

Colrick, Patricia Florio ’74

Comini, Alessandra ’56
*Egon Schiele*, George Braziller, 1976
*Egon Schiele’s Portraits*, U of California Press, 1975
*The Fantastic Art of Vienna*, Knopf/Ballantine Books, 1979
*In Passionate Pursuit*, Braziller George Inc., 2004
*Gustav Klimt*, George Braziller, 1975
*Schiele in Prison*, 1973

* deceased
Conklin, Susie '86

Connell, Frances Garrett '71
   Children Kept from the Sun: Excerpts from an Afghan Journal, 1973-1976, Xlibris, 2005
   Down Rivers of Windfall Night, Xlibris, 2003
   The Rest is Silence: Poems by Frances Garrett Connell, Xlibris, 2003

*Constantinides (Tetreault), Elizabeth '53, translator
   Tales From a Greek Island by Alexandros Papadiamantis, Johns Hopkins U Press, 1987

Cook, Constance Ewing '64

Cook, Rebecca J. '70
   Advancing Safe Motherhood through Human Rights, World Health Organization, 2001 (coauthor)
   The Elimination of Sexual Apartheid: Prospects for the Fourth World Conference on Women, American Society of International Law, 1995
   Gender Stereotyping: Transnational Legal Perspectives, University of Pennsylvania Press, 2009 (coauthor)
   Reproductive Health and Human Rights: Integrating Medicine, Ethics, and Law, Oxford U Press, 2003

Cook, Stephani '66
   Healthy Sex, Simon & Schuster, 1983 (coauthor)
   Set Free: the book about hair, Simon & Schuster, 1988 (coauthor)

Copelman, Dina '75

Corradi (Fiumara), Gemma '61
   The Metaphoric Process: Connections between Language and Life, Routledge, 1995
   The Other Side of Language: A Philosophy of Listening, Routledge, 1990
   Philosophy and Coexistence, A.W. Sijthoff, 1966
   The Symbolic Function: Psychoanalysis and the Philosophy of Language, Blackwell, 1992

Corten, Irina (Shapiro) '62

*Cosman, Madeleine Pelner '59
   Fabulous Feasts: Medieval Cookery and Ceremony, George Braziller, 1976, 1978 (Pulitzer Prize and National Book Award nominee)
   Kissing the Dragon: The Intelligent Work-Hunter's Companion, Bard Hall Press, 1984
   Letterbook of Marvelous Beasts: An Alliterative Alphabet of Marvelous Animals, Bard Hall Press, 1988 (coauthor)
   The Medieval Baker's Daughter: A Bilingual Adventure in Medieval Life with Costumes, Banners, Music, Food, and a Mystery Play, Bard Hall Press, 1984
   Medieval Holidays and Festivals: A Calendar of Celebrations, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1981 (also published in U.K. and Japan)
   Medieval Woman's Mirror of Honor: Christine De Pizan's Treasury of the City of Ladies, Persea Books/Bard Hall Press, 1989 (translation from Old French)
   Medival Wordbook, Facts on File, 1996
   A Passover Haggadah, Chavurah Beth Sholem/Bard Hall Press, 1996 (coauthor)
   Selling the Medical Practice: The Physicians' and Surgeons' Guide, Bard Hall Press, 1988 (coauthor)
   Women at Work in Medieval Europe, Facts on File, 2000
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Costello, Emily ’88
Abandoned Puppy/Ducks in Danger/Bad Luck Lion, Avon Books, 1999 (Animal Emergency series)
Becky at the Barre/Katie’s Last Class/Jillian On Her Toes/Moms in Tutus, Harper Paperbacks, 1994-5 (Ballet School series)
Becky, Boys and Ballet, Harper Paperbacks, 1995
A Boy Friend Is Not a “Boyfriend”, 1997
Foul Play/On the Sidelines/Against the Rules/Best Friend Face-Off/Lottery Blues, Bantam/Skylark, 1998 (Soccer Stars series)
Megan’s Nutcracker Prince
Realm of the Panther: A Story of South Florida’s Forests, Soundprints Habitat, 2000
Tara Lipinski: Triumph on Ice, with Tara Lipinski, Bantam Doubleday Dell/Books for Young People, 1997
Tournament Trouble/Calling the Shots/Teaming Up, Bantam/Skylark, 1999 (Soccer Stars series)
The Truth About Boys/Blue Ribbon Christmas, 1997 (Full House Club)

Coulter, Catherine (Nebolsine) ’56

*Courtney, Winifred (Fisk) ’41
The Reader’s Adviser, R.R. Bowkes, 1968 (editor)
Young Charles Lamb 1775-1802, NYU Press, 1982

Cowan, Ruth Schwartz ’61
More Work for Mother: The Ironies of Household Technology from the Open Hearth to the Microwave, Basic Books, 1983

Crabtree, Pam, J. ’72
Ancient Europe: an Encyclopedia of the Barbarian World, 8000 BC-AD 1000, Charles Scribner’s Sons, 2004 (co-editor)

*Crandall, Norma ’30

Crater, Susan Bartlett ’82
Sister: The Life of the Legendary American Interior Decorator Mrs. Henry Parish II, St. Martin’s Press, 2000 (coauthor)

Craze, Galaxy ’92
By the Shore, Grove Atlantic, 1999
Tiger Tiger, Black Cat, 2008

Crespi, Camilla (Trinchieri) ’63
The Trouble with a Bad Fit, HarperCollins, 1996
The Trouble with a Hot Summer, HarperCollins, 1997
The Trouble with a Small Raise, Zebra Books, 1991
The Trouble with Going Home, HarperCollins, 1995
The Trouble with Moonlighting, Zebra Books, 1991
The Trouble with Thin Ice, HarperCollins, 1994
The Trouble with Too Much Sun, Zebra Books, 1992

Croce, Arlene ’55
After Images, Alfred A. Knopf, 1977
Dancing on My Mind
The Fred Astaire & Ginger Rogers Book, E.P. Dutton, 1972; Vintage, 1977
Going to the Dance, Alfred A. Knopf, 1982
Sight Lines, Alfred A. Knopf, 1987
Writing in the Dark, Dancing in The New Yorker, Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 2000

* deceased
Cudahy (Pellegrini), Sheila '43
  Crow Time (short stories), 1995
  Presence (poetry), 1994

Cullen, Jean Vandervoort '44
  How to Borrow Money, New York Times/Quadrangle, 1982
  Inside Out, Ivy Books, 1989 (with Marjorie Dobkin '44)

Cullman, Elissa (Forman) '68
  Decorating Master Class: The Cullman & Kravis Way, Abrams, 2008 (coauthor)
  Small Folk: A Celebration of Childhood in America, E.P. Dutton, 1980 (coauthor)

Cunningham (Spalding), Kitty '57
  Conversations with a Dancer, St. Martin's Press, 1980 (coauthor) (Jacket design by Betty Binns '49)

Curtis, Rose '98

Cushman, Helen Baker '42
  The Mill on the Third River, New Jersey Historical Society, 1992

Dach, Susan '70
  Donkeys Can't Sleep in Bathtubs and Other Crazy Laws, Watermill Press, 1980

d'Adesky, Anne-Christine '79
  Moving Mountains, Verso Books, 2004

Daitch, Susan '77
  The Colorist, Vintage, 1990
  Storytown (short stories), Dalkey Archive Press, 1996
  Paper Conspiracies, City Lights Publishers, 2011

Dalpino, Catharin '75

Damrosch, Phoebe '00

d'Angelo, Laura '75
  "Guys Are Schmucks!" A Woman's Guide to Surviving...& Enjoying Men, Cold Tree Press, 2004 (coauthor)

* Dana, Doris '44
  Crickets and Frogs: A Fable in English and Spanish by Gabriela Mistral, Atheneum, 1972 (translator)

Daniels, Else (Weiss) '56 and Bennet Daniels
  The Old South, Smithmark, 1992
  Vacation at Sea, Cornerstone Library, 1980

Danticat, Edwidge '90
  After the Dance: A Walk Through Carnival in Haiti, Crown, 2002
  Anacaona: Golden Flower, Haiti, 1490 (The Royal Diaries), Scholastic Inc., 2005
  Beacon Best of 2000: Great Writing by Women and Men of All Colors and Cultures, Beacon Press, 2000 (editor)
  Behind the Mountains, Orchard Books, 2002
  Breath, Eyes, and Memory, Soho Press, 1994; Vintage, 1995
  Brother, I'm Dying, Knopf, 2007
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The Butterfly’s Way: Voices from the Haitian Diaspora in the United States, Soho Press, 2001 (editor)
Cosecha de huesos, Norma S A Editorial, 1999
The Dew Breaker, Knopf, 2004
The Farming of Bones, Soho Press, 1998; Penguin, 1999
Haiti Noir, Akashic Books, 2011 (editor)
A Walk Through Carnival in Haiti, Crown, 2002

Danysh, Romana ’62
Infantry, Part I: Regular Army, Office of the Chief of Military History, 1972 (coauthor)

D’Arista, Jane (Webb) ’54

Dash, Joan (Zeiger) ’46
A Life of One’s Own: Three Gifted Women and the Men They Married, Harper & Row, 1973
The Longitude Prize, Farrar, Straus & Giroux/Frances Foster, 2000
Summoned to Jerusalem: The Life of Henrietta Szold, Harper & Row, 1979
The Triumph of Discovery: Women Scientists Who Won the Nobel Prize, 1991
We Shall Not Be Moved: The Women’s Factory Strike of 1909; Scholastic, 1996; Polaris, 1998
The World at Her Fingertips: The Story of Helen Keller, Scholastic, 2001 (ages 12-up)

Davidman, Lynn ’75
Feminist Perspectives on Jewish Studies, Yale U Press, 1995, 1996 (co-editor)
Motherloss, U of California Press, 2000

Davies, Anna ’05
Wrecked, Simon & Schuster Books For Young Readers, 2012

Davies, Jody Messler ’73
Treating the Adult Survivor of Childhood Sexual Abuse: A Psychoanalytic Perspective, Basic Books, 1994

Davis, Barbara Sheklin ’65
Syracuse African Americans (Black America Series), Arcadia Publishing, 2006
Jewish Community of Syracuse, Arcadia, 2011 (coauthor)

*Davis, Fanny Ellsworth ’26
The Palace of Topkapi in Istanbul, Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1970

*Davis (Adams), Julia ’22
The Anvil: The Trial of John Brown (play), Harper & Row, 1963
Between the Shenandoah and the Potomac, Jefferson County Historical Society, 1991
Bridle the Wind, 1951
Cloud on the Land, 1950
Cruise with Death, 1952 (under the pseudonym F. Draco)
The Devil's Church, 1951 (as F. Draco)
Eagle on the Sun, 1956
The Embassy Girls, U of West Virginia Press, 1992
Harvest: Collected Works of Julia Davis, The Arts and Humanities Alliance of Jefferson County, 1992
Legacy of Love: A Memoir of Two American Families, Harcourt, Brace & World, 1962
Mount Up: A True Story Based on the Reminiscences of Major E.A.H. McDonald of the Confederate Cavalry, Harcourt, Brace & World, 1967
Mountains are Free, E.P. Dutton, 1929
Never Say Die, 1980
No Other White Men, 1938
Peter Hale, E.P. Dutton, 1932
Remember and Forget, E.P. Dutton, 1931
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Ride with the Eagle, 1962
The Shenandoah, The Rivers of America Series, 1944
Stonewall, E.P. Dutton, 1931
The Sun Climbs Slow, E.P. Dutton, 1942
Swords of the Vikings, E.P. Dutton, 1928 (Newbery Medal nominee)
Vaino, a Boy of New Finland, E.P. Dutton, 1928
A Valley and a Song: The Story of the Shenandoah River, Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1963

Davis, Lydia ’70
Almost No Memory: Stories, Farrar Straus & Giroux, 1997
Break It Down, Farrar Straus Giroux, 1986
The Collected Stories of Lydia Davis, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2009
The End of the Story: A Novel, Farrar Straus & Giroux, 1994
Samuel Johnson Is Indignant: Stories, McSweeney’s, 2001

Davis, Melody D. ’81
The Center of Distance (poetry), Nightshade Press, 1992

Davis, Myrna (Mushkin) ’56
Bouquet: Twelve Flower Fables, Clarkson N. Potter, 1982

Davis (Jarman), Thulani (Barbara) ’70
1959, Grove Weidenfeld, 1992
All the Renegade Ghosts Rise (poetry)
Amistad (opera libretto), 1997
Everybody’s Ruby: Story of a Murder in Florida (play), 1998
Maker of Saints, Scribner, 1996; Penguin, 1997
Malcolm X: The Great Photographs, Stewart, Tabori & Chang, 1993
My Confederate Kinfolk: A Twenty-First Century Freedwoman Discovers Her Roots, Basic Civitas Books, 2006
Playing the Changes (poetry), Wesleyan U Press, 1985
Writing Himself into History: Oscar Micheaux, His Silent Films, and His Audience, Rutgers U Press, 2000 (coauthor)
X (The Life and Times of Malcolm X) (opera libretto), 1986

*Dawson, Alexandra (De Ghize) ’53
Land-Use Planning and the Law, Garland STPM Press, 1982

De Bary, Brett ’65 (see also Nee)

deBorchgrave, Sheri (Heller) ’72
A Dangerous Liaison: One Woman’s Journey Into a World of Aristocracy, Depravity and Obsessive Love, Dutton, 1993; Onyx, 1994

*de Camp, Catherine Crook ’33
Ancient Ruins and Archaeology, Doubleday, 1964 (with L. Sprague deCamp)
Footprints on Sand, Advent, 1981
The Money Tree, Signet, 1972
The Pixillated Peeress, Del Rey, 1990 (with L. Sprague deCamp)
Science Fiction Handbook, Revised, Owlswich Press, 1975 (with L. Sprague deCamp)
Spirits, Stars and Spells, the Profits and Perils of Magic, Canaveral Press, 1966 (with L. Sprague deCamp)
The Stones of Nomura
Teach Your Child to Manage Money, U.S. News and World Report, 1974 (with editors of U.S. News and World Report)
3,000 Years of Fantasy and Science Fiction, Lothrop, Lee and Shepard, 1972 (with L. Sprague deCamp)

de Castelbajac, Catherine (Chambers) ’75
The Face of the Century: One Hundred Years of Beauty and Style, Rizzoli International, 1995

* deceased
Decker, Hannah S. (Shulman) ’57

Deitsch, Elka ’91
  *From This World to the Next: Jewish Approaches to Illness, Death & the Afterlife, Library of The Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 2000 (with Sharon Mintz ’83 et al.)

Delaney, Topher ’70
  Ten Landscapes Topher Delaney, Rockport Publishers, 2002

*DeLima, Sigrid ’42
  Captain’s Beach, Scribner’s, 1950
  Carnival by the Sea, Scribner’s, 1954
  Oriane, Harcourt, 1968
  Praise a Fine Day, Random House, 1959
  The Swift Cloud, Scribner’s, 1952

DeLynn, Jane ’68
  Bad Sex is Good, Painted Leaf Press, 1998
  Don Juan in the Village, Pantheon Books, 1990; Ballantine, 1992
  In Thrall, Clarkson N. Potter, 1982
  Leash, MIT Press, 2001
  New York Sex: An Anthology, Painted Leaf Press, 1998 (editor)
  Real Estate, Poseidon Press, 1988; Ballantine Books, 1989
  Some Do, Pocket Books, 1980

Dempsey, Janet ’42
  Cornwall New York: Images from the Past 1788-1920, Friends of the Cornwall Public Library, 1988 (coauthor)

*Dengler, Helen Dykema ’36
  Music for All: A Biography of Peter William Dykema, Gateway Press, 1994
  Travels with Bicycle and Accordion, 1997

*Dent, Tory ’81
  *HIV, Mon Amour: poems, Sheep Meadow Press, 1999
  What Silence Equals: Poems, Persea, 1993

*Denton, May Francis ’22
  *Will I ever be Somebody? The 1918 diary of May Francis Denton, Goose Pasture Publishing, 1996

*de Onis, Harriet Wishnieff ’16
  Home is the Sailor by Jorge Amado, Alfred A. Knopf, 1964 (translator)
  Mama Blanca’s Memoirs by Teresa de la Parra, U of Pittsburgh, 1993 (co-translator)

D’Erasmo, Stacey ’83
  A Seahorse Year, Houghton Mifflin, 2004
  The Sky Below, Houghton Mifflin, 2009
  Tea, Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill, 2000

De Rosa, Deborah C. ’88
  Domestic Abolitionism and Juvenile Literature, 1830-1865, SUNY Press 2003

de Santis, Solange ’75
  Life on the Line: One Woman’s Tale of Work, Sweat, and Survival, Doubleday, 1999

DeScherer, Dorinda Johanson ’69

* deceased
Despalatovic, Elinor Murray ’55

*Despert, J. Louise, M.D. ’28
The Emotionally Disturbed Child—Then and Now, Vantage Press, 1966
The Inner Voices of Children, Fireside Books, 1975

Dessau, Margaret ’68
A Portfolio: Behind & Beyond Surface, Available through blurb.com, 2011

*Deutsch, Babette ’17
Banners (poetry), 1919
A Brittle Heaven (novel), 1926
The Collected Poems of Babette Deutsch, Doubleday, 1969
In Such a Night (novel), 1927
I Often Wish, Funk and Wagnalls, 1966
Mask of Silence (novel), 1933
Modern Russian Poetry, 1921 (co-editor)
Poetry Handbook, 1957; Barnes and Noble, 1974
Poetry in Our Time (criticism), 1952
Potable Gold (criticism), 1929
The Poems of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 1967 (editor)
There Comes a Time (children’s book), 1969
This Modern Poetry (criticism), 1935
Two Centuries of Russian Verse, 1966 (co-editor)
Walt Whitman: Builder for America, 1941, (Julia Ellsworth Ford Foundation Award for children’s literature)

*Deutsch, Helene ’27 and Stella Hanan
The Provincetown, A Story of the Theatre, Farrar and Rinehart, 1931; Atheneum, 1972

Diah, Herawati Latip ’41
An Endless Journey: Reflections of an Indonesian Journalist, Equinox Publishing, 2005

Dincauze, Dena Ferran ’56
The Neville Site: 8,000 Years at Amoskeag, Manchester, New Hampshire, Peabody Museum, 1976

Dobkin, Marjorie Housepian ’44
A Houseful of Love, Random House
Inside Out, Ivy Books, 1989 (with Jean Cullen ’44)
The Smyrna Affair, Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich, 1971
SMYRNA 1922: The Destruction of a City, Kent State U Press, 1988
The Unremembered Genocide, Commentary Report, 1966

Dobkin, Rachel ’92
The College Woman’s Handbook, Workman, 1995 (with Shana Sippy ’93)

Dodds, Jerri Lynn ’73
Al-Andalus: The Arts of Islamic Spain, Metropolitan Museum of Art/Abrams, 1992 (editor)
The Arts of Intimacy: Christians, Jews, and Muslims in the Making of Castilian Culture, Yale University Press, 2008 (coauthor)
The Arts of Medieval Spain, Metropolitan Museum of Art/Abrams, 1993 (co-editor)
Convivencia: Art and Society in Medieval Iberia, George Braziller, 1992 (co-editor)
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Crowning Glory: Images of the Virgin in the Arts of Portugal, Ministerio da Cultura, 1997 (co-editor)
New York Masjid, Storefront for Art and Architecture, 1996 (newsprint catalogue) (editor)

Dolgin, Janet ’68
Bioethics and the Law, Aspen Publishers, 2005 (with Prof. Lois Shepherd)

Donald, Aida DiPace ’52, editor
Lion in the White House: A Life of Theodore Roosevelt, Basic Books, 2007

Donenfeld, Jill A. ’06
Mankafy Sakafo: Delicious Meals From Madagascar, iUniverse, Inc., 2007

Donn, Linda (Lewis) ’71
Freud and Jung: Years of Friendship, Years of Loss, Charles Scribner’s Sons,

Donnelly, Ruah ’71

Donovan, Fiona (Irving) ’80
Rubens and England, Yale U Press, 2004

*Douglas, Helen Gahagan ’24
A Full Life, Doubleday, 1982
subject of biography: Center Stage: Helen Gahagan Douglas, A Life, by Ingrid Winther Scobie, Rutgers U Press, 1995

Doyle, Caroline ’94
Intern (film), Given Films, 2000 (coauthor, screenplay)

Doyle, Margaret ’85

Drabkin, Marjorie (Harwich) ’38

Dreyfus, Suelette (Daniel) ’87
Underground: Tales of Hacking, Madness and Obsession on the Electronic Frontier, Australia: Reed Books/Mandarin, 1997

Dubler, Nancy (Neveloff) ’64, coauthor
Bioethics Mediation: A Guide to Shaping Shared Solutions, United Hospital Fund, 2004 (coauthor)
Ethics on Call: A Medical Ethicist Shows How to Take Charge of Life-and-Death Choices, Harmony, 1992; Vintage, 1993

*Dueland, Joy ’50
The Beaver Boy
The Pine Tree That Went to Sea, 1972
Day of the Falcon, Houghton Mifflin
Barn Kitten - House Kitten
Kitten in the Manger

Dulaney, Sara ’66 (see also Gilbert)

Dumas, Lynne (Scotto) ’72
Congratulations! You’ve Been Fired: Sound Advice for Women Who’ve Been Axed, Terminated, Pink-Slipped, Laid Off, Given Walking Papers, Excessed, Downsized or Otherwise Unemployed, Fawcett/Columbine, 1990 (coauthor)
“Help Me, I’m Sad”: Recognizing, Treating, and Preventing Childhood and Adolescent Depression, Viking, 1997 (coauthor)

* deceased
Talking with Your Child about a Troubled World, Fawcett/Columbine, 1992

*Duncombe, Patricia (Warburton) ’44
When Death Comes Suddenly: First-Person Accounts of Surviving the Loss of Family Members, Vantage Press, 2001 (coauthor)

DuPlessis, Rachel Blau ’63
Draft 32: Renga, Beautifuls, 1998
Drafts 1-38, Toll, Wesleyan University Press, 2001
Drafts 3-XIV (poetry), Potes & Poets Press, 1991
Drafts X: Letters (poetry), Singing Horse Press, 1991
The Feminist Memoir Project: Voices from Women’s Liberation, Three Rivers Press, 1998 (co-editor)
Genders, Races, and Religious Cultures in Modern American Poetries, 1908-1934, Cambridge U Press, 2001
No Title, Potes & Poets Press, 1991
The Objectivist Nexus: Essays in Cultural Poetics, U of Alabama Press, 1999 (co-editor)
The Pink Guitar: Writing as Feminist Practice (essays), Routledge, 1990
Signets: Reading H.D., U of Wisconsin Press, 1990 (co-editor)
Tabula Rosa (poetry), Potes & Poets Press, 1987
Wells, The Montemora Foundation Inc., 1980
Writing Beyond the Ending: Narrative Strategies of Twentieth-Century Women Writers, Indiana U Press, 1985

Dupree, Nancy Hatch ’49
The Cultural Basis of Afghan Nationalism, 1990 (editor)

Dweck, Alyssa ’85

Dweck, Carol S. ’67
Personal Politics: The Art of Making It, Prentice Hall, 1973 (coauthor)

Dynerman, Susan Bacon ’74
Are Our Kids All Right? Answers to the Tough Questions about Child Care Today, Peterson’s, 1994
The Best Jobs in America for Parents Who Want Careers and Time for Children Too, Macmillan/Rawson, 1991 (coauthor)

Eagle, Rita (Ashmann) ’59
Help Him Make You Smile: The Development of Intersubjectivity in the Atypical Child, Jason Aronson, 2007
Sniffy the Beagle, Outskirts Press, 2007

Eakin, Julie Sinclair ’85
Salons and Spas: The Architecture of Beauty, Rockport, 2005

Eckman, Judith ’58
Handbook and Directory of Nursing Homes, Basic Books, 1975 (co-editor)

Economou, Bessie Carasoulas ’55
Forging the Pittsburgh Renaissance, Urban Redevelopment Authority of Pittsburgh, 1997

Edelman, Marsha Bryan ’75

Eder, Doris (Muller) ’61
Three Writers in Exile: Pound, Eliot & Joyce, Whitston, 1984

Edinger, Monica ’74
Far Away and Long Ago: Young Historians in the classroom, Stenhouse, 1998 (with Stephanie Fins ’72)

* deceased
Edis, Genevieve Cerisoles '67
MERDE!, Atheneum, 1986
MERDE ENCORE!, Atheneum, 1988

Edmonds, Anne Carey '48
A Memory Book, Mount Holyoke College 1837-1987, Mount Holyoke College, 1988

Edwards, Gwyneth '71

*Edwards, Julia '40

Efimiaides, Maria '85
Garden of Graves, St. Martin’s Press, 1993
Lethal Lolita, St. Martin’s Press, 1992
“My Name is Katherine,” St. Martin’s Press, 1993 (with Joe Treen)
Sins of the Mother, St. Martin’s Press, 1995

Egan, Doris '77
The Gate of Ivory, DAW Books, 1989
Guilt-Edged Ivory, DAW Books, 1992
Two-Bit Heroes, DAW Books

Ehrenkranz, Lois (Beekman) '66
Public Relations/Publicity: A Key Link in Communications, Fairchild Publications, 1983 (coauthor)

Ehrlich, Evelyn '72
Cinema of Paradox: Filmmaking Under the German Occupation, Columbia U Press, 1985
The Financial Services Marketing Handbook: Tactics and Techniques that Produce Results, Bloomberg Press, 2004 (coauthor)

Eicher, Sharon '87
Corruption in International Business: Corporate Social Responsibility, Ashgate, 2008

Eide, Marian '87
Ethical Joyce, Cambridge U Press, 2002

Einhorn, Jessica Pernitz '67
Expropriation Politics, Lexington Books

Eldridge, Mona (Hoo) '52 (see also Hoo)
In Search of a Prince: My Life with Barbara Hutton, Sidgwick & Jackson, 1990

Elfenbein, Jessica '84
Baltimore '68: Riots and Rebirth in an American City, Temple University Press, 2011 (coeditor)

Elfrey, Priscilla (Redfearn) '52
The Hidden Agenda, John Wiley & Sons, 1982

Elias, Midge (Margery Rowen) '58
Choosing Not Cheating: The Beverly Hills Eat For Pleasure, Slim For Life Plan, Humanics Ltd., 1990

Elliot, Victoria Pesce '87
Miami & the Keys, Macmillan, 1996

* deceased
*Elliott, Eleanor Thomas ’48

Ellis, Margaret Holben ’75
   *The Care of Prints and Drawings*, AASLH Press, 1987

Ellsworth, Lida ’70

Elmer, Isabel Lincoln ’49
   *Cinderella Rockefeller*, Freundlich Books, 1987

Elovic, Barbara ’75

Elsberg, Constance Waeber ’67

Emerson, Isabelle ’56

Emery, Noemi ’58
   *Washington*, G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1976

Engel, Madeline H. ’61
   *Female Detectives in American Novels: A Bibliography and Analysis of Serialized Female Sleuths*, Garland, 1993 (coauthor)
   *Inequality in America: The Sociological Perspective*, Thomas Y. Crowell, 1971
   *The Italian Experience in the United States*, Center for Migration Studies, 1970 (co-editor)

Ennis, Glafyra Fernandez ’42, translator
   *Fireflies* by Ana María Matute, Peter Lang Publishing, 1998
   *Nada* by Carmen Laforet, Peter Lang, 1994

Ephron, Delia ’66
   *Big City Eyes*, Putnam, 2000
   *Do I Have To Say Hello? Aunt Delia’s Manners Quiz For Kids and Their Grownups*, Viking, 1990
   *Funny Sauce*, Viking, 1986
   *The Girl Who Changed the World*, Ticknor & Fields, 1993
   *Hanging Up*, G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1995; Ballantine, 1996 [film, Columbia Pictures, 2000 (coauthor, screenplay)]
   *How to Eat Like a Child, and Other Lessons in Not Being a Grown-Up*, Viking, 1978
   *Santa and Alex*, Little, Brown, 1983
   *Teenage Romance or How to Die of Embarrassment*, Viking, 1981
   *You’ve Got Mail* (film), Warner Bros., 1998 (coauthor, screenplay)

*Ernst, Ruth (Shaw) ’39

Erskine, Katherine ’86
   *Scavullo on Beauty*, Random House, 1976 (coauthor)

Estess, Valerie ’81
   *Tales from the Bed: On Living, Dying and Having It All*, Atria Books, 2004 (coauthor)

Etner (Hollins), Elizabeth Jay ’57 (see also Hollins)
   *On Gilbert Head*, 1937

* deceased

37
Etauagh, Claire (Teitelbaum) ’62

*Psychology of Women: A Lifespan Perspective, Allyn & Bacon, 2000 (coauthor)
The World of Children, Harcourt, Brace, 1995

Everett, Carole J. (Mahoney) ’77

The Performing Arts Major’s College Guide: Dance, Drama, Music, Arco/Prentice Hall, 1992

Everly, Kathryn ’90


Fabend, Firth Haring ’59

The Best of Intentions, William Morrow, 1968
A Catch of Grandmothers, The Historical Society of Rockland County, 2004
A Dutch Family in the Middle Colonies, 1660-1800, Rutgers U Press, 1991
Greek Revival, E.P. Dutton, 1985
Land So Fair, iUniverse, Inc., 2008
A Perfect Stranger, Simon & Schuster, 1973
Three Women, Belmont, 1972
Zion on the Hudson: Dutch New York and New Jersey in the Age of Revivals, Rutgers U Press, 2000

*Fairbanks, Anne Ross ’45

Teaching Springboard Diving, Prentice Hall, 1963

Fairless, Caroline ’71

Hambone, Tundra Books, 1980

Fanos, Joanna ’67

Sibling Loss, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1996

Farber, Sharon Klayman ’65

When the Body is the Target: Self-Harm, Suffering and Traumatic Attachments, Jason Aronson, 2000

Farkas, Suzanne Gold ’61

Urban Lobbying, Mayors in the Federal Arena, NYU Press, 1971

Farriss, Nancy M. ’59


Fass, Paula S. ’67

Childhood in America, NYU Press, 2000 (co-editor)
The Damned and the Beautiful: American Youth in the 1920’s, Oxford U Press, 1977
Inheriting the Holocaust: A Second-generation Memoir, Rutgers University Press, 2009

Federico, Meg (Margaret) Penick ’82

Welcome to the Departure Lounge: Adventures in Mothering Mother, Random House, 2009

*Feeney, Helen M. ’34 and Anne R. Stenzel

Learning by Case Method: Practical Approaches for Community Leaders, Seabury Press, 1970

Feerick, Maragret ’89

Child Abuse and Neglect: Definitions, Classifications, and a Framework for Research, Brookes, 2006 (co-editor)
Children Exposed to Violence, Paul H Brookes, 2006 (with Gerald B. Silverman)
Feil, Hila (Newman) ’64
*The Windmill Summer*, Harper & Row, 1972

Feinstein, Alice (Sturgis) ’70

Feit, Rosemary ’58

Feitshans, Ilise (Levy) ’79
*Bringing Health to Work*, Emalyn Press, 1997
*Designing an Effective OSHA Compliance Program*, Clark, Boardman, Callaghan, 1993
*Walking Backwards to Undo Prejudice*, The Emalyn Press, 2003 (coauthor)

Fekete, Irene ’58
*Time Elsewhere*, Chatto and Winders, 1971

Feldblum, Miriam ’84

Feldman, Ellen ’69
*Scottsboro*, W.W. Norton, 2008

Felt, Marilyn (Hirsch) Clayton ’59
*Improving Our Schools: Thirty-Three Studies That Inform Local Action*, Education Development Center, 1985

Ferber, Elizabeth ’88
*Diabetes*, Millbrook Press, 1996
*A Life with Animals: Jane Goodall*, Marshall Cavendish, 1996
*May the Circle be Unbroken: An Intimate Journey into the Heart of Adoption*, Harmony Books, 1998 (coauthor)
*Soon Found, Soon Lost*, Yardbird Press, 1994
*Steven Spielberg*, Chelsea House, 1996
*The Vegetarian Life*, Berkley Books, 1998
*Yasir Arafat: A Life of War and Peace*, The Millbrook Press, 1995

Ferber, Jane (Schwarzb) ’57

Ferber, Linda (Rappaport) ’66
*Albert Bierstadt: Art & Enterprise*, Hudson Hills Press, 1990 (with Dr. Nancy K. Anderson)
*The Collector’s Eye: The Ernest Erickson Collections at the Brooklyn Museum*, Brooklyn Museum, 1987
*Never at Fault: The Drawings of William T. Richards*, 1986
*The New Path: Ruskin and American Pre-Raphaelites*, Olympic, 1985
*Winslow Homer: Illustrating America*, George Braziller, 2000 (coauthor)

Fernandez, Genevieve (Fisch) ’49
*The ABC’s of Decorating*, Doubleday, 1982

* deceased
Ferrante, Joan M. ’58

*The Conflict of Love and Honor, The Medieval Tristan Legend in France, Germany, and Italy*, Mouton, 1973
*Dante’s Beatrice: Priest of an Androgynous God*, Pegasus Press, 1992
*The Lais of Marie de France*, E.P. Dutton, 1978; Labyrinth, 1981 (co-translator with commentary)
*In Pursuit of Perfection: Courtly Love in Medieval Literature*, Kennikat Press, 1975 (co-editor)
*To the Glory of Her Sex: Women’s Roles in the Composition of Medieval Texts*, Indiana U Press, 1997


*Woman as Image in Medieval Literature from the Twelfth Century to Dante*, Columbia U Press, 1975; Labyrinth Press, 1985

Fiedler, Olympia (Pia) ’87

*Harvest, While the Orchard Is Aplenty: Book of Poems*, PublishAmerica, 2006
*The Night the Moon Went Out*, PublishAmerica, 2011
*Cato the Caterpillar*, PublishAmerica, 2011
*Just Pia!*, PublishAmerica, 2011

Fife, Rose S. ’71

*The ACP Handbook of Women’s Health*, ACP Press, 2009 (coeditor)

Filipczak, Zirka (Zaremba) ’64


Finel-Honigman, Irene ’68

*A Cultural History of Finance*, Routledge, 2009
*European Monetary Union Banking Issues: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives*, JAI Press, 1999 (editor)

Fins, Stephanie ’72

*Far Away and Long Ago: Young Historians in the classroom*, Stenhouse, 1998 (with Monica Edinger ’74)

Fish, Nancy ’81


*Fischer, Margaret Jane ’35

*Calvin Coolidge, Jr.*, Academy Books, 1981

Fisher, Melissa S. ’85


Fisher, Nancy ’62

*Code Blue*, Onyx Books, 2000
*Side Effects*, NAL/Penguin (Signet), 1994
*Special Treatment*, Signet, 1996
*Vital Parts*, NAL/Penguin (Signet), 1993

*Fitzgerald, Jeanne (Lewis) ’46

*Akin to Fire* (poetry), 1994
*Repairing a House* (poetry), 1978
*Second Childhood* (poetry), 1982

Flaherty, Diane ’68

*Regional inequality in South Africa: Issues, measurement, and policy implications*

Flanders, Laura ’85

*Bushwomen: Tales of a Cynical Species*, Verso, 2004
*The Contenders*, Seven Stories Press, 2007 (coauthor)

* deceased
The W Effect: Bush’s War on Women, Feminist Press, 2004

Fleischman, Susan (Kornzweig) ’66
The Boy Who Looked for Spring, Harcourt Brace, 1993

Fleming, Jacqueline ’69
Blacks in College: A Comparative Study of Students’ Success in Black and White Institutions, Jossey-Bass, 1984

Flinn, Juliana ’72

*Flint, Emily Riedinger ’30
Creative Editing & Writing, CASE, 1980 (editor)

*Fogelin, Maria B. ’47
The Vow, Zebra Books, 1980

Foner, Naomi (Achs) ’66
A Dangerous Woman (screenplay), Gramercy Pictures, 1993
Losing Isaiah (screenplay), Paramount Pictures, 1995
Running on Empty (screenplay), Harvest Moon Publications, 2001; Warner Brothers, 1988 (nominated for Academy Award)
Violets are Blue (screenplay), Harvest Moon Publications, 2001, Film produced in 1986

Fonseca, Isabel ’84

Ford, Claudia J. ’76
Why Do I Scream at God for the Rape of Babies?, North Atlantic Books, 2004

Ford, Eileen Otte ’43
Do You Want to Be a Model?, Pocket Books, 1972

Forsberg, Randall (Watson) ’65 (see also Witthoff)
The Arms Production Dilemma, MIT Press, 1994 (editor)
Nonproliferation Primer: Preventing the Spread of Nuclear, Chemical, and Biological Weapons, The MIT Press, 1995 (coauthor)

Forsell, Mary ’83
Berries: Cultivation, Decoration and Recipes, Bantam, 1989
The Book of Flower Arranging, Running Press, 1987
Heirloom Herbs, Villard/Random House, 1990
The Herbal Grove, Villard Books, 1996

Fox, Janet Stroup ’74

Fox, Margalit ’83

Fox-Kales, Emily ’64
BODY SHOTS: Hollywood and the Culture of Eating Disorders, SUNY Press, 2011

Frank, Georgia ’85
The Memory of the Eyes: Pilgrims to Living Saints in Christian Late Antiquity, U of California Press, 2000

Fram, Leslie Greenbaum ’84
How to Marry a Divorced Man, ReganBooks-HarperCollins, 2002

* deceased
Frampton, Megan McLaughlin’86
A Singular Lady, Signet, 2005

Frank, Lucy (Kantrowitz) ’68 (books for young people)
I Am an Artichoke, Holiday House, 1995; Dell/Laurel-Leaf, 1996
The Annoyance Bureau, Atheneum, 2002
Just Ask Iris, S&S/Atheneum, 2001
Lucky Stars, Atheneum/Richard Jackson Books, 2005
Oy, Joy!, DK Ink, 1999; Aladdin, 2001
Will You Be My Brussels Sprout?, Holiday House, 1996

Frank, Marcie ’82
How to Be an Intellectual in the Age of TV: The Lessons of Gore Vidal, Duke U Press, 2005

Frank, Nathalie D. ’39
Data Sources for Business and Market Analysis, Scarecrow Press, 1983 (coauthor)

*Frankel, Tobia Brown ’55
The Russian Artist: The Creative Person in Russian Culture, Macmillan, 1972

Frankfort, Ellen ’58
The Classroom of Miss Ellen Frankfort: Confessions of a Private School Teacher, Prentice-Hall, 1970
Rosie: The Investigation of a Wrongful Death, Dial Press, 1979 (coauthor)
Vaginal Politics, Quadrangle Books, 1972

Franzese, Paula ’80
Throw Your Fears Out the Window: A Book of Wisdom, Inspiration and Guidance for Law Students and Lawyers, Donnelley & Sons, 1997

*Free, Ann Cottrell ’38
Forever the Wild Mare, Dodd, Mead, 1963

Freed, Marin Sobol ’55

Freedman, Estelle B. ’69
Feminism, Sexuality, and Politics, University of North Carolina Press, 2006
The Lesbian Issue, Essays from SIGNS, The U of Chicago Press, 1985 (co-editor)
No Turning Back: The History of Feminism and the Future of Women, Ballantine Books, 2002

Freedman, Miriam Kurtzig ’64
Fixing Special Education—12 Steps to Transform a Broken System, Park Place Publications, 2009
Legalese: The Words Lawyers Use and What They Mean, Dell/Laurel, 1990
A Sourcebook for Substitutes and Other Teachers, Addison-Wesley, 1975 (coauthor)

Freeman, Eileen Elias ’69
Angeles Que Curan, Obelisco, 1995
The Angels’ Little Instruction Book, Warner, 1994
Touched by Angels: True Cases of Close Encounters of the Celestial Kind, Warner, 1993

Freilich, Joan Sherman ’63
Paul Claudel’s “Le Soulier de Satin”, U of Toronto Press, 1973

*Fremon, Suzanne Straight ’35
Children and Their Parents: Towards Maturity, Harper & Row, 1968

* deceased
*Friedberg, Gertrude (Tonkonogy) ’29
The Revolving Boy, Doubleday, 1966; Ballantine Books

Friedberg, Ruth (Crane) ’49
American Art Song and American Poetry, Volume I: America Comes of Age, Scarecrow Press, 1982
.....Volume II: Voices of Maturity, Scarecrow Press, 1984
Coasts (poetry), The Press at the Camperdown Elm, 1990
Songs by John Duke, Southern Music Co., 2001

Friedensohn, Doris (Platzker) ’58
Eating as I Go: Scenes from America and Abroad, University Press of Kentucky, 2006
Generations of Women: In Search of Female Forebears, Jersey City State College Women's Studies Program, 1984 (coauthor)
Cooking for Change: Tales from a Food Service Training Academy, Full Court Press, 2011

*Frieder, Emma ’13
Altar Fires: Essays in Sacred Literature, Hurst, 1971
Essays in Religion, Hurst, 1971

Friedland, Ronnie ’67
The Fathers’ Book: Shared Experiences, G.K. Hall, 1986 (co-editor)
The Mother’s Book: Shared Experiences, Houghton-Mifflin, 1981 (co-editor)

Friedlander, Iris (Unger) ’63
Artificial Reefs, a Survey, American Littoral Society, 1967 (published under Unger)
The Orient Express Chinese Cookbook, Prentice-Hall, 1979 (coauthor)

Friedman (Fraser), Amy ’74
Kick the Dog and Shoot the Cat, Oberon Press, 1989
Nothing Sacred: A Conversation with Feminism, Oberon Press, 1992
The Spectacular Gift (and Other Stories from Tell Me A Story), Andrews and McMeel, 1995
Tell Me a Story, Oxford U Press (Canada)/Andrews & McMeel, 1993

Friedman, Elisabeth ’88

*Friedman, Natalie (Lookstein) ’48
Printers Face Automation: The Impact of Technology on Work and Retirement among Skilled Craftsmen, Lexington Books, D.C.
Heath, 1980
Remarriage and Stepparenting in the Jewish Community, The American Jewish Committee, 1993

Friedman, Sara Ann (Riesner) ’57
Celebrating the Wild Mushroom: A Passionate Quest, Dodd, Mead, 1986
No Experience Necessary, A Guide to Employment for the Female Liberal Arts Graduate, Dell, 1971
POLICE! 36 Hours in the Life of a Precinct
Voyage of the Mimi
Zoo Year

Furman, Eleanor (Levy) ’33
Retirement: You’re in Charge, Praeger, 1984

* deceased
Futterman, Donna '74
*Lesbian and Gay Youth: Care and Counseling*, Hanley and Belfus, 1997 (coauthor)

Gabbay, Alyssa '85
*Islamic Tolerance: Amir Khusraw and Pluralism*, Routledge, 2010

Gager, Kristin Elizabeth '84

Gallagher, Mary Campbell '60
*Scoring High on Bar Exam Essays*, ARCO/Prentice Hall, 1991
*Teaching Secondary English: Alternative Approaches*, Charles E. Merrill, 1975 (coauthor)

Galos, Jodie-Beth '73 (coauthor)

Garafola, Lynn '68
*The Ballets Russes and Its World*, Yale U Press, 1999 (co-editor)
*The Diaries of Marius Petipa (editor-translator)*
*Legacies of Twentieth Century Dance*, Wesleyan University Press, 2005
*Of, by, and for the People: Dancing on the Left in the 1930s*, University Press of New England, 1994 (editor)

Garcia, Cristina '79
*Cars of Cuba*, Abrams, 1995
*Cubanísimo! The Vintage Book of Contemporary Cuban Literature*, Vintage Books, 2003 (editor)
*The Lady Matador’s Hotel*, Scribner, 2010
*The Lesser Tragedy of Death*, Akashic Press, 2010
*Monkey Hunting*, Alfred A. Knopf, 2002

Gardner, Eve-Lynn Siegel '94

Garfield, Johanna (Rosengarten) '53
*The Life of a Real Girl*, St. Martin’s Press, 1986
*Cousins*, Donald I. Fine, 1990; 1995

*Garrellick, Renee (Brosell) '62
*Clothier of the Assabet: The Mill and Town of Edward Carver Damon*, 1988
*Concord in the Days of Strawberries and Streetcars*, Concord Historical Commission, 1985

*Gates, Georgia Philipples '37

Gates, Katie '79
*Stuck on You: Do-It-Yourself Dating Patches for the Single Girl*, Chamberlain Bros., 2005 (with Tim Knight)

*(bel) Geddes (Ulanov), Joan '37
*Are You Listening, God?*, Ave Maria Press, 1996

*deceased

44
Children Praying: Why and How to Pray With Your Children, Sorin Books, 1999
How to Parent Alone: A Guide for Single Parents
Small World: A History of Baby Care from the Stone Age to the Space Age, Macmillan, 1964
To Barbara With Love, 1974

Gelber, Marilyn (Goldenberg) ’69

Gelfand, Elissa D. ’69
Imagination in Confinement: Women’s Writings from French Prisons, Cornell U Press, 1983

Gelman, Amy ’83
New York, Lerner Publications, 1995

Gelmi, Alessandra ’78
Ring of Fire: Selected Poems 1972-2008, PublishAmerica, 2009
Who’s Afraid of Red: A Story Cycle in Three Parts, PublishAmerica, 2007

Gendzier, Irene Lefel ’57
Development Against Democracy: Manipulating Political Change in the Third World
Frantz Fanon: A Critical Biography, Pantheon, 1973

Genishi, Celia ’66
Diversities in Early Childhood Education: Rethinking and Doing, Routledge, 2007 (co-editor)
Language Assessment in the Early Years, Teachers College Press, 1989 (coauthor)

Geringer, Laura ’68
Sign of the Qin: Outlaws of Moonshadow Marsh, Hyperion, 2004
The Stubborn Pumpkin, Scholastic, 1999
The Myth Men Series, Scholastic, 1996-1997
Hercules The Strong Man, 1996
Ulysses The Soldier King, 1996
Perseus The Boy With Super Powers, 1996
Andromeda The Flying Warrior Princess, 1996
Theseus The Hero Of The Maze, 1997
Atalanta The Wild Girl, 1997
Iole The Girl With Super Powers, 1997
Castor & Pollux the Fighting Twins, 1997
The Pomegranate Seeds, Houghton Mifflin, 1995
The Seven Ravens, HarperCollins, 1994
Yours ’Til The Ice Cracks, HarperCollins, 1992
The Cow is Mooing Anyhow, HarperCollins, 1991
Molly’s New Washing Machine, HarperCollins, 1986
A Three Hat Day, Harper & Row, 1985

German, Amy ’77
Museums: A Resource for the Learning Disabled, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1984 (coauthor)

Gibb, Blair ’68
When Good Companies Do Bad Things: Responsibility and Risk in an Age of Globalization, John Wiley & Sons, 1999 (coauthor)

Gibbon, Maureen ’84
Swimming Sweet Arrow, Little Brown, 2000

*Gibson, Mary Carson ’26
* deceased
Gilbert, Judith ’84

* Born for Chinchilla (stories), Verlag Ulrich Martzinek, 1991
  * Times Square, Verlag Ulrich Martzinek, 1989

Gilbert, Sara (Dulaney) ’66 (see also Dulaney)

  * By Yourself, Morrow/Lothrop, 1983
  * Fat Free: Common Sense for Young Weight Worriers, Macmillan, 1977; Collier, 1979
  * Feeling Good, Scholastic, 1978
  * Go For It--Get Organized, Morrow Junior Books, 1989
  * How to Be a Successful Online Student, McGraw-Hill, 2000
  * How to Do Your Best on Tests, Morrow Junior Books, 1998
  * How to Live with a Single Parent, Morrow/Lothrop, 1982
  * How to Take Tests, Morrow Junior Books, 1983
  * Internships: A Directory for Career Finders, 1995
  * The Psychology of Dieting, 1989
  * Ready, Set, Go: How to Find a Career That’s Right for You, Scholastic, 1979
  * Three Years to Grow: Guidance for Your Child’s First Three Years, Parents’ Magazine Press, 1972
  * Trouble at Home, Morrow/Lothrop, 1981
  * Unofficial Guide to Eating Disorders, Hungry Minds, 1998
  * Using Your Head: The Many Ways of Being Smart, Macmillan, 1984
  * What Happens in Therapy, Morrow/Lothrop, 1982
  * What’s a Father For?, Parents’ Magazine Press, 1975; Warner, 1976
  * You Are What You Eat, Macmillan, 1977
  * You CAN Speak Up in Class, Morrow Junior Books, 1991

* deceased
Gill, Mary Louise ’72
Self-Motion: From Aristotle to Newton, Princeton U Press, 1994 (coauthor)

Gilles, Yvrose (Smarth) ’86
Bicentennial: Haiti’s Gift to the World, Bookmanlit, 2004

*Gillis, Ruth J. (Kathan) ’55

Gilman, Lois (Prager) ’70

Gins, Madeline ’62
Architectural Body, U of Alabama Press, 2002 (with Arakawa)
Architecture: Sites of Irreversible Destiny, St. Martin’s Press, 1994 (with Arakawa)
For Example (a Critique of Never), Alessandra Castelli Press, 1974 (with Arakawa)
Helen Keller or Arakawa, Bruckman, 1971; Burning Books with East/West Cultural Studies, 1994
Intend, Tau/ma, 1973
The Mechanism of Meaning, Bruckmann, 1971; Harry N. Abrams, 1979; Abbeville Press, 1989 (with Arakawa)
The Process in Question/Bridge of Reversible Destiny, 1990
To Not To Die, Editions de la Différence, 1987 (with Arakawa)
What the President Will Say and Do!!, Station Hill Press, 1984
Word Rain, Grossman/Viking, 1969

Ginsberg, Susan ’51

Ginsburg, Faye D. ’75
Uncertain Terms: Negotiating Gender in American Culture, Beacon Press, 1991, 1992 (co-editor)

Glassman, Miriam (Geiger) ’82
Box Top Dreams, Delacorte Press, 1998; Dell/Yearling, 1999

Glazer, Mindy ’73
Shopping Secrets of Southern California, Helpful Publications, 1995

Glimm, Adele ’58
Gene Hunter, The Story of Neuropsychologist Nancy Wexler, Joseph Henry Press-Scholastic, 2005

*Glueck, Eleanor (Touroff) ’19 and Sheldon Glueck
Later Criminal Careers, The Commonwealth Fund and Oxford U Press, 1937

*Gojich, Yelena (Albala) ’45

*Golann, Cecil Paige ’41
Our World: The Taming of Israel’s Negev, Julian Messner, 1970

Gold, Miriam Vogel ’71
The Toxic Substances Control Act, Oxford University Press, 2010

*deceased
Goldberg, Idana '94

Goldberg, Nieca '79
Women Are Not Small Men: Life-Saving Strategies for Preventing and Healing Heart Disease in Women, Ballantine Books, 2002

*Goldfrank (Wittfogel), Esther (Schiff) '18
The Artist of “Isleta Paintings” in Pueblo Society, Smithsonian Institution, 1967
Notes on an Undirected Life: As One Anthropologist Tells It, Queens College Press, 1978

Goldhur, Susan '60 (books for children)
Franny B. Kranny, There’s a Bird in Your Hair!, HarperCollins, 2001 (coauthor)

*Goldin, Grace (Aaronson) '37
Come Under the Wings, a Midrash on Ruth (poetry), The Jewish Publication Society of America, 1980
The Hospital: A Social and Architectural History, Yale U Press, 1975 (with John D. Thompson)
To Love That Well: More Poems of Ageing, Patten Press, 1984
Speak Out for Age, The Third Age Press, 1991
Work of Mercy: A Picture History of Hospitals, Stoddart Publishing/Associated Medical Services, 1994

Goldman, Amy '76
The Heirloom Tomato: From Garden to Table: Recipes, Portraits, and History of the World’s Most Beautiful Fruit, Bloomsbury USA, 2008

Goldner, Diane L. '81
Infinite Grace: Where the Worlds of Science and Spiritual Healing Meet, Hampton Roads, 1999

Goldstein, Rebecca (Newberger) '72
The Dark Sister, Viking, 1991; Penguin, 1993
The Late-Summer Passion of a Woman of Mind, Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1989
Mazel, Viking, 1995; U of Wisconsin Press, 2002
Strange Attractors (short stories), Viking, 1993; Penguin, 1994

Goldwag, Rachel (Melissa) '96
Emergency Departments in Israel, 1999: The Visitors Perspective, JDC-Brookdale Institute, 2001 (coauthor)
Health Care Systems in Transition: Israel, European Observatory on Health Care Systems, 2003 (coauthor)

Golombek, Lisa (Volow) '62
The Timurid Architecture of Iran and Turan, two volumes, Princeton U Press, 1988 (coauthor)

Gonzalez-Arias, Francisca '74
Bordeaux (European Women Writers) by Soledad Puertolas, U of Nebraska Press, 1998 (translator)
Portrait of a Woman as Artist: Emilia Pardo Bazan and the Modern Novel in France and Spain, Garland, 1992

Goode, Judith (Granich) '60
Anthropology of the City, Prentice Hall, 1977 (coauthor)
New Poverty Studies: The Ethnography of Politics, Policy and Impoverished People in the US, NYU Press, 2002 (co-editor)
Reshaping Ethnic and Racial Relations in Philadelphia: Immigrants in a Divided City, Temple U Press, 1994 (coauthor)

*deceased
Goodenough, Ursula ’64
  Genetics, Saunders College Publishers, 1984 (3rd edition)

*Goodman, Harriet Wilinsky ’27
  Careers and Opportunities in Retailing, E.P. Dutton, 1970
  Just What the Doctor Ordered, Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1982 (coauthor)

*Goodman, Madeleine (Schwarzbach) ’67

Goodman-Draper, Jacqueline ’75
  Health Care's Forgotten Majority: Nurses and Their Frayed White Collars, Auburn House, 1995

Goodwin, Cathy ’65
  Making the Big Move: How to Transform Relocation into a Creative Life Transition, New Harbinger, 1999

Goodwin, Joan Welch ’47

Gootman, Phyllis (Adler) ’59
  Perinatal Cardiovascular Function, Marcel Dekker, 1983 (with Norman Gootman)

Gordon, Barbara (Loeb) ’57
  Defects of the Heart, Harper & Row, 1983
  I’m Dancing as Fast as I Can, Harper & Row, 1979

*Gordon, Lynn D. ’68

Gordon, Mary ’71
  Circling My Mother: A Memoir, Pantheon, 2007
  The Company of Women, Random House, 1980
  Final Payments, Random House, 1978
  First Person Singular: Writers on Their Craft, Ontario Review Press, 1983 (contributor)
  Good Boys and Dead Girls and other essays, Viking, 1991; Penguin, 1992
  Joan of Arc, Penguin, 2000
  Men and Angels, Random House, 1985
  The Other Side, Viking Penguin, 1989; Contemporary American Fiction, 1990; Penguin, 1990
  Pearl, Pantheon, 2004
  The Rest of Life: Three Novellas, Viking, 1993; Penguin, 1994
  Spending (A Utopic Divertimento), Scribner, 1998; 1999; Bloomsbury, 1998; Random House Audio Books
  Temporary Shelter, Random House, 1987

Gordon, Rochelle Haimowitz ’66
  Climb a Fallen Ladder: How to Survive and Thrive in Downsized America, Hatherleigh Press, 1997 (coauthor)

Goreau, Angeline ’73

Gorman, Jacqueline Laks ’77
  I Like to Visit: The Aquarium, Gareth Stevens, 2005
  I Like to Visit: The Library, Gareth Stevens, 2005
  I Like to Visit: The Museum, Gareth Stevens, 2005

*deceased
I Like to Visit: The Playground, Gareth Stevens, 2005
I Like to Visit: The Shopping Mall, Gareth Stevens, 2005

Gosfield, Alice '70
Guide to Key Legal Issues in Managed Care Quality, Faulkner & Gray, 1997

Gottfried, Patricia Savoie '66
A Wine Tasting Course, McKay, 1978 (with John Gottfried)

Gottlieb, Robin Grossman '50
Mystery Aboard the Ocean Princess, Funk & Wagnalls, 1967
Mystery of the Jittery Dog-Walker, Funk & Wagnalls, 1966
Mystery of the Silent Friends, Funk & Wagnalls, 1964
Secret of the Unicorn, Funk & Wagnalls, 1965
So Much Can Happen, Funk & Wagnalls, 1963

*Gottlieb, Sophie Koerner '19
What You Should Know About Marriage, Bobbs-Merrill, 1963 (with Bernhardt Gottlieb)

Gould, Jane S. (Auerbach) '40

Gouyet, Lanore (Prostick) '55

Gove, Doris '66
50 Hikes in the Tennessee Mountains: Hikes and Walks from the Blue Ridge to the Cumberland Plateau, Countryman Pr, 2001
Audubon Guide to the National Wildlife Refuges: Southeast, Griffin, 2000
Exploring the Appalachian Trail: Georgia North Carolina Tennessee (Exploring the Appalachian Trail), Stackpole Books, 1998
Miracle at Egg Rock: A Puffin’s Story, Down East Books, 1985
My Mother Talks to Trees, Peachtree Publishers, 1999
One Rainy Night, Atheneum, 1994
Red-Spotted Newt, Atheneum, 1994
The Water Snake's Year, Atheneum, 1991

Gover, C. Jane (Covell) '56

Graham, Barbara Florio '56
Five Fast Steps to Better Writing, Opus Mundi Canada, 1985
Five Fast Steps to Low-Cost Publicity, Opal Services, 1988
Musings/Mewsings, Simon Teakettle Ink, 2001

Graham, Kendra '66
French Cuffs: The Lily French Mystery Series, Amazon Digital Services, 2010

Graham, Lorna '87

Grant, Anne '68

Gray, Francine du Plessix '52
Adam & Eve and the City, Simon & Schuster, 1987
At Home with the Marquis de Sade: A Life, Simon & Schuster, 1998; Penguin, 1999
Divine Disobedience: Profiles in Catholic Radicalism, Knopf, 1970 (National Catholic Book Award)
First Person Singular: Writers on Their Craft, Ontario Review Press, 1983 (contributor)
Hawaii: The Sugar Coated Fortress, Random House, 1972

*deceased

50
Lovers and Tyrants, Simon & Schuster, 1976
October Blood, Simon & Schuster, 1985

*Graydon, Ruth (Cushman) ’24
Morning and other poems, Sherwood Oaks, 1990

Grayzel, Eva (Cohen) ’86

Green, Surya (Norma Eisner) ’61
The Call of the Sun: A Woman’s Journey to the Heart of Wisdom, Element Books, 1997
Us, Cosmos Press, 1977

Green, Valerie ’91
Doped Up, Knocked Up, and...Locked Up? The Criminal Prosecution of Women Who Use Drugs During Pregnancy, Garland, 1993

Greenbaum, Jessica ’79
Inventing Difficulty (poetry), Silverfish Review Press, 2000

Greenberg, Carol Arnel ’56
The Day Before Cookbook, Little, Brown, 1968

Greenberg, Wendy ’73
The Power of Rhetoric: Hugo’s Metaphor & Poetics, Peter Lang, 1985
Uncanonical Women: Feminine Voice in French Poetry (1830-1871), Rodopi, 1999

Greene, Loren (Wissner) ’71
The Unofficial Guide to Living with Diabetes, IDG Books (coauthor)

Greene, Maxine (Meyer) ’38
The Dialectic of Freedom, Teachers College Press, 1988
Landscapes of Learning, Teachers College Press, 1978
A Light in Dark Times: Maxine Greene and the Unfinished Conversation, Teachers College Press, 1998
The Public School and the Private Vision, Random House, 1965
Retrieving the Language of Compassion: The Education Professor in Search of Community, Univ. of Tennessee, 1990

Greenspan, P.S. (Patricia Sullivan) ’66
Practical Guilt, Oxford U Press, 1995

Gregory, Elizabeth ’78

Grenager, Suzanne Selby ’64
Bare Naked at the Reality Dance, Bakula Books, 2012

Griffel, Margaret Ross ’65
Operas in English: A Dictionary, Greenwood Press, 1999
Operas in German: A Dictionary, Greenwood Press, 1990

Griffin, Miriam (Dressler) ’56
Philosophia Togata, Oxford U Press, 1991

*deceased
Griggs, Tamar ‘64
There’s a Sound in the Sea...A Child’s Eye View of the Whale, Scrimshaw Press, 1975

Grimstad, Kirsten ‘68
The Modern Revival of Gnosticism in Thomas Mann’s Doktor Faustus, Camden House, 2001
The New Woman’s Survival Catalog, 1973 (co-editor)

Grina, Diana Kiozpeoplou ‘74
Parish Location Analysis: A Step-by-Step Process to Assess the Feasibility of Establishing, Sustaining, and Growing a Greek Orthodox Parish, Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of America, 2005

Gruder, Vivian ‘57

Grumet, Madeleine (Rotter) ‘61
Bitter Milk: Women and Teaching, U of Massachusetts Press, 1988
Toward a Poor Curriculum, Kendall/Hunt, 1976 (coauthor)

Guérlac, Suzanne ‘71
Derrida & the Time of the Political, Duke University Press, 2009 (co-editor)
Literary Polemics: Bataille, Sartre, Valéry, Breton, Stanford U Press, 1997
Thinking in Time: An Introduction to Henri Bergson, Cornell U Press, 2006

Gyorgy, Anna ‘68

Haase-Dubose, Danielle ‘59
Femmes et Pouvoirs sous l'Ancien Régime, Rivages, 1991

Haber, Joyce ‘53
The Users, Delacorte, 1976; Dell, 1977

Hackett, Patricia ’69
POPsism: the Warhol ’60s, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1980

Halasa, Malu (Maria Lourdes) ‘79
The Secret Life of Syrian Lingerie: Intimacy and Design, Scalo Publishing in cooperation with the Prince Claus Fund Library, 2006 (co-editor)
Transit Beirut: New Writings and Images, Saqi Books, 2004 (co-editor)
Transit Tehran: Young Iran and Its Inspirations, Garnet, 2008 (co-editor)

Halasz, Piri ’56
A Memoir of Creativity: Abstract Painting, Politics & the Media, 1956-2008, iUniverse, 2009

*Haley, Neale (Cornelia Kranz) ’50
How to Have Fun with a Horse, A.S. Barnes, 1973
How to Teach Group Riding, A.S. Barnes, 1970
Grooming Your Horse/Teach Yourself to Ride, A.S. Barnes, 1974
Judge Your Own Horsemanship/Training Your Horse to Show, A.S. Barnes, 1971/1976
The Schooner Era: A Lost Epic in History, A.S. Barnes, 1972
Understanding Your Horse: Equine Character and Psychology, A.S. Barnes, 1973

*Hall, Dorothy (Wolfe) Judd ’51

*deceased
Robert Frost: Contours of Belief, Ohio U Press, 1984

*Hall, Mildred Reed '46 and Edward T. Hall
- The Fourth Dimension in Architecture: the impact of building on man’s behavior, Sunstone Press, 1975
- Hidden Differences: Doing Business with the Japanese, Doubleday; Anchor, 1990
- Hidden Differences: How to Communicate with the French/Germans, Stein, 1984/1983
- Japan for Americans, Bungei Shunju, 1986
- U.S.A. for Japanese, Bungei Shunju, 1986
- Understanding Cultural Differences, Intercultural Press, 1989

Halpern, Barbara Kerewsky '53
- People in States, Addison-Wesley, 1972 (coauthor)
- A Serbian Village in Historical Perspective, Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1972 (with Joel M. Halpern)

Halpern, Jeanne Carter '72
- Tales from the Rain Forest: Myths and Legends from the Amazonian Indians of Brazil, The Ecco Press, 1997 (coauthor, under the pseudonym Jeanne Wilmot)

Hamburg, Joan (Feldman) '57
- New York on $5 a Day, Frommer, 1961
- New York on $70 a Day, 1993
- Our Little Black Book of Shopping Secrets, Joan and Gerry, 1993 (with Gerry Frank)

*Hamburger, Betty (Kalisher) '26
- Watchman of the Night, Union of American Hebrew Congregations

Handler, Sheila (Wolkowitz) '61
- A Poet’s Journey Toward September 11, Baker & Taylor, 2002

*Hanle, Dorothea Zachariae '37
- Cooking Wild Game, Liveright, 1974
- Cooking with Flowers, 1971
- The Golden Ladle, 1945 (coauthor)
- The Surfer’s Handbook, 1968

Hanlon (Tarasov), Emily '67
- Circle Home, Bradbury Press, 1981
- How a Horse Grew Hoarse on the Site Where He Sighted a Bare Bear: A Tale of Homonyms, Delacorte, 1976
- It’s Too Late for Sorry, Bradbury Press, 1978
- Love is No Excuse, Bradbury Press
- Petersburg; G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1988; Fawcett, 1989
- The Swing, Bradbury Press, 1979
- What if a Lion Eats Me and I Fall into a Hippopotamus’ Mud Hole?, Delacorte, 1975
- The Wing and the Flame, Bradbury Press, 1980

Hanning, Barbara Russano '60
- Concise History of Western Music, W.W. Norton, 1998

Haobsh, Nadine '02
- Confessions of a Beauty Addict, Avon A, 2009

Harlan, Elizabeth (Kramon) '67
- Footfalls, Atheneum, 1982
- George Sand, Yale U Press, 2004
- Watershed, Viking Kestrel, 1986

*deceased
*Harmer, Ruth Mulvey ’41
   American Medical Avarice, Thomas Crowell, 1975
   The High Cost of Dying, Collier Macmillan, 1963
   Unfit for Human Consumption, Prentice Hall, 1971

*Harris, Catherine Riegger ’32
   Karl Marx: Socialism as Secular Theology, Warren H. Green, 1988

*Harris, Christina Phelps ’25
   Nationalism and Revolution in Egypt, Mouton, 1965

Harris, Eileen Spiegel ’54
   The Furniture of Robert Adam, Tiranti, 1966

Harris (Hess), Jay Pfifferling ’39

Harris, Melissa Robison ’98

Harrison, Anna ’86
   365 Saints: A 1996 Calendar of the Lives and Writings of the Saints, Workman, 1995

Harrison, Evelyn (Byrd) ’41
   Ancient Portraits from the Athenian Agora: Excavations of the Athenian Agora Picture Books, No 5, American School of Classical Studies at Athens, 1960
   Archaic and Archaistic Sculpture, American School of Classical Studies at Athens, 1965
   Athena and Athens in the East Pediment of the Parthenon, American Journal of Archaeology, 1967
   Monsters and demons in the ancient and medieval worlds, Philipp von Zabern, 1967 (co-editor)
   New Sculpture from the Athenian Agora, 1959, American School of Classical Studies at Athens, 1960

*Hart, Marion Rice ’12
   I Fly as I Please
   Who Called That Lady a Skipper?

Harth, Erica ’59
   Cartesian Women: Versions and Subversions of Rational Discourse in the Old Regime, Cornell U Press, 1992
   Cyrano de Bergerac and the Polemics of Modernity

Hartman, Berl (Mendelson) ’60
   Better Résumés for Computer Personnel, Barrons Educational Series, 1984 (coauthor)

Hartman, Susan ’74
   Dumb Show, A U of Central Florida Book, University Presses of Florida, 1979

Harwood, Mary Rindfoos ’44
   A Country Journal (with Michael Harwood)
   Here We Go A-Bottling
   A History of Lake Waramaug, Design to Printing, 1996
   On the Road with John James Audubon, 1981 (with Michael Harwood) (Burroughs Award in Natural History)
   A Quartet in Farewell Time, 1963
   This Curious Country (with Michael Harwood)

*deceased
Who Named the Daisy? Who Named the Rose?

Hassinger, Amy '94
  Nina: Adolescence, G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 2003
  The Priest’s Madonna, G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 2006

Hauptman, Judith '65
  Development of the Talmudic Sugya: Relationship Between Tannaitic and Amoraic Sources, University Press of America, 1988 (Studies in Judaism)

*Haverstick, Iola Stetson '46
  The Wreck of Whaleship Essex, Harcourt, Brace and World, 1965; Harvest, 1999 (co-editor)

*Hays, Elinor Rice '23
  Action in Havana, 1940 (published under Rice)
  The Best Butter, 1938 (published under Rice)
  Mirror, Mirror, 1946 (published under Rice)
  Morning Star, a Biography of Lucy Stone, 1818-1893, Harcourt, Brace and World, 1962
  Those Extraordinary Blackwells, 1967

Hayt, Elizabeth '84
  I’m No Saint: A Nasty Little Memoir of Love and Leaving, Warner Books, 2005

*Heafitz, Leslie (Bunim) '61
  In Darkness and in Light: A Physician’s Journey into Spiritual Healing, First Person Press, 1994 (poetry)

Heavey, Kia (Tsakos) '88
  Night Machines, Unfiltered Creative, 2011

*Hedges, Elaine (Ryan) '48
  Beijing and Beyond: Toward the Twenty-First Century of Women, Women’s Studies Quarterly, 1996 (co-editor)
  Hearts and Hands: The Influence of Women & Quilts on American Society, Quilt Digest Press, 1987; Rutledge Hill Press, 1996 (coauthor)
  The Heath Anthology of American Literature, 1989, 1993 (co-editor)
  The History and Future of Women’s Studies, Women’s Studies Quarterly, 1997:1 & 2, (co-editor)
  In Her Own Image, Women Working in the Arts, Feminist Press, 1980 (co-editor)
  Listening to Silences: New Essays in Feminist Criticism, Oxford U Press, 1994 (co-editor)

Heffernan, Carol Falvo ‘65
  Comedy in Chaucer and Boccaccio, D.S. Brewer, 2009
  Le Bone Florence of Rome, U of Manchester Press, 1976
  The Melancholy Muse: Chaucer, Shakespeare and Early Medicine, Duquesne U Press, 1995
  The Orient in Chaucer and Medieval Romance, D. S. Brewer, 2003
  The Phoenix at the Fountain: Images of Women and Eternity in Lactantius’s “Carmen de Ave Phoenice” and the Old English “Phoenix,” U of Delaware Press, 1987

Hejduk, Renata ‘86
  The Religious Imagination in Modern and Contemporary Architecture, Routledge, 2011

Held, Virginia (Potter) '50
  Ethics in International Affairs: Theories and Cases, University Press of America, 2000 (co-editor)
  Gender, Identity, and the Production of Meaning (coauthor)
  Justice and Care: Essential Readings in Feminist Ethics, Westview Press, 1995 (editor)

*deceased
Philosophy and Political Action, Oxford U Press, 1972 (editor)
Philosophy, Morality and International Affairs, Oxford U Press, 1974 (editor)
Property, Profits, and Economic Justice, Wadsworth, 1980
The Public Interest and Individual Interests, Basic Books, 1970
Women’s Realities, Women’s Choices: An Introduction to Women’s Studies, Oxford U Press, 1983, 1989 (with other members of the Hunter College Women’s Studies Collective)

Hellegers, Dale (Moss) ’68
We, the Japanese People: World War II and the Origins of the Japanese Constitution, Stanford U Press, 2001

Heller, Amy (Hittner) ’74

Hellerstein, Ema Olafson ’60
Victorian Women, Stanford U Press, 1981 (co-editor)

*Henderson, Mary Benjamin ’25
Autographs: A Key to Collecting, 1946, 1987

Hennessee, Judith (Adler) ’53
Betty Friedan: Her Life, Random House, 1999
Unnatural Death: Confessions of a Medical Examiner, Random House, 1989; Ivy, 1990 (with Michael Baden)

Hennings, Dorothy Grant ‘56
Communication in Action: Teaching the Language Arts, Houghton Mifflin, 1994, 1996
Content and Craft: Written Expression in the Elementary School, Prentice Hall, 1973 (coauthor)
Mastering Classroom Communication, Goodyear Publications, 1975
Reading with Meaning: Strategies for College Reading, Prentice Hall, 1996
Smiles, Nods and Pauses: Activities to Enrich Children’s Communication Skills, Citation Press, 1974
The Teacher Moves: An Analysis of Nonverbal Activity, Teachers College Press, 1971
Written Expression in the Language Arts, Teachers College Press, 1981 (coauthor)

*Henri, Florette (Holzwasser) ’29
Black Migration: Movement North 1900-1920, Anchor/Doubleday, 1975
George Mason of Virginia, Macmillan, 1971
The Southern Indians and Benjamin Hawkins 1796-1816, U of Oklahoma, 1986
The Unknown Soldiers: Black American Troops in World War I, Temple U Press, 1974 (coauthor)

Herrera, Hayden (Phillips) ’64
Mary Frank, Abrams, 1990

*Hersch (Mayo), Ruth K. ’54

Herz, Irene ’68
Hey, Don’t Do That!, Prentice-Hall, 1978

Herz, Judith Scherer ’54
A Passage to India: Nation and Narration, Macmillan/Twayne, 1993
The Short Narratives of E.M. Forster, St. Martin’s Press, 1988

Herzfeld, Judith ’67
Sense and Sensibility in Childbirth, W.W. Norton, 1985

*deceased
Heyde, Martha Bennett ’41
  *Vocational Maturity During the High School Years, Teachers College Press, 1979 (coauthor)

Heyman, Anita Potamkin ’62
  *Exit from Home, Crown, 1977

Heyman, Barbara (Brody) ’55

Heyman, Juliane ’46
  *From Rucksack to Backpack: A Young Woman’s Journey in a Newly Evolving World, Xlibris, 2003

Hickerson, Nancy Parrott ’48

Hickerson, Patricia Roth ’49 and Rachel Hickerson Cohen
  *At Grail Castle Hotel, Rattlesnake Press, 2009
  *Daughter and Mother, Sequoyah Road Press, 1978

High (Pesta), Monique Raphel ’69
  *Between Two Worlds, Donald I. Fine, 1989
  *The Eleventh Year, Delacorte Press, 1983
  *Encore, Delacorte Press, 1981
  *The Four Winds of Heaven, Delacorte Press, 1980
  *The Keeper of the Walls, Delacorte Press, 1985

*Highsmith, Patricia ’42
  *The Animal-Lover’s Book of Beastly Murder, Penzler Books, 1975
  *Carol, Bloomsbury, 1990 (see *The Price of Salt*, below)
  *The Cry of the Owl, 1962; Penguin
  *Deep Water, Penguin, 1957
  *A Dog’s Ransom, Knopf, 1972; Penguin; W.W. Norton, 2002
  *Edith’s Diary, Simon & Schuster, 1977; Atlantic Monthly Press, 1989; Bompiani
  *Eleven, 1970; Penguin
  *Eleven Short Stories, Doubleday, 1970
  *Found in the Street, 1958; Atlantic Monthly Press, 1987
  *A Game for the Living, 1958; Atlantic Monthly Press, 1988
  *The Glass Cell, Doubleday, 1964; Penguin
  *Mermaids on the Golf Course and Other Stories, 1984; Penzler Books, 1988
  *Miranda the Panda is on the Veranda, 1958 (coauthor)
  *People Who Knock on the Door, 1982; W.W. Norton, 2001
  *Ripley’s Game, Knopf, 1974; Penguin; Vintage Crime, 1994; Bompiani
  *Ripley Under Ground, Doubleday, 1970; Penguin; Bompiani
  *The Selected Stories of Patricia Highsmith, W.W. Norton, 2001
  *Slowly, Slowly in the Wind (stories), 1979; Penzler Books, 1985

*deceased
Small g: A Summer Idyll, Bompiani
The Snail-Watcher and Other Stories, Doubleday, 1970
Strangers on a Train, Harper & Row, 1950; William Heinemann Ltd., 1966; Penguin, 1974; W.W. Norton, 2001 (also film)
The Story-teller, Doubleday, 1966
A Suspension of Mercy, Penguin; W.W. Norton, 2001
The Talented Mr. Ripley, Coward-McCann, 1955; Penguin, 1976; Vintage, 1999 (also film)
This Sweet Sickness, Harper & Bros., 1960; Penguin
Those Who Walk Away, Doubleday, 1967
The Tremor of Forgery, Doubleday, 1969; Penguin, 1987
The Two Faces of January, Doubleday, 1964

Hill, Justine ’60
Women Talking: Explorations in Being Female, Lyle Stuart, 1976

Hill, Sally (Towlen) ’63

Hillman, Carolynn ’64
Love Your Looks: How to Stop Criticizing and Start Appreciating Your Appearance, Simon & Schuster, 1996

Himmelfarb, Martha ’74
Ascent to Heaven in Jewish and Christian Apocalypses, Oxford U Press, 1994

Hinds, Kathryn (Fernquist) ’84
Cats, Cavendish/Benchmark Books, 1998
Hamsters and Gerbils, 2000
India’s Gupta Dynasty, Marshall Cavendish/Benchmark Books, 1995
Life in the Middle Ages: The Castle/The Cathedral/The City/The Countryside, 2000
Rabbits, Cavendish/Benchmark Books, 1998
The Vikings, Marshall Cavendish/Benchmark Books, 1998

Hine, Julia ’91
Pallaksch, Pallaksch by Liliane Giraudon, Sun & Moon Press, 1994 (translator)

Hinkes, Enid ’65
Police Cat, Albert Whitman & Company, 2005

Hinojosa, Maria ’84
Crews: Gang Members Talk to Maria Hinojosa, Harcourt, Brace, 1995
Raising Raul: Adventures Raising Myself and My Son, Viking, 1999

Hirsch, Karen D. ’92
Mind Riot: Coming of Age in Comix, Simon & Schuster/Aladdin Paperbacks, 1997

Hirschman, Lisa ’67
Father-Daughter Incest, 1977

Hlavacek, Suzanne ’76
The Heart of the Matter: Breaking Codes and Making Connections Between You and Your Dog or Your Cat, Pocket Books, 1999 (coauthor)

*deceased
Hodderson, Lillian Hartmann '61


*Hoff, Rhoda '23

America, Adventures in Eyewitness History, H.Z. Walck, 1962 (editor)
China, Adventures in Eyewitness History, H.Z. Walck, 1965 (editor)
They Grew Up to Be President, Doubleday, 1970

Hoguet, Diana '78

The WASP Mystique, Donald I. Fine, Inc., 1987 (coauthor)

*Holden, Anne '22


Hollander, Anne (Loesser) '52

Feeding the Eye: Essays, Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1999
Seeing Through Clothes, Viking, 1979

Hollander, Stacy C. '75


Hollins, Elizabeth Jay '57 (see also Etnier)

Peace is Possible: A Reader for Laymen, Grossman, 1967

Holloway, Camara Dia '93

Portraiture & the Harlem Renaissance: The Photographs of James L. Allen, Yale U Art Gallery, 1999

*Holecek, Marie Kohnova '27, translator

Nikola the Outlaw by Ivan Olbracht, Northwestern U Press, 2001
Old Czech Legends by Alois Jirasek, Forest Books, 1992

Holsaert, Faith '66

Hands on the Freedom Plow: Personal Accounts by Women in SNCC, University of Illinois Press, 2010
While We Were Singing, Loft Press, 1986

Holstein, Barbara Becker '64

Recipes for Enchantment: The Secret Ingredient is YOU!, Ingram, 2001
Secrets: You Tell Me Yours and I’ll Tell You Mine...Maybe, Enchanted Self Press, 2010
The Truth: I’m a Girl, I’m Smart and I Know Everything, The Enchanted Self Press, 2008

Hong, Nansook '91

In the Shadow of the Moons: My Life in the Reverend Sun Myung Moon’s Family, Little Brown, 1998

Honig, Alice (Sterling) '50

Infancy in America: An Encyclopedia, ABC-Clio, 2002 (co-editor)
Infant Caregiving: A Design For Training, Syracuse U Press, 1981 (co-editor)
Little Kids, Big Worries: Stress-Busting Tips for Early Childhood Classrooms, Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co., 2009
Parent Involvement in Early Childhood Education, Nat’l Assn. for the Education of Young Children, 1975
Playtime Learning Games for Young Children, Syracuse U Press, 1982

*deceased
Risk Factors in Infancy, Gordon and Breach, 1986 (editor)
Talking With Your Baby: Family as the First School, Syracuse U Press, 1996 (coauthor)

Honig, Janice (Cohen) ’58
Adult Basic Education for the Deaf, Fair Lawn Community School, 1981 (coauthor)

Hoo, Mona Yung-Ning ’52 (see also Eldridge)
Painting the Shadows: The Extraordinary Life of Victor Hoo, Eldridge & Co., 1999

Hopkins, Joan Cobb ’56
Tilda’s Treat: A New Way to Eat, Keats, 1975 (coauthor)

Horan, Elizabeth ’78
Gabriela Mistral: An Artist and Her People, Organization of American States, 1994
Happiness (stories) by Marjorie Agosin, White Pine Press, 1993 (translator)
The House of Memory edited by Marjorie Agosin, Feminist Press, 1999 (translation editor)

*Hornick, Lita (Rothbard) ’48
David Antin, Debunker of the “Real,” Swollen Magpie Press, 1979
The Intricate Image: A Study of Dylan Thomas, Gallery Editions, 1972
Kulchur Queen, Giorno Poetry Systems, 1977
Night Flight, Kulchur Foundation, 1982
Nine Martins, Kulchur Foundation, 1987
To Elizabeth & Eleanor: Great Queens Who Loved Poetry, Giorno Poetry Systems, 1993

Horowitz, Eve ’85
Plain Jane, Random House, 1992

Horowitz, Jennifer ’89
What You Do with a Major in Education?, Wiley, 2005

Horwitz, Barbara (Shapiro) ’57
Jane Austen and the Question of Women’s Education, Peter Lang, 1991

Horwitz, Dawn Lille ’55
Michel Fokine, Twayne/G.K. Hall, 1985

Horyn Cathy ’78
Bare Blass, HarperCollins, 2002 (editor)

*Houck, Marjorie Candee ’24
Current Biography, H.W. Wilson (editor)

Houston (Masters), Jean ’58
Godseed: The Journey of Christ, Quest, 1992
The Hero and the Goddess: The Odyssey as Mystery and Initiation, Ballantine, 1992; Wellspring, 1998
Jump Time, Putnam/Tarcher, 2000
Life Force: The Psycho-Historical Recovery of the Self, Quest, 1993
The Passion of Isis and Osiris: A Gateway to Transcendent Love, Ballantine/Fawcett, 1995; Wellspring, 1998
The Possible Human, Tarcher/Putnam, 1997
Public Like a Frog: Entering the Lives of Three Great Americans, Quest, 1993

*deceased
The Search for the Beloved, Tarcher/Putnam, 1997
The Varieties of Psychedelic Experience, Rinehart and Winston, 1966 (with Robert Masters)

Houston, Mona Tobin ’56 and John Porter Houston

Howe, Susanna ’94
(Sick): A Cultural History of Snowboarding, St. Martin’s/Griffin, 1998

Howland, Courtney W. ’75
Religious Fundamentalisms and the Human Rights of Women, St. Martin’s Press, 1999; Palgrave, 2001 (editor)

Huber, Lynn W. (Wallerstein) ’64
Revelations on the Road: A Pilgrim Journey, Woven Word Press, 2004

Huffman, Claire de C. (Licari) ’66

Hughes, Dorothy Berry ’36
The Great Victory Mosaic (poetry), U of Missouri Press, 1972
Neighborhoods, 1985

Hughes, Mary Gray (Stilwell) ’51
The Calling (short stories), U of Illinois Press, 1980
The Empty Lot, Another Chicago Press, 1993
The Thousand Springs, a Collection of Short Stories, Puckerbrush Press, 1971

Hughson, Lois (Enson) ’54
From Biography to History: The Historical Imagination and American Fiction, 1880-1940, University Press of Virginia, 1988

Hummel, Denise Louise Pizzuti ’83
Speak Milk. Drink Wine: Becoming a Global Citizen, CreateSpace, 2011, $24.95

Hunter, Lisa ’85

Hunter-Stiebel, Penelope ’64
Chez Elle, Chez Lui: At Home in 18th Century France, Rosenberg & Stiebel, Inc., 1987
The Fine Art of the Furniture Maker, Memorial Art Gallery of the U of Rochester, 1981 (with Wendell Castle, edited by Patricia Bayer ’74)
French Furniture of the Eighteenth Century by Pierre Verlet, University Press of Virginia, 1991 (translator)
Stroganoff: The Palace and Collections of a Russian Noble Family, Harry N. Abrams, 2000 (editor)

Huntley, Martha (Williamson) ’63

Huntwork, Jane Willets ’36
The Majestic American Chestnut: A History and Cookbook, Princeton Hall, 1995

Hurst, Allison ’92

Hurston, Zora Neale ’28
Every Tongue Got to Confess: Negro Folk Tales from the Gulf States, HarperCollins, 2001

*deceased
Folklore, Memoirs, and Other Writings, Library of America/Penguin, 1995
Go Gator and Muddy the Water: Writings by Zora Neale Hurston from the Federal Writers Project, edited by Pamela Bordelon, W.W. Norton, 1999
I Love Myself When I Am Laughing: A Zora Neale Hurston Reader, Feminist Press, 1979
Moses, Man of the Mountain, U of Illinois Press, 1985
Male Bone (play), with Langston Hughes
Novels and Stories, Library of America/Penguin, 1995
The Sanctified Church, Turtle Island, 1983
Spunk: The Selected Short Stories of Zora Neale Hurston, Turtle Island Foundation, 1985
“Sweat”, Rutgers U Press (edited by Cheryl Wall)

*Hyman, Helen Kandel ’42 and Barbara Silverstone
You and Your Aging Parent, Pantheon, 1976

Hyman, Virginia (Riley) ’50
“To the Lighthouse” and Beyond: Transformations in the Narratives of Virginia Woolf, Peter Lang, 1988

Iglitzin, Lynne (Bresler) ’53
Violent Conflict in American Society, Chandler, 1972

Ingall, Carol (Krepon) ’61
Down the Up Staircase: Tales of Teaching in Jewish Day Schools, JTS Press, 2006
Maps, Metaphors and Mirrors: Moral Education in Middle Schools, Ablex, 1997
Rashi and His World (teacher’s guide and student workbook), Jewish Theological Seminary, 1987

*Inglis, Ruth (Langdon) ’49
A Time to Learn, Dial Press, 1973
Must Divorce Hurt the Children?, London: Temple Smith, 1982
The Window in the Corner: A Half-Century of Children’s Television, Peter Owen Ltd., 2003

Inselman, Laura, M.D. ’66
Pediatric Pulmonary Pearls, Hanley & Belfus, 2001

Isaac, Rael Jean (Isaacs) ’54
Adopting a Child Today, Harper & Row, 1965
The Coercive Utopians: Social Deception by America’s Power Players, Regnery Gateway, 1984 (with Erich Isaac)

*Isaacs, Edith Somborn ’06
Love Affair with a City, the Story of Stanley Isaacs, Random House, 1967

Israeloff, Roberta ’73
Coming to Terms, Alfred A. Knopf, 1984
In Confidence: Four Years of Therapy, Houghton Mifflin, 1990; Penguin 1991
Lost and Found: A Woman Revisits Eighth Grade, Simon & Schuster, 1996
Raising a Thinking Preteen: The “I Can Problem Solve” Program for Eight- to Twelve-Year-Olds, Henry Holt, 2000 (coauthor)

*deceased
What to Do About Your Child’s Moods and Emotions: Real Solutions from Experts, Parents, and Kids, Reader’s Digest, 1998

Jacobs, Deborah ’77
Small Business Legal Smarts, Bloomberg Press, 1998

*Jacobsen, Anita Kershaw ’34
Frederic Cozzens: Marine Painter, Alpine Fine Arts Collection, 1983

Jacobson, Betsy Ress ’59
The Abnormal Cookbook, Fibromyalgia Resources Group, 2006

Jacoby, Beverly Schreiber ’72
French Drawings From a Private Collection: Louis XIII to Louis XVI, Fogg Art Museum, 1980 (coauthor)

Jacob, E.A.M. (Elisabeth) ’58
The Mummy Who Wouldn’t Die, Bantam, 1996; Gareth Stevens Publishing, 1997; published in Spanish as La Momia Que No Queria Morir, Grupo Editorial Ceac, 1997

Jana, Reena ’91
Where to Get Married: San Francisco Bay Area: A Photographic Guide to the 100 Best Sites, Chronicle Books, 1999

Janeway, Elizabeth (Hall) ’35
Accident, Harper & Row, 1964
Angry Kate, Harper & Row, 1963
Between Myth and Morning: Women Awakening, William Morrow, 1974
Cross Sections from a Decade of Change, William Morrow, 1982
Daisy Kenyon, Doubleday, 1945
Ivanov Seven, Harper & Row, 1967
Leaving Home, Doubleday, 1953; Feminist Press, 1987 (afterword by Rachel Mayer Brownstein ’58)
Man's World, Woman's Place, a Study in Social Mythology, William Morrow, 1971
Powers of the Weak, Alfred A. Knopf, 1980
The Question of Gregory, Doubleday, 1949
The Third Choice, Doubleday, 1959
The Walsh Girls, Doubleday, Doran, 1943

Janeway, Weslie (Resnick) ’70
Mrs. Charles Darwin’s Recipe Book: Revived and Illustrated, Glitterati Incorporated, 2008 (coauthor)

Janowitz, Tama ’77
American Dad, G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1981
Area Code 212, St. Martin’s Griffin, 2004
By the Shores of Gitchee Gomee, Crown, 1996
A Cannibal in Manhattan, Crown, 1987
A Certain Age, Doubleday, 1999
Hear That?, North-South/SeaStar, 2001 (ages 5-8)

*deceased
Men Without Ties: Gianni Versace, Abbeville Press, 1995 (co-editor)
New York, Assouline, 2006
Peyton Amberg, St. Martin's Griffin, 2004
They Is Us, HarperCollins UK, 2009

*Jarnow, Jeannette Abelow '30

Jay, Karla (Berlin) '68
After You're Out: Personal Experiences of Gay Men and Lesbian Women, Putnam, 1976 (co-editor)
The Amazon and the Page: Natalie Clifford Barney and Renee Vivien, Indiana U Press, 1988
Bisexuality and the Challenge to Lesbian Politics: Sex, Loyalty, and Revolution (Cutting Edge: Lesbian Life and Literature), NYU Press, 1995 (editor)
The Cutting Edge, NYU Press, 1992
Lavender Culture, A Jove/HBJ Book, 1979; NYU Press, 1994 (co-editor)
Lesbian Erotics, NYU Press, 1995 (editor)
Lesbian Texts and Contexts: Radical Revisions, NYU Press/Feminist Crosscurrents, 1990, (co-editor)
Out of the Closet: Voices of Gay Liberation, Pyramid, 1974; NYU Press, 1992 (co-editor)
Tales of the Lavender Menace: A Memoir of Liberation, Basic Books, 1999
The Woman of the Wolf and Other Stories, by Renee Vivien, Gay Presses of NY, 1983 (translator with Yvonne M. Klein)

*Jeffrey, Adi-Kent Thomas '38
Across the Land from Ghost to Ghost, New Hope, 1976
The Bermuda Triangle, Warner, 1973
Ghosts-in-the Valley, New Hope, 1971
Ghosts of the Revolution, New Hope, 1976
More Ghosts in the Valley, New Hope, 1971
Parallel Universe, Warner, 1977
They Dared Niagara, Follett, 1968
They Dared the Devil's Triangle, Warner, 1975
Triangle of Terror, Warner, 1974
Witches as Wizards, Cowles, 1971

Jelenko, Jane (Rosenzweig) ’70
Changing Lanes: Road Maps to Midlife Renewal, Radom Press, 2007 (coauthor)

Jennings, Pilar ’88
Mixing Minds: The Power of Relationship in Psychoanalysis and Buddhism, Wisdom Publications, 2010

*Jewett, Eleanor Myers ’12
The Hidden Treasure of Glaston, 1947; Bethlehem Books, 2000 (Newbery Honor Book)

Jex, Hope Satterwaite ’22
A Wilderness of Birds, Doubleday, 1974 (coauthor)

Jochnowitz, Carol Fink ’63
Careers in Medicine for the New Woman, Franklin Watts, 1978

John-Steiner, Vera (Polgar) ’50
Creative Collaboration, Oxford U Press, 2000
Sociocultural Approaches to Language and Literacy: An Interactionist Perspective, Cambridge U Press, 1994 (co-editor)

Johnson, Joyce (Glassman) ’55
Bad Connections, G.P. Putnam, 1978

*deceased
Come and Join the Dance, Atheneum, 1962 (published under Glassman)


In the Night Cafe, E.P. Dutton, 1989; Washington Square Press/Pocket Books, 1990


What Lisa Knew: The Truths and Lies of the Steinberg Case, G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1990

Johnson, Judith Emlyn ’58 (see also Sherwin)

The Ice Lizard, Poems 1977-88, Sheep Meadow Press, 1992

Johnson, Katherine Brewster ’71

Schools and Bicentennials: A New York State Handbook of Ideas, NYS American Revolution Bicentennial Commission, 1975 (with David Robinson)

Johnson, Rebecca ’86

And Sometimes Why, Putnam Adult, 2008

Jong, Erica (Mann) ’63


At the Edge of the Body (poetry), Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1979


The Devil at Large: Erica Jong on Henry Miller, Turtle Bay, 1993; Grove, 1994

Erica Jong, New American Library, 1983

Fanny, Being the True History of the Adventures of Fanny Hackabout-Jones, New American Library, 1980


Half-Lives (poetry), Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1973

How to Save Your Own Life, Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1977


Love Comes First: A Collection of Poems, Tarcher/Penguin, 2009

Loveroot (poetry), Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1975

Megan’s Book of Divorce: A Kid’s Book for Adults, New American Library, 1984

Megan’s Two Houses, Dove, 1996


Ordinary Miracles (poetry), New American Library, 1983

Parachutes & Kisses, New American Library, 1984

Sappho’s Leap, W. W. Norton, 2003

Seducing the Demon: Writing for My Life, Tarcher, 2006

Serenissima: A Novel of Venice, Houghton Mifflin, 1987


Jonnes, Jill ’74

Eiffel’s Tower: And the World’s Fair Where Buffalo Bill Beguiled Paris, the Artists Quarreled, and Thomas Edison Became a Count, Viking, 2009

Fame at Last: Who Was Who According to the New York Times Obituaries, Andrews McMeel, 2000 (with John C. Ball)


We’re Still Here: The Rise, Fall, and Resurrection of the South Bronx, Atlantic Monthly Press, 1986

Jordan, Julia ’90

Mpls., St. Paul (play), 1999

*Jordan, June (Millicent) ’57


All These Blessings (drama), 1988

Civil Wars (essays), Beacon Press, 1981; Touchstone, 1995

Dry Victories, 1972

*deceased
Fannie Lou Hamer, Thomas Y. Crowell, 1971
Haruka/Love Poems, Serpent's Tail, 1994
His Own Where, 1971 (novel in Black English)
I Was Looking at the Ceiling and Then I Saw the Sky: A Libretto, Scribner, 1995
The Issue (drama), 1981
Living Room: New Poems, Thunder's Mouth Press, 1985
Lyrical Campaigns (poetry), Virago, 1989
Moving Towards Home: Political Essays, Virago, 1989
On Call: Political Essays, South End Press, 1985
Soldier: A Poet's Childhood, Basic Books, 2000
Some Changes (poetry), E.P. Dutton, 1971
Things I Do in the Dark: Selected Poetry, Random House, 1977
The Voice of the Children, 1970 (compiler)
Who Look at Me, Thomas Y. Crowell, 1969 (poems for children)

Joselit, Jenna Weissman '73
A Perfect Fit: Clothes, Character, and the Promise of America, Holt/Metropolitan, 2001
Immigration and American Religion, Oxford U Press, 2001 (ages 14-up)
New York's Jewish Jews: The Orthodox Community in the Interwar Years, Indiana U Press, 1990
A Worthy Use of Summer, 1993

Juhasz, Antonia '93
The Tyranny of Oil: The World's Most Powerful Industry—and What We Must Do to Stop It, William Morrow, 2008

Junkin, Elizabeth Darby '80, editor
Lands of Brighter Destiny: The Public Lands of the American West, Fulcrum, 1986
Of Discovery and Destiny: American Writers and the American Land, Fulcrum, 1987
South African Passage: The Diaries of the Wilderness Leadership School, Fulcrum, 1987

Just, Marion (Brown) '63 (see also Brown)
Common Knowledge: News and the Construction of Political Meaning, U of Chicago, 1993 (coauthor)

Kahane, Lisa '68

*Kahl, Mary '72
Ballot Box 13: How Lyndon Johnson Won His 1948 Senate Race by 87 Contested Votes, McFarland & Co., 1983

Kahn, Annette Stramesi '67
Creative Home Decorating, Dorison House

Kahn, Coppelia (Huber) '61
Changing Subjects: The Making of Feminist Literary Criticism, Routledge, 1993 (co-editor)
Making a Difference: Feminist Literary Criticism, Methuen, 1986 (with Gayle Greene)

*deceased
Shakespeare's "Rough Magic," Renaissance Essays in Honor of C.L. Barber, U of Delaware Press, 1985 (co-editor)

Kahn, Evelyn Grunfeld '67
The Homeowner’s Record Book (coauthor)

Kahn, Jessica (Lobel) ’67

Kahn, Margaret ’71
Children of the Jinn, Seaview Books, 1980

Kahn, Robin ’82
Promotional Copy (anthology), S.O.S. International, 1994

*Kahr, Madlyn Milner ’33
Dutch Painting in the Seventeenth Century, Harper & Row, 1982

Kain, Evelyn (Carroll) ’68
The Sculpture of Nicholaus and the Development of a North Italian Romanesque Workshop, Bohlau Verlag, 1986

Kales, Emily (Fox) ’64 and David Kales
All About the Boston Harbor Islands, Herman, 1976; Captain George’s, 1983
Masters of Art, Grosset & Dunlap, 1968

Kalicki, Anne (Cleveland) ’66
Confronting Alzheimer’s Disease, Rynd Communications, 1987 (editor)

Kamhi, Michelle Marder ’58

Kamm, Frances M. ’69
Creation and Abortion: A Study in Moral and Legal Philosophy, Oxford U Press, 1992
Morality, Mortality, Vol. I: Death and Whom To Save From It, Oxford U Press, 1993
Ethics for Enemies: Terror, Torture, and War, Oxford University Press, 2011

Kamenshine, Lesley (Hazen) ’63

Kane, Mary Louise ’68
A Bright Oasis: The Paintings of Richard E. Miller, Jordan-Volpe Gallery, 1997

Kantor, Sybil (Gordon) ’49

Kaplan, Carey (Halperson) ’65
Approaches to Teaching Lessing’s The Golden Notebook, Modern Language Assn., 1989 (co-editor)
The Canon and the Common Reader, U of Tennessee Press, 1990 (coauthor)

Kaplan, Hester ’81
The Edge of Marriage (stories), U of Georgia Press, 1999
Kinship Theory: A Novel, Little Brown, 2001

Karasyov, Carrie (Doyle) ’94
Bittersweet Sixteen, HarperCollins, 2006
The Infidelity Pact, Doubleday, 2007
The Right Address, Doubleday, 2004 (coauthor)

*deceased
Kare, Betsy (Kimmelman) ’68
Bombay Jadoo, Steidl, 2007 (photographs)

Karet, Evelyn Farber ’59
The Drawings of Stefano da Verona and his Circle and the Origins of Collecting in Italy, American Philosophical Society, 2003

Karmason, Marilyn G. ’49

Karl, Rebecca E. ’82
Staging the World: Chinese Nationalism at the Turn of the Twentieth Century, Duke U Press, 2002

Karp, Deborah Burstein ’43
Heroes of Modern Jewish Thought, Ktav, 1966

*Karsavina, Jean (Janina Faterson) ’27
White Eagle, Dark Skies, Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1974

Kassell, Paula ’39

Katchian, Sonia ’68
Women See Women, Thomas Y. Crowell, 1976 (co-editor)

Katz, Martha Ellen ’71
The Complete Book of High Protein Baking, Ballantine, 1975

Katz, Montana ’77

Katzenbach, Maria ’76
The Grab, William Morrow, 1978

*Kaufmann, Helen Loeb ’08
Anvil Chorus, the Story of Verdi, Prentice-Hall, 1964
The Story of Haydn, Signature Books, 1963

Kavaler, Florence, M.D., M.P.H. ’55
Cost Containment and DRGs: A Guide to Prospective Payment, National Health Publishing, 1986 (coauthor)
Foster-Child Health Care, Lexington Books, 1983 (coauthor)
Risk Management in Health Care Institutions: A Strategic Approach, Jones and Bartlett, 1997 (coauthor)

Kawasaki, Llyn ’83
Japan’s Universal and Affordable Health Care: Lessons for the United States?, Japan Society, 1994 (by Victor G. Rodwin with the assistance of Llyn Kawasaki and James Littlehales)

Kaye, Ronnie ’64

Keane, Mary Beth ’99
The Walking People, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2009

Keen, Katherine ’76

*deceased
Keiffer, Elisabeth (Corrigan) ’44
Wholly Cats, Bobbs-Merrill, 1962 (coauthor)

Keller, Phyllis (Daytz) ’51
Getting at the Core: Curricular Reform at Harvard, Harvard U Press, 1982

Kelley, Laura (Cutignola) ’86
The Silk Road Gourmet, iUniverse, 2009

Kelman, Barbara ’67 (see also Ravage)
Keeping Warm: A Guidebook to Wintertime, Quick Fox, 1978 (co-editor)

Kenen, Regina (Horowitz) ’54
Reproductive Hazards in the Workplace: Mending Jobs, Managing Pregnancies, Haworth Press, 1993

Kennedy, Ellen Conroy ’53, translator
Albert Camus, Youthful Writings, Alfred A. Knopf, 1976
Black Writers in French, Temple U Press, 1974
Lyrical and Critical Essays by Albert Camus, Alfred A. Knopf, 1968
The Négritude Poets: An Anthology of Translations from the French, Viking, 1975; Thunder’s Mouth Press 1989

Kennedy, Marla Hamburg ’83
Kissing: photographs of the wonderful act of kissing, Graystone Books, 1995 (co-editor)
Looking at Los Angeles, Metropolis Books, 2005 (co-editor)
New York: A Photographer’s City, Rizzoli, 2011 (editor)

Kenton, Susannah ’86 and Leslie Kenton

Kerber, Linda (Kaufman) ’60
Federalists in Dissent: Imagery and Ideology in Jeffersonian America, Cornell U Press, 1970
No Constitutional Right to be Ladies: Women and the Obligations of Citizenship, Hill and Wang, 1998

Kerr, Lucille ’66
Reclaiming the Author: Figures and Fictions from Spanish America, Duke U Press, 1992
Suspended Fictions: Reading Novels by Manuel Puig, U of Illinois Press, 1987

Kestenbaum, Jackie ’81

Keswani, Priscilla (Schuster) ’81
Mortuary Ritual and Society in Bronze Age Cyprus, Equinox Books, 2004

Keydel, Julia ’56
Keyserling, Harriet (Hirschfeld) ’43
Against the Tide: One Woman’s Political Struggle, U of South Carolina Press, 1998

Khazzoom, Loolwa ’91
Consequence: Beyond Resisting Rape, Pearl in a Million Press, 2001

*Kieran, Mary Ruth Goodwin ’46
For the Love of Cats, Pageant, 1963

Kiernan, Frances (Landau) ’66
The Last Mrs. Astor: A New York Story, W. W. Norton, 2007
Seeing Mary Plain: A Life of Mary McCarthy, W.W. Norton, 2000

Kim, Suki ’92
The Interpreter, Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 2003

*King, Carol Weiss ’16 (subject of biography)

*King, Mabel Houk ’39
(Spelling textbook—last edition 1985)

King, Margery ’84
The Warhol Look: Glamour, Style, Fashion, Bulfinch Press, 1997 (co-editor)

Kirchner, Corinne (Endreny) ’57 and John Colombotos
Physicians and Social Change, Oxford U Press, 1986

*Kirchwey, Freda ’15 (subject of biography)

Kirk, Alison (Webber) ’67

*Kirkpatrick, Jeane (Jordan) ’48
Good Intentions: The Failure of the Clinton Approach to Foreign Policy, AEI Press, 1996
Political Woman, Basic Books, 1974
Presidential Judgment: Foreign Policy Decision Making in the White House, Hollis, 2000 (coauthor)
The Withering Away of the Totalitarian State...and Other Surprises, The AEI Press/National Book Network, 1990

Kirszner, Laurie (Gertz) ’66
Basic College Writing, Norton, 1978, 1982
The Blair Reader, Prentice Hall/Blair Press, 1992 (co-editor)
The Brief Handbook, (fourth edition), Thomson Heinle, 2004 (co-author)
Common Ground: Reading and Writing about America's Cultures, St. Martin’s Press, 1994 (co-editor)
Fiction: Reading, Reacting, Writing, Harcourt Brace, 1993 (co-editor)
Foundations First: Sentences and Paragraphs, Bedford/St. Martin’s Press, 2001 (co-author)

*deceased


The Pocket Holt Handbook, Harcourt Brace, 1999 (coauthor)

Poetry: Reading, Reacting, Writing. Harcourt Brace, 1993 (co-editor)


The Writer’s Sourcebook, Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1987 (coauthor)


Klaits, Barrie Gelbhaus ’66 and Joseph Klaits, editors

Animals and Man in Historical Perspective, Harper & Row, 1974

When You Find a Rock, Macmillan, 1976

*Knapp, Bettina Liebowitz ’47


Multicultural Writers from Antiquity to 1945: A Bio-Bibliographical Sourcebook, Greenwood Publishing Group, 2001 (editor, with Amoia, Alba della Fazia ’49)

Klausner, Carla (Levine) ’58 and Ian J. Bickerton


Klein, Bonnie Sherr ’61


Klein, Emily J. ’94

Going to Scale with New School Designs: Reinventing High School, Teachers College Press, 2009 (coauthor)

Klein, Jennifer ’89


*Klein, Lenore Glotzer ’36

“D” Is For Rover, Harvey House, 1970

How Old is Old?, Harvey House, 1967

Huit Enfants et un Bebe, Abelard-Schuman, 1966

Just a Minute, a Book About Time, Harvey House, 1969

Just Like You, Harvey House, 1968

Only One Ant, Hastings House, 1968

Runaway John, Alfred A. Knopf, 1963

Tom and the Small Ant, Alfred A. Knopf, 1965

Too Many Parents, Alfred A. Knopf, 1969

What Is an Inch, Harvey House, 1966

Klein, Nancy Isaacs ’52

Heritage of Faith: Two Pioneers of Judaism in America, KTAV Publishing House, 1988

*Klein (Fleissner), Norma ’60

American Dreams, E.P. Dutton, 1987

Angel Face, Viking Press, 1984


Blue Trees, Red Sky, Pantheon, 1975

Breaking Up, Pantheon Books, 1980

The Cheerleader, Alfred A. Knopf, 1985

Coming to Life, Simon & Schuster, 1974

Confessions of an Only Child, Pantheon, 1974

Domestic Arrangements, M. Evans & Co., 1981

Family Secrets, Dial Books, 1985

Girls Can Be Anything, E.P. Dutton, 1973

*deceased
Going Backwards, Scholastic, 1986
If I Had My Way, Pantheon, 1974
It’s Not What You Expect, Pantheon, 1973
Love and Other Euphemisms, G.P. Putnam, 1972
Lovers, Viking, 1984
Naomi in the Middle, Dial Press, 1974
Now That I Know, Bantam Books, 1988
Older Men, Dial Press, 1987
Robbie and the Leap Year Blues, Dial Press, 1981
Snapshots, Dial Books for Young Readers, 1984
The Swap, St. Martin’s/Marek, 1983
Taking Sides, Pantheon, 1974
That’s My Baby, Viking, 1988
What It’s All About, Dial Press, 1975
Wives and Other Women, St. Martin’s/Marek, 1982
The World As It Is, E.P. Dutton, 1989

Kleinbaum, Sharon ’81
Listening for the Oboe, Congregation Beth Simchat Torah, 2005

Klein, Stephanie ’97

*Kleinman, Ruth ’51
Anne of Austria: Queen of France, Ohio State U Press, 1987

Kliger, Hannah ’75 (editor)

Kline, Mary-Jo ’61
Political Correspondence and Public Papers of Aaron Burr, Princeton U Press, 1983 (editor)

Kline (Piore), Nancy ’64
Elizabeth Blackwell: A Doctor’s Triumph, Conari Press, 1997 (foreword by Nancy Neveloff Dubler ’64) (Barnard Biography Series)
The Faithful, William Morrow, 1968
How Writers Teach Writing, Prentice Hall, 1992 (editor)
The Tongue Snatchers by Claudine Herrman, U of Nebraska Press: Lincoln & London, 1989 (translator)

Klipper, Miriam (Zeldner) ’59
Board Games: The Changing Shape of Corporate Power, Little, Brown, 1988 (coauthor)
No-Fault: What You Save, Gain, and Lose with the New Auto Insurance, Praeger, 1972

Klitsner, Judy (Freistat) ’79

Kluck, Michelle ’89
Hands on Baby Massage, Running Press, 2004
Hands on Feet, Running Press, 2001

Knapp, Bettina (Liebowitz) ’47
Anais Nin, Frederick Ungar, 1978
Andree Chedid, Humanities Press, 1984

*deceased
An Anthology of Modern Belgian Literature, Whitston, 1982 (with Alba Amoia '49 and Nadine Dormoy Savage)
Antonin Artaud, Man of Vision, David Lewis, 1969
Archetype, Dance, and the Writer, Bethel, 1983
The Brontes: Branwell, Anne, Emily, Charlotte, Continuum, 1991
Celine: Man of Hate, U of Alabama Press, 1974
Dream and Image, Whitston, 1977
Edgar Allen Poe, Frederick Ungar, 1984
Emile Zola, Frederick Ungar, 1980
Emily Dickinson, Continuum, 1989
Fernand Crommelynck, Twayne, 1978
French Novelists Speak Out, Whitston, 1976
French Theatre, 1918-1939, Grove Press, 1985
French Theatre Since 1968, Twayne, 1995
Gambling, Game, and Psyche, SUNY Press, 2000
Gertrude Stein, Continuum/Frederick Ungar, 1990
Images of Chinese Women: A Westerner's View, Whitston, 1992
Jean Cocteau, Twayne, 1970, 1989
Jean Genet, Twayne, 1968, 1989
Jean Racine: Mythos and Renewal in Modern Theater, U of Alabama Press, 1971
Louis Jouvet, Man of the Theatre, Columbia U Press, 1957
Offstage Voices: Interviews with Modern French Dramatists, Whitston, 1975
Paul Claudel, Frederick Ungar, 1982
The Prometheus Syndrome, Whitston, 1979
The Reign of the Theatrical Director: French Theatre, 1887-1924, Whitston, 1988
Sacha Guitry, Twayne, 1981
Stephen Crane, Frederick Ungar, 1987
That Was Yvette: The Biography of a Great Diseuse, Frederick Muller, 1966
Theatre and Alchemy, Wayne State U Press, 1980
Walt Whitman, Continuum, 1993
Women in Myth, SUNY Press, 1997
Word/Image/Psyche, U of Alabama Press, 1985

Knobel, Beth '84
Heat and Light: Advice for the Next Generation of Journalists, Random House, 2010 (coauthor with Mike Wallace)

Knott, Janet '74, photographer
Historic Walks in Cambridge by John Harris, Globe Pequot Press, 1986

Knox, Melissa '79
Oscar Wilde: A Long and Lovely Suicide, Yale U Press, 1994
Oscar Wilde in the 1990s: The Critic as Creator, Camden House, 2001

Kobin, Joann (Stern) '57
Woman Made of Sand, Delphinium Books, 2002

*deceased
Koch, Charlotte (Adler) ’45
*Florence Nightingale*, Dandelion Books, 1979

Koch (Robison), Michelle ’81
*By the Sea*, Greenwillow, 1991
*Hoot Howl Hiss*, Greenwillow, 1991
*Just One More*, Greenwillow, 1989
*World Water Watch*, Greenwillow, 1993; Mulberry, 1999

Kolker, Aliza ’69
*Aging*, Elsevier Science, 1982
*The Social Bases of Politics*, Wadsworth, 1987 (coauthor)

Kolodny, Nancy J. (Shapiro) ’67
*How to Survive Your Adolescent’s Adolescence*, Little, Brown, 1984
*Smart Choices*, Little, Brown, 1986 (with Robert C. Kolodny and Thomas E. Bratter)

*Komarovsky (Heyman), Mirra ’26
*Common Frontiers of the Social Sciences*, Free Press, 1957
*Dilemmas of Masculinity: A Study of College Youth*, W.W. Norton, 1976
*Leisure: A Suburban Study*, 1934 (coauthor)
*The Unemployed Man and His Family*, 1940; Octagon, 1971
*Women in the Modern World: Their Education and Their Dilemmas*, 1953

Kong, Dolores ’82
*Best Easy Day Hikes, Acadia National Park*, Falcon Press, 2001 (with Dan Ring)
*Hiking Acadia National Park*, Falcon Press, 2001 (with Dan Ring)

Koppel, Lily ’03

Koppelman, Susan ’62, editor
*Images of Women in Fiction: Feminist Perspectives*, Bowling Green Popular Press, 1972 (published under former name, Cornillon)
*“May Your Days Be Merry and Bright” and Other Christmas Stories by Women*, Wayne State U Press, 1988
*The Other Woman: Stories of Two Women and a Man*, Feminist Press, 1984
*Two Friends*, Dutton/Meridian, 1994

Kornreich, Leron ’95
*Ivory Towers*, Banana Peel Books, 2001

*Koster, Elaine (Landis) ’62
*The Best of the Best: 18 New Stories by America’s Leading Authors*, Signet, 1998 (co-editor)

*Kouzel, Daisy Fornacca ’45
*The Cuckoo’s Reward, El Premio del Cuco*, Doubleday, 1977

*deceased*
Kowal, Rebekah J. ’88

How To Do Things with Dance: Performing Change in Postwar America, Wesleyan University Press, 2010

Kozak, Ellen M. ’65


From Pen to Print: The Secrets of Getting Published Successfully, Henry Holt, 1990; Owl Books, 1992

These Lawless Worlds#1: The Love Machine, Pinnacle Books, 1984 (under pseudonym Jarrod Comstock)

These Lawless Worlds#2: Scales of Justice, Pinnacle Books, 1984 (as Jarrod Comstock)

Kraft (Payson), Virginia ’51

Sports Illustrated Book of the Shotgun, J.B. Lippincott, 1967

*Kramer, Judith R. ’53 and Seymour Leventman

Children of the Gilded Ghetto, Yale U Press, 1962

Kranidas, Kathleen Collins ’52

The Mountain, the Stone, Puckerbrush Press, 1975

One Year in Autumn, J.B. Lippincott, 1965

Kranowitz, Carol Stock ’67

101 Activities for Kids in Tight Spaces, St. Martin’s Press, 1995

Growing an In-Sync Child: Simple, Fun Activities to Help Every Child Develop, Learn, and Grow, Perigee, 2010

The Out-of-Sync Child: Recognizing and Coping with Sensory Integration Dysfunction, Perigee, 1998

The Out-of-Sync Child Has Fun: Activities for Kids with Sensory Integration Dysfunction, Pedigree, 2003

*Kranz, Jacqueline Longaker ’18

American Nautical Art and Antiques, Crown, 1975

Gardening Indoors Under Lights, Viking, 1976

Kranzler, Bryna Wincelberg ’80

The Accidental Anarchist, Crosswalk Press, 2010

Kristiansen, Kristjana ’70

Gender and Disability Research in the Nordic Countries, Lund University Press, 2005

Krumm, Kathie ’71

East Asia Integrates: A Trade Policy for Shared Growth, Oxford U Press, 2004 (co-editor)

*Kubie, Nora Benjamin ’20 (Eleanor Gottheil)

Road to Nineveh, Doubleday, 1964

Kuczynski, Alexandra L. ’90


Kuenstler, Gail Baugher ’64


Kunz, Diane (Bernstein) ’73

The Battle for Britain's Gold Standard: 1931, Croom Helm Ltd. (U.K.), 1987


The Diplomacy of the Crucial Decade: American Foreign Relations During the 1960’s, Columbia U Press, 1994 (editor)


*deceased
Kuracina (Brehm), Elaine ’69
The Elemental Tooth Fairy, The Raquette River House, 2002

Kurjian, Judi (Tabibian) ’66
In My Own Backyard, Charlesbridge, 1993, 1996

Kurtz, Irma ’56
Beds of Nails and Roses: Witty Observations on Enjoying Life as a Modern Woman, 1983
The Children’s Guide to...Paris, 1986 (coauthor)
The Children’s Guide to...Rome, 1986 (coauthor)
Crises
The Grand Dragon, Thomas Congdon Books, E.P. Dutton, 1979
The Great American Bus Ride: An Intrepid Woman’s Cross-Country Adventure, Poseidon, 1993
Irma Kurtz’s Ten Point Plan for an Untroubled Life, Fourth Estate
Irma Kurtz’s Ultimate Problem Solver, Crown, 1995
Jinx, Heinemann, 1993
Loneliness, 1984
Malespeak, Jonathan Cape, 1986
Mantalk: Tough Talk from a Tender Woman, 1988
Sob Sister

Kushner, Ellen ’77
Basilisk, Ace Books, 1984 (editor)
The Enchanted Kingdom, Bantam, 1986
The Fall of the Kings, Bantam Doubleday Dell, 2002
The Horns of Elfland: Original tales of music and magic, Roc, 1997 (co-editor)
Outlaws of Sherwood Forest, Bantam, 1985
The Privilege of the Sword, Spectra, 2006
St. Nicholas and the Valley Beyond, Viking/Studio, 1994
Swordspoint, Arbor House, 1987
Thomas the Rhymer, William Morrow, 1990
Welcome to Bordertown, Readers, 2011 (coeditor)

Kwok, Karina ’02
Saily’s Journey, White Tiger Press, 2002 (coauthor)

Labaton, Vivien ’96
The Fire This Time: Young Activists and the New Feminism, Anchor Books Original, 2004 (co-editor)

Lahiri, Jhumpa ’89
Interpreter of Maladies (short stories), Mariner Books/Houghton Mifflin, 1999 (Pulitzer Prize)
The Namesake, Houghton Mifflin, 2003
Unaccustomed Earth, Knopf Canada, 2008

*Lamb, Jane Hoyt ’40
The Aerie (poetry), The Golden Lamb, 1981
Imaging... (poetry), The Golden Lamb, 1989
Remembrance Framed (poetry), 1992

Lammers, Ann Conrad ’67

Lampard, Marie Turbow ’41
The Uncommon Vision of Sergei Konenkov 1874-1971: A Russian Sculptor and His Times, Rutgers U Press, 2001 (co-editor)

Landis, Dylan ’78

*deceased
Designing for Small Homes, PBC International, 1997
Elegant and Easy Bedrooms/Living Rooms/Foyers, Halls, and Stairs: 100 Trade Secrets for Designing with Style, Dell/DTP, 2000
Elegant and Easy Rooms: 250 Trade Secrets for Decorating Your Home, Dell, 1997
Metropolitan Home American Style, Clarkson Potter, 1999
Normal People Don’t Live Like This, Persea Books, 2009
Your Health and Medical Workbook, Berkley, 1995
Your Healthy Child’s Medical Workbook, Berkley, 1997
Your Healthy Pregnancy Workbook, Berkley, 1995
Elegant and Easy Bedrooms/Living Rooms/Foyers, Halls, and Stairs: 100 Trade Secrets for Designing with Style, Dell/DTP, 2000
Elegant and Easy Rooms: 250 Trade Secrets for Decorating Your Home, Dell, 1997
Metropolitan Home American Style, Clarkson Potter, 1999
Normal People Don’t Live Like This, Persea Books, 2009
Your Health and Medical Workbook, Berkley, 1995
Your Healthy Child’s Medical Workbook, Berkley, 1997
Your Healthy Pregnancy Workbook, Berkley, 1995

Lane, Barbara (Greenhouse) ’63
The Altar and the Altarpiece: Sacramental Themes in Early Netherlandish Painting, Harper & Row, 1984
Flemish Painting Outside Bruges, 1400-1500: An Annotated Bibliography, G.K. Hall, 1986

Lane, Barbara (Miller) ’56
Nazi Ideology Before 1933: a documentation, U of Texas Press, 1978 (co-translator)

Langland, Elizabeth ’70
Anne Bronte: The Other One, Macmillan Education, 1989
Nobody’s Angels: Middle-Class Women and Domestic Ideology in Victorian Culture, Cornell U Press, 1995
Out of Bounds: Male Writers and Gender(ed) Criticism, U of Massachusetts Press, 1990 (co-editor)
The Voyage In: Fictions of Female Development, University Press of New England, 1983 (co-editor)

Lark, Susan (Koenig), M.D. ’67
Anxiety and Stress: A Self-Help Program, Westchester, 1993
The Chemistry of Success: 6 Secrets for Peak Performance, Bay Books, 1999 (with James A. Richards)
The Chemistry of Success Action Plan: 180 Days to Peak Performance, Bay Books, 2000 (with James A. Richards)
Chronic Fatigue Self Help Book, Celestial Arts, 1995
The Estrogen Decision: A Self-Help Program, Westchester, 1994
Fibroid Tumors and Endometriosis: A Self-Help Program, Westchester, 1993
Fibroid Tumors & Endometriosis Self Help Book, Celestial Arts, 1995
Heavy Menstrual Flow & Anemia Self Help Book, Celestial Arts, 1996
Menstrual Cramps Self-Help Book, Celestial Arts, 1995
Premenstrual Syndrome Self Help Book: A Woman’s Guide to Feeling Good All Month, Celestial Arts, 1984
Treating Menstrual Cramps Naturally, Keats, 1996

Larkin, Geri (Kapp) ’73
Building a Business the Buddhist Way: A Practitioner’s Guidebook, Celestial Arts, 1999
Stumbling Toward Enlightenment, Celestial Arts/Ten Speed Press, 1997
Tap Dancing in Zen, Celestial Arts/Ten Speed Press, 2000

Larmore, Amey Begley ’86
Chance Meeting, Pocket Books, 2001 (published under pseudonym Laura Moore)
Ride a Dark Horse, Pocket Books, 2001 (published under pseudonym Laura Moore)

Latuchie, Karen ’77
The Honey Wall, W. W. Norton, 2004

*Lawrence, Elizabeth ’26
Gardens in Winter, 1961

*deceased
Through the Garden Gate, U of North Carolina Press, 1990
Two Gardeners: A Friendship in Letters: Katharine S. White & Elizabeth Lawrence, edited by Emily Herring Wilson, Beacon Press, 2002
Winter Gardens, Claitor’s Books

Lazer, Harriet ’74
The End of Mandatory Retirement: Implications for Management, John Wiley, 1978 (with James W. Walker)

Leavy, Jane ’74
Last Boy: Mickey Mantle and the End of America’s Childhood, Harper Collins, 2010
Squeeze Play, Doubleday, 1990

Lederman, Muriel ’60
The Gender and Science Reader, Routledge, 2001 (co-editor)

Lederman, Rena ’73

Lee, Audrey Evans ’65

LeFrak, Ethel Stone ’46
Masters of the Modern Tradition (coauthor)
A Passion for Art (coauthor)

Lehn, Barbara ’73
What is a Scientist?, The Millbrook Press, 1998, 1999 (Outstanding Science Trade Book for Children)
What is a Teacher?, The Millbrook Press, 2000

Leibowitz, Jane ’89
Minority Rights and Responsibilities: Challenges in a New Europe, Institute for EastWest Studies, 1993 (co-editor)

Leibtag, Susan ’75
HardWear: The Art of Prevention, Quon Editions, 1995 (coauthor)

Leider, Emily Wortis ’59
Becoming Mae West, Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1997; DaCapo Press, 2000
Dark Lover: The Life and Death of Rudolph Valentino, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2003
Rapid Eye Movement and other poems, Bay Books, 1976

Leimer, Gloria Jewel ’67
A Fairy’s Tale, Little Wing, 1991
Full Moon/Silver Glimpses, Little Wing, 1986
Lovebud: Expectations of the Heart, A Poetically-Told Tale, Little Wing, 1978
Notes from the Lute, 1989
Poems of Song and Passion, Little Wing, 1975

Lencek, Lena (Helen) ’70
The Antic Alphabet, Chronicle Books, 1994
The Beach: A History of Paradise on Earth, Viking, 1998; Penguin, 1999 (coauthor)
Beach: Stories by the Sand and Sea, Marlowe & Co., 2000 (editor with Gideon Bosker)

*deceased
Beaches, Chronicle Books, 2000 (coauthor)
Escape: Stories About Getting Away From It All, Marlowe & Co., 2002 (editor with Gideon Bosker)
Fabulous Fabrics, Chronicle Books, 1992
How to Write Like Chekhov: Advice and Inspiration Straight from Anton Chekhov’s Own Letters and Work, Marlowe & Company, 2007 (co-editor)
Off the Wall: Wonderful Wall Coverings of the Twentieth Century, Chronicle Books LLC, 2004 (editor with Gideon Bosker)
Sail Away: Stories of Voyages by Ship and Sea, Marlowe & Co., 2001 (editor with Gideon Bosker)

Leonard, Amy ’88
Nails in the Wall: Catholic Nuns in Reformation Germany, University of Chicago Press, 2005

*Lerner, Marguerite Rush ’46
Color and People: The Story of Pigmentation, Lerner, 1971

*deceased
Levathes, Louise ’70
  *deceased
  When China Ruled the Seas: The Treasure Fleet of the Dragon Throne, 1405-33, Simon & Schuster, 1994;
  Oxford U Press, 1996

Levenstein, Margaret ’83
  Accounting for Growth: Information Systems and the Creation of the Large Corporation, Stanford U Press, 1998

Levi, Aurelia (Leffler) ’37
  The Good Wife, Rinehart, 1959

Levin, Janna ’88
  A Madman Dreams of Turing Machines, Alfred A. Knopf, 2006

Levine, Arlene Bradley ’75
  Say NO to Aging : How Nitric Oxide Prolongs Life, NorlightsPress.com, 2011 (coauthor)

Levine, Laura ’65
  Candy Cane Murder, Kensington, 2007 (coauthor)
  Death by Panty Hose: A Jaine Austen Mystery, Kensington, 2007
  Death of a Trophy Wife, Kensington, 2010
  Killer Blonde: A Jaine Austen Mystery, Kensington, 2004
  Killer Cruise, Kensington, 2009
  Killing Bridezilla, Kensington, 2008
  Last Writes: A Jaine Austen Mystery, Kensington, 2003
  The PMS Murder: A Jaine Austen Mystery, Kensington, 2006
  Shoes to Die For: A Jaine Austen Mystery, Kensington, 2005
  This Pen for Hire: A Jaine Austen Mystery, Kensington, 2002

Levine, Marsha (Corn) ’62
  American Business and the Public School: Case Studies of Corporate Involvement in Public Education, Teachers College
  Press, 1988 (editor)

Levitt, Ellen ’86
  Land of a Thousand Bands, Midwood, 1987
  The Lost Synagogues of Brooklyn, Avotaynu, 2009

Levitt, Janet ’66
  2000 Public Venture Capital: Government Funding Sources for Technology Entrepreneurs, Harcourt Professional Publishing,
  2000 (coauthor)

Levitt, Joy ’75
  A Night of Questions: A Passover Haggadah, Reconstructionist Press, 2000 (co-editor)

Levy, Ann Selgin ’65

Levy, Darline Gay (Shapiro) ’60
  Women in Revolutionary Paris 1789-1795, U of Illinois Press, 1980 (co-editor/translator)

Levy, Myrna Neuringer ’60
  The Summer Kid, Second Story Press, 1991

Lewin, Marsha (Wittenberg) ’62
  Better Software Project Management: A Primer for Success, John Wiley & Sons, 2001
  The Overnight Consultant, John Wiley & Sons, 1995
Software Project Management, Step by Step, Lifetime Learning Publications, 1984 (coauthor)

Lewin, Yael Tamar ‘91

Lewis, Barbara E. '83
Young at Seventy Five, Women’s Medical Association of NYC, 1984

*Lewis, Helen Block '32
Psychic War in Men and Women, NYU Press, 1976

Lewis, Wendy (Lipke) ‘79
The Lowdown on Facelifts and Other Wrinkle Remedies, Quadrille, 2001

*Lewton, Lucy Olga '22
Alla Nazimova, My Aunt, Tragedienne: A Personal Memoir, Minuteman Press, 1988
Lucy Olga Lewton, Ph.D., June 23, 1900—, Biochemist/Technical Librarian, An Autobiography, privately published, 1993
Pets Along the Way: Stories for Young People, 1984
Some Firsts and Lasts, 1985

Lieberman, Janice (Wiegan) ‘62
Body Talk: Looking and Being Looked at in Psychotherapy, Jason Aronson, 2000
The Many Faces of Deceit: Omissions, Lies, and Disguise in Psychotherapy, Jason Aronson, 1996 (coauthor)

Lieberman, Marcia (Rubinstein) '56
Walking Switzerland--The Swiss Way: From Vacation Apartments, Mountain Hotels, Inns and Huts, Mountaineers, 1987
Walking the Alpine Parks of France & Northwest Italy, Mountaineers Books, 1994 (with Philip Lieberman)

*Lief, Nina (Rayevsky) '27
The Second Year of Life: A Guide for Parenting, Dodd, Mead, 1975; Walker, 1992
The Third Year of Life, Walker, 1992 (coauthor)

*Lifton, Betty Jean (Kirschner) '48
Children of Vietnam, Atheneum, 1972 (coauthor)
The Cock and the Ghost Cat, Atheneum, 1965
A Dog’s Guide to Tokyo, W.W. Norton, 1969
The Dwarf Pine Tree, Atheneum, 1971
Good Night Orange Monster, Atheneum, 1972
I’m Still Me, Bantam, 1982
Joji and the Amanojaku, W.W. Norton, 1975
Joji and the Dragon, 1989 (picture book)
Kap and the Wicked Monkey, W.W. Norton, 1968
Lost & Found: The Adoption Experience, Dial Press, 1979
The Many Lives of Chio and Goro, W.W. Norton, 1966
The Mud Snail Son, Atheneum, 1971
The One-legged Ghost, Atheneum, 1968
A Place Called Hiroshima, Kodansha International, 1990
Return to Hiroshima, Atheneum, 1970

*deceased
The Rice Cake Rabbit, W.W. Norton, 1966
The Secret Seller, Seabury Press, 1971
The Silver Crane, Seabury Press, 1971
Taka-chan and I: a Dog’s Journey to Japan, by Runcible, as told to Betty Lifton, W.W. Norton, 1967
Tell Me a Real Adoption Story, Alfred A. Knopf, 1994
Twice Born, the Memoirs of an Adopted Daughter, McGraw-Hill, 1975

Lifshitz, Maxine (Rosman) ’63

Liman, Ellen (Fogelson) ’57
The Collecting Book, Penguin, 1979
Decorating Your Country Place, Coward-McCann, 1973
Decorating Your Room: A Do-it-Yourself Guide for Children, Franklin Watts, 1974
The Spacemaker Book, Viking, 1977
Victorian Pleasures: American Board and Table Games of the 19th Century from the Liman Collection (by Marisa Kayyem), Wallach Art Gallery, Columbia U Press, 1991

Limon, Marisol Martinez ’97
After You, Dearest Language, Ugly Duckling Press, 2006
Forgotten Knowledge, Women’s Studio Workshop, 2002

Linnekin, Jocelyn ’71
Children of the Land: Exchange and Status in a Hawaiian Community, Rutgers U Press, 1985
Cultural Identity and Ethnicity in the Pacific, U of Hawaii Press, 1990 (co-editor)

Lipper, Jodi ’00
How to Eat Like a Hot Chick, Heyday Productions, 2007 (coauthor)

Lisella, Julia ’83
Love Song Hiroshima, Finishing Line Press, 2004
Terrain, WordTech Communications, 2007

Litofsky, Francine (Shiffman) ’64
Southwest Florida: A Photographer’s Delight, Turnstone Enterprises, 2004

Littwin, Susan (Landy) ’59

Liu, Tessie ’77

Livers, Eileen ’88
The Unofficial Guide to Planning Your Wedding, Macmillan, 1999

Locke, Virginia Otis ’52
Introduction to Theories of Personality, John Wiley & Sons, 1985 (coauthor)

Lockshin, Jane (Roberts) ’65

Loeb, Monica ’67

*deceased
Dangerous Crossing: Papers on Transgression in Literature and Culture, Swedish Science Press, 1999 (co-editor)

Literary Marriages: A Study of Intertextuality in a Series of Short Stories by Joyce Carol Oates, Peter Lang, 2002

LoFrumento, Mary Ann ’77
Understanding Your Newborn, Simply Parenting, 2004
Understanding Your Toddler, Simply Parenting, 2004

Long, Gabrielle ’64
Synchotron Radiation Instrumentation, Elsevier, 1994 (co-editor)

Longino, Helen E. ’66
Feminism and Science, Oxford U Press, 1996 (co-editor)
Gender and Scientific Authority, The U of Chicago Press, 1996 (co-editor)
Women, Gender, and Science: New Directions, U of Chicago Press, 1997 (co-editor)

Looper, Donna C. ’84
Mastering Legal Analysis and Drafting, Carolina Academic Press 2009 (coauthor)

*Loud (McAneny), Marguerite ’23

Louis, Frances (Deutsch) ’58
Swift’s Anatomy of Misunderstanding, Barnes & Noble Books, 1981

Louria, Margot ’50
Triumph and Downfall: America’s Pursuit of Peace and Prosperity, 1921-1933, Greenwood, 2000

Love, Diane (Stewart) ’61
Flowers Are Fabulous for Decorating, Collier Books, 1975
Yes/No Design: Discover Your Decorating Style with Taste-Revealing Exercises and Examples, Rizzoli, 2000

Lovenheim, Barbara ’62
Beating the Marriage Odds: When You Are Smart, Single and Over 35, William Morrow, 1990
Breaking Ground: a Century of Craft in Western New York, Hudson Hills Press, 2010
Perilous Journeys: Personal Stories of German and Austrian Jews Who Escaped the Nazis, The Center for Holocaust Awareness and Information, 2002 (co-editor)
Survival in the Shadows: Seven Hidden Jews in Hitler’s Berlin, Wayne State University Press, 2003 (coauthor)

Lowe, Elizabeth (Schlomann) ’69
The City in Brazilian Literature, Fairleigh Dickinson U Press, 1982

*Lubka, S. Ruth ’70

Luchow, Anya ’69
Children of Divorce, Jason Aronson, 1998 (coauthor)
In Motion, Jason Aronson/Amphlete Coalition of America, 1998 (with Tammy Luchow)

Ludman, Joan Hurwitz ’53
The Lithographs of George Bellows: A Catalogue Raisonné, KTO Press, 1977 (assistant to Lauris Mason)
Old Master Print References: A Selected Bibliography, Kraus International, 1986 (co-editor)
Print Collector’s Quarterly: An Anthology of Essays on Eminent Printmakers of the World, 10 volumes, KTO Press, 1977 (co-editor)
Print Reference Sources: A Selected Bibliography, 18th-20th Centuries, Kraus-Thomson, 1979 (co-editor)

Ludmilla, Thoro ’33

*deceased
Lukeman, Brenda (Myerson) ’64 (see also Shoshanna)
   *Embankations (A Guide to Dealing with Death and Parting), Prentice-Hall, 1982
   *Journey Through Illness and Beyond, Steppingstone Press, 1994

*Lukens, Kathleen Burge ’52
   *Thursday's Child Has Far To Go, Prentice-Hall, 1969 (coauthor)
   *Song of David, 1989

*Lumsden, May (Freeman) ’28
   *The Barbados-American Connection, Macmillan, 1988

Luria, Gina Lourie ’64 (see also Walker)

Lurie, Lynn ’80
   *Corner of the Dead, University of Massachusetts Press, 2008

Lutkehaus, Nancy ’71
   *Gender Rituals: Female Initiation in Melanesia, Routledge, 1995 (co-editor)
   *Gendered Missions: Women and Men in Missionary Discourse and Practice, U of Michigan Press, 1999 (co-editor)
   *Zaria's Fire: Engendered Moments in Manam Ethnography, Carolina Academic Press, 1995

Lydenberg, Robin (Rector) ’68

*Lynn, Janet Davis ’39
   *Land in America: Commodity or Resource, D.C. Heath, 1979

Lyon, Joyce (Selborn) ’64
   *Conversations with Rzeszow, Minnesota Center for Book Arts, 1993

*Maas, Audrey Gellen ’54
   *Alice Doesn’t Live Here Any More (screenplay), Warner Brothers, 1974
   *Wait Till the Sun Shines, Nellie, New American Library, 1966

Macero, Jeanette DiRusso ’52
   *The Laubach Way to English, New Readers Press, 1976 (with Martha A. Lane)

Mack, Phyllis ’61

MacKay, Ellen ’94

MacLean, Katherine ’47
   *The Missing Man, 1971 (Nebula Award)

MacRae, Sigrid (von Huene) ’63

Magder, Ruth Ann ’91

Magnus, Shulamit S. ’72
   *Jewish Emancipation in a German City: Cologne, 1798-1871, Stanford U Press, 1997

Magram, Hannah Strauss ’75
   *Railroads of the West, Mason Crest Publishers, 2003
Malcolm, Joyce Lee (Sitrin) ’63
Caesar’s Due: Loyalty and King Charles, 1642-1646, Royal Historical Society/Humanities Press
The Struggle for Sovereignty: 17th Century English Political Tracts (Volume 1), Liberty Fund, 1999 (editor)

Mali, Millice (Satterlee) ’53
French Faience: Fantaisie et Populaire of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, 1986
Madame Campan: Educator of Women, Confidante of Queens, University Press of America, 1979

Mandel, Norma Haft ’55
Beyond the Garden Gate: The Life of Celia Laighton Thaxter, University Press of New England, 2004

*Mann, Judy (Warden) ’65
Mann for All Seasons: Wit and Wisdom from The Washington Post’s Judy Mann, MasterMedia Ltd., 1990

Manthorne, Katherine Emma ’74
Creation & Renewal: Views of Cotopaxi by Frederic Edwin Church, Smithsonian Institution Press, 1985
The Landscapes of Louis Rémy Mignot: A Southern Painter Abroad, Smithsonian Institution Press/The North Carolina Museum of Art, 1996 (coauthor)

Maranuk-Rohmender, Margret ’68
The Cathedral of Cologne, Verlag Muller und Schindler, 1980 (translator) (with Arnold Wolff)

Margolies (Gasparini), Barbara Luisa ’63
Inca Architecture, Indiana U Press, 1980 (with Graziano Gasparini)
My Mother’s Hip: Lessons from the World of Eldercare, Temple U Press, 2004
Princes of the Earth, American Anthropological Association, 1975

Mark, Sabrina Orah ’97
The Babies, Saturnalia Books, 2003

Mark, Saralyn, MD, ’83
Stellar Medicine: A Journey Through the Universe of Women’s Health, Brick Tower Press, 2011

Marquis, Ruth E. ’77

Marr, Phebe ’53
Egypt: Domestic Stability and Regional Role, National Defense University Press, 1999 (editor)
The Modern History of Iraq, Westview Press, 1985
Riding the Tiger: The Middle East Challenge After the Cold War, Westview Press, 1993 (co-editor)

*Marsh, Corinna Reinheimer ’14
Flippy’s Flashlight, Dutton, 1958

*Marshall, Lenore (Guinsburg) ’19
The Confrontation, and Other Stories, W.W. Norton, 1972
Hall of Mirrors, Macmillan, 1937
The Hill is Level, Random House, 1959
No Boundary (poetry), Holt, 1943
Only the Fear, Macmillan, 1935
Other Knowledge: Poems New and Selected, Noonday Press, 1956

*deceased
Unicorn Folio, Unicorn Press, 1967

Martin, Courtney '02
Click: When We Knew We Were Feminists, Seal Press, 2010

Maurer, Susan '62
By the Blue Light of the Morning Glory (poetry), Linear Arts, 1997

May, Jessica '99
American Modern: Documentary Photography by Abbott, Evans, and Bourke-White, University of California Press, 2010 (coauthor)

Mayer, Barbara (Carson) '59
In the Arts and Crafts Style, Chronicle Books, 1992

*Mayers, Mary Rivkin '11
Occupational Health, Williams and Wilkins, 1969

Mazel, Sharon (Friedman) '93
What to Expect Before You’re Expecting, Workman Publishing Company, 2009 (coauthor)
The What to Expect Pregnancy Journal and Organizer, Workman Publishing Company, 2007 (coauthor)

Mazzio, Carla '88
The Body in Parts: Fantasies of Corporeality in Early Modern Europe, Routledge, 1997 (co-editor)
Book Use, Book Theory: 1500-1700, University of Chicago, 2005 (with Bradin Cormack)

McAlister, Linda L. (Lopez) '61
Articles on Brentano (edited and translated from French and German), Duckworth, 1976 (with Margaret Schattle)
The Development of Franz Brentano's Ethics, Rodopi, 1982
Hypatia’s Daughters: 1500 Years of Women Philosophers, Indiana U Press, 1996
The Philosophy of Brentano, Duckworth (UK) and Humanities Press, 1976
Remarks on Colour by Ludwig Wittgenstein, Basil Blackwell, 1976 (translator with Margaret Schattle)
PsychoLOGY From an Empirical Statement, Humanities Press, 1973 (co-translator)

McBride-Mellinger, Maria '81
Bridal Flowers: Arrangements for a Perfect Wedding, Bulfinch Press/Little, Brown, 1992
The Perfect Wedding, Collins, 1996
The Wedding Dress, Random House, 1993

*McCadden, Helen (Matzke) ’24 and Joseph J. McCadden
Felix Varela: Torch Bearer from Cuba (2nd edition), distributed in U.S. by Felix Varela Foundation

McCaffrey, Laura Williams '94
Water Shaper, Clarion, 2006

*McCanliss, Irene Dalgleish ’12
Weight on the Thoroughbred Horse, 1967

McCarter, Susan Foster ’67
Neolithic, Routledge, 2007

*deceased

86
McClure, Helen ’98
(with Sophia Jeffrey; ’91 et al.)

*McConnell, Adeline Pope ’44

McCrohan, Donna (Kruger) ’69
Archie & Edith, Mike & Gloria: The Tumultuous History of “All in the Family”, Workman, 1988
Get What You Pay For or Don’t Pay at All, Crown, 1994
The Honeymooners Lost Episodes, Workman, 1986 (with Peter Crescenti)
Howdy and Me: Buffalo Bob’s Own Story, NAL/Dutton, 1990 (with Buffalo Bob Smith)
The Life & Times of Maxwell Smart, St. Martin’s, 1988
Prime Time, Our Time: America’s Life and Times Through the Prism of Television, Prima, 1990
The Second City: A Backstage History of Comedy’s Hottest Troupe, Putnam/Perigee, 1987

McCulloch, Joan Houston ’50
Crofton Meadows, Thomas Y. Crowell, 1961
Horse Show Hurdles, Thomas Y. Crowell, 1957
Jump-Shift, Thomas Y. Crowell, 1956

McGrand, Elliza ’83
Shadow Dragging Like a Photographer’s Cloth, Portable Press, 2002

McGrath, Rita ’81

McDonnell, Christine ’71
Ballet Bug, Viking, 2001
Count Me In, Viking Kestrel, 1986
Don’t Be Mad, Ivy
Friends First, Viking, 1990; Puffin, 1992
It’s a Deal, Dogboy, Viking, 1998
Just For the Summer, Viking Kestrel, 1987
Lucky Charms & Birthday Wishes, Puffin Books/Penguin, 1984
Toad Food & Measle Soup, Dial Press, 1982; Puffin Books/Penguin, 1984

McNair, Jane N. ’76
Everyday Mothers Talk to Toddlers: Early Intervention, Academic Press, 1979 (with Ruth E. Marquis ’77, Ellen Shore ’75,*Frances Fuchs Schachter ’50 and Carole L. Bundy)

McNamara, Eileen ’74
Breakdown: Sex, Suicide, and the Harvard Psychiatrist, Pocket Books, 1994

*Mead, Margaret ’23
Anthropologists and What They Do, Franklin Watts, 1965
Anthropology: a Human Science, Van Nostrand, 1964
Aspects of the Present, William Morrow, 1980 (with Rhoda Metraux)
Balinese Character: A Photographic Analysis (with Gregory Bateson)
Blackberry Winter, My Earlier Years, William Morrow, 1972; Simon & Schuster/Touchstone, 1972; Peter Smith, 1989
The Changing Culture of an Indian Tribe
Childhood in Contemporary Cultures, U of Chicago Press, 1955
Coming of Age in Samoa, 1928; Morrow Quill, 1973
Continuities in Cultural Evolution, Yale U Press, 1964; Transaction Publishers, 1999

*deceased
Cooperation and Competition Among Primitive Peoples, McGraw-Hill, 1937
Family, Macmillan, 1965 (with photographer Ken Heyman)
From the South Seas: Studies of Adolescence and Sex in Primitive Societies, William Morrow, 1939
The Golden Age of American Anthropology, G. Braziller, 1960 (editor)
Growth and Culture: A Photographic Study of Balinese Childhood, Putnam, 1951 (with Frances C. Macgregor)
Margaret Mead: Some Personal Views, Walker, 1979
People and Places
A Rap on Race, Lippincott, 1971; Dell, 1972 (with James Baldwin)
Ruth Benedict, Columbia U Press, 1974
The School in American Culture
Sex and Temperament in Three Primitive Societies, William Morrow, 1963; Morrow Quill, 1980
Soviet Attitudes Toward Authority: an Interdisciplinary Approach to Problems of Soviet Character, McGraw-Hill, 1951;
Tavistock, 1955; Schocken, 1966
A Way of Seeing, McCall, 1970; Morrow, 1974 (with Rhoda Metraux)
World Enough: Rethinking the Future, Little, Brown, 1976 (with photographer Ken Heyman)

Medoff, Jillian '85
Hunger Point, Regan Books/HarperCollins, 1997
Good Girls Gone Bad, William Morrow, 2002

Meister, Barbara (Lewittes) '53
Art Song: The Marriage of Music and Poetry, Hollowbrook, 1992
Humorous Art Songs For Solo Voice, G. Schirmer, 1985 (editor)
An Introduction to the Art Song, Taplinger, 1980
Yes, We Sang! Songs of the Ghettos and Concentration Camps, Harper and Row, 1985 (editor)

Menkel-Meadow, Carrie '71
Dispute Processing and Conflict Resolution: Theory, Practice and Policy (Collected Essays in Law), Ashgate Publishing
Company, 2003
What’s Fair: Ethics for Negotiators, Jossey-Bass, 2004 (coauthor)

Merey, Daisy Breuer ’64
Don’t Be A Slave To What You Crave: Get Slim & Healthy with Dr. Merey’s Weight Loss & Maintenance Program, S.P.I.
Books, 2003

Merkin, Daphne '75
Enchantment, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1986

Meyer, Barbara Linton ’44
Alma Farm: An Adirondack Meeting Place, Boas & Meyer, 1999 (coauthor)

Michel, Sonya ’64
Behind the Lines: Gender and the Two World Wars, Yale U Press, 1987 (co-editor)
Children’s Interests/Mothers’ Rights: The Shaping of America’s Child Care Policy, Yale U Press, 1999
Engendering America: A Documentary History, 1865 to the Present, McGraw-Hill College, 1998 (coauthor)
The Jewish Woman in America, Dial Press, 1976 (coauthor)
Mothers of a New World: Maternalist Politics and the Origins of Welfare States, Routledge, 1993 (co-editor)

*Milburn, Lucy Karr '17
*deceased
The Incurable Rhymester, 1987
Octogenarial Observations, privately printed

Miletta, Maureen McCann ‘50
A Multiage Classroom: Choice & Possibility, Heinemann, 1996

Milholland, Charlotte ’85

*Miller, Barbara Stoler ’62
Bhartrihari: Poems, with the Transliterated Sanskrit Text of the Satakatrayan, Columbia U Press, 1967 (translator)
Exploring India’s Sacred Art: Selected Writings of Stella Kramrisch, U of Pennsylvania Press, 1983 (editor)
The Powers of Art: Patronage in Indian Culture, Oxford U Press, 1993 (editor)
Theatre of Memory: The Plays of Kalidasa, Columbia U Press, 1984 (co-translator)
Yoga: Discipline of Mind and Spirit, Bantam

Miller, Judith ’69
Germs: Biological Weapons and America’s Secret War, Simon & Schuster, 2001 (coauthor)
One, By One, By One, Simon & Schuster, 1990; Touchstone, 1991
Saddam Hussein and the Crisis in the Gulf, Times Books/Random House, 1990 (coauthor)

Miller, Kristen ’94
Kiki Strike: Inside the Shadow City, Bloomsbury, 2006

Miller, Lynn Fieldman ’59
Contemporary American Theatre Critics: A Directory and Anthology of Their Works, Scarecrow Press, 1977 (co-editor)
The Hand that Holds the Camera: Interviews with Women Film and Video Directors, Garland, 1988

Miller, Margaret ’66, photographer
Adventure in Space: The Flight to Fix the Hubble, Hyperion, 1998 (text by Elaine Scott)
Baby Faces and What’s on My Head, Simon & Schuster/Little Simon, 1998
Baby Food, Simon & Schuster/Little Simon, 2000 (Look Baby series)
Big and Little, Greenwillow, 1998
Boo! Baby, S&S/Little Simon, 2001
Get Ready Baby, Simon & Schuster/Little Simon, 2000 (Look Baby series)
Here We Go!, I Can Help, I’m Grown Up!, Let’s Pretend, Simon & Schuster/Little Simon, 1998
My Five Senses, Simon & Schuster/Aladdin, 1998
The New Baby at Your House, William Morrow, 1998; Mulberry, 1999 (text by Joanna Cole)
Now I’m Big, Greenwillow, 1996
Peekaboo Baby, S&S/Little Simon, 2001
Riding Silver Star, Morrow Junior Books, 1996
Twins!, Simon & Schuster/Atheneum, 1998 (text by Elaine Scott)
Where Does It Go?, Morrow/Mulberry, 1998
Who Uses This?, Morrow/Mulberry, 1999

Miller, Marjorie ’57
These Lovers Fled Away, Edward-William Publishing Co., 1988 (under the pseudonym Morgan Graham)

Miller, Nancy K. (Kipnis) ’61

*deceased
But Enough About Me: Why We Read Other People’s Lives, Columbia U Press, 2002
Displacements: Women, Tradition, Literatures in French, Johns Hopkins U Press, 1991 (co-editor)
Extremities: Trauma Testimony and Community, U of Illinois Press, 2002 (co-editor)
French Dressing: Women, Men, and Fiction in the Ancien Regime, Routledge, 1995
Gender and Genre: An Analysis of Literary Femininity in the 18th Century Novel, 1974
The Poetics of Gender, Columbia U Press, 1986 (editor)
Subject To Change: Reading Feminist Writing, Columbia U Press, 1988
What They Saved: Pieces of a Jewish Past, University of Nebraska Press, 2011

Miller, Robyn ’86
Robyn’s Book, Scholastic Press, 1986

Miller, Sherry (Hyman) ’61
Ten Steps to Raising Great Kids, privately published, 2003

Miller, Teresa K. ’04

*Milton, Sybil Halpem ’62
Archives of the Holocaust (co-editor)
Genocide: Critical Issues of the Holocaust
The Holocaust: Ideology, Bureaucracy and Genocide
In Fitting Memory: The Art and Politics of Holocaust Memorials
Innocence and Persecution: the Art of the Jewish Children in Nazi Germany 1936-1941

*Miner, Dorothy ’26
Anastaise and Her Sisters, The Walters Art Gallery, 1974

Minot, Eliza ’91
The Brambles, Knopf, 2006
The Tiny One, Alfred A. Knopf, 1999; Vintage, 2000

Minton, Lynn (Rosenthal) ’53
Movie Guide for Puzzled Parents: TV, Cable, Videocassettes, Delacorte, 1984

Mintz, Sharon Liberman ’83
From This World to the Next: Jewish Approaches to Illness, Death & the Afterlife, Library of The Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 2000 (coauthor with Elka Deitsch ’91 et al.)

Mir, Farina ’93
The Social Space of Language: Vernacular Culture in British Colonial Punjab, University of California Press, 2010

Mirollo, Gabriella ’84
Shadow of a Child (poetry), Aralia Press, 1997

*Mirsky (Ginsburg), Jeanette ’24
Balboa, Discoverer of the Pacific, Harper & Row, 1964
The Gentle Conquistadores, Pantheon, 1969
The Great Chinese Travelers, Pantheon, 1964 (editor)
Houses of God, Viking, 1965
To the Arctic!: The Story of Northern Exploration from Earliest Times, 1934; U of Chicago Press, 1998

Mitchell, Judith Claire ’75
The Last Day of the War, Pantheon, 2004

*Moakley, Gertrude ’26
*deceased
Mobley, Marilyn Sanders ’74
   Tragedies of Life by Gertrude Pitts and George Sampson Brite and Case 999--A Christmas Story, G.K. Hall, 1996 (editor)

Moffitt, Perry Lynn ’68
   A Silent Sorrow: Pregnancy Loss: Guidance and Support for You and Your Family, Bantam Doubleday Dell, 1993; Routledge, 1999 (with Ingrid Kohn)

Mogul, Kathleen Mero ‘48
   Career Planning for Psychiatrists, American Psychiatric Press, 1996 (co-editor)

Molinaro, Matie (Armstrong) ’43

Monroe, Ann ’65

Montero, Sylvia M. ’72
   Make It Your Business: Dare to Climb the Ladder of Leadership, Front Row Press, 2011

*Montgomery, Rosalis (van der Stucken) ’35
   An Innocent Abroad, Nortex Press, 1990
   Lady in Waiting 1944-45, Nortex Press, 1995
   My Odyssey, Nortex Press, 1999
   The Way It Was, Nortex Press, 1992

*Moolman, Valerie ’49
   Forty Winks at the Drop of a Hat, Cornerstone, 1968

*Moore, Edith Harris ’27
   Ship and Shore Chef, Bemor, 1974 (with Burton Moore)

*Moore, Jenny McKean ’46
   The People on Second Street, William Morrow, 1968

Moore, Katen ’81
   Living Well With Cancer: A Nurse Tells You Everything You Need to Know About Managing the Side Effects of Your Treatment, Putnam, 2001 (coauthor)

Moore, Liz ’05
   The Words of Every Song, Broadway, 2007
   Hefl, W. W. Norton & Company, 2012

Moore, Sally Falk ’43
   Anthropology and Africa: Changing Perspectives on a Changing Scene, University Press of Virginia, 1994
   Secular Ritual, Van Gorcum, 1977
   Symbol and Politics in Communal Ideology: cases and questions, Cornell U Press, 1975

Moose, Margaret Davis ’53
   Happy Days, Simon & Schuster, 1975

Moran, Madeline Engel ’61
   The Drug Scene, Hayden, 1974
   Inequality in America, Thomas Y. Crowell, 1971
   The Italian Experience in the United States, Center for Migration Studies, 1971 (co-editor)
Morantz-Sanchez, Regina Markell ’65
   In Her Own Words: Oral Histories of Women Physicians, Greenwood Press, 1982 (co-editor)

Morgan (Greenbaum), Carole ’63
   Heirlooms, Macmillan, 1980

*Morgan, Maud (Cabot) ’25
   Maud’s Journey: A Life from Art, New Earth Publications, 1995

*Morgenthau, Ruth Schachter ’52
   Political Parties in French-Speaking West Africa, Clarendon, 1964

Moroff, Diane Lynn ’85
   Fornes: Theater in the Present Tense, University of Michigan Press, 1996

Morrow, Carol Klaperman ’73
   Health Care Guidance: Commercial Health Insurance and National Health Policy, Praeger Special Studies, 1976

Morrow, Susan Brind ’78
   The Names of Things: A Passage in the Egyptian Desert, Riverhead/Putnam, 1997; Penguin/Riverhead, 1998

Morse, Flo (Fischman) ’43
   How Does It Feel to be a Tree, Parents Magazine Press, 1976
   The Shakers & the World’s People, Dodd, Mead, 1981
   Yankee Communities: Another American Way, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1971

*Moskin, Marietta (Dunston) ’52
   Adam and the Wishing Charm, Coward, McCann and Geoghegan, 1977
   Day of the Blizzard, Coward, McCann and Geoghegan, 1978; Scholastic, 1992
   Dream Lake, Atheneum, 1981
   I Am Rosemarie, John Day, 1972; Replica, 1989
   In Search of God: the Story of Religion, Atheneum, 1979
   In the Name of God: Religion in Everyday Life, Atheneum, 1980
   Lyshet and the Fire Kittens, Coward, McCann and Geoghegan, 1974
   Margaret Thatcher of Great Britain, S&S/Julian Messner, 1990
   Paper Dragon

(Moskin, Marietta (Dunston) ’52 cont’d)
   A Royal Gift, Olympic, 1982
   Rosie’s Birthday Present, Atheneum
   Sky Dragons and Flaming Swords: The Story of Eclipses, Comets, and other Strange Happenings in the Skies, Walker, 1985
   Toto
   Waiting for Mama, Coward, McCann and Geoghegan, 1975
   With an Open Hand, John Day, 1967

Moss, Pamela A. ’84
   Ethics and College Student Life: A Case Study Approach, Prentice Hall, 2002 (coauthor)

Moss, Sylvia (Shkolnick) ’57
   Cities in Motion, U of Illinois Press, 1987

*Mossiker, Frances (Sanger) ’27
   The Affair of the Poisons, Alfred A. Knopf, 1969
   Madame de Sevigne: A Life and Letters, Alfred A. Knopf, 1983
   More Than a Queen, the Story of Josephine Bonaparte, Alfred A. Knopf, 1971
   Napoleon and Josephine: The Biography of a Marriage, Simon & Schuster, 1964

*deceased
Pocahontas: The Life and the Legend, Alfred A. Knopf, 1976

Muir, Diana (Karter Appelbaum) '75 (see also Appelbaum)

Mukund, Kanakalaitha Narasimhan '62
The Trading World of the Tamil Merchant: Evolution of Merchant Capitalism in the Cor, South Asia Books, 2000

Mulcahy, Susan '78
Why I'm a Democrat, Polipoint Press, 2008 (editor)

Mullins, Margarethe '95
The Rug Merchant, Viking, 2006

Mullins, Meg '95
Dear Strangers, Viking, 2010

Murphy, Irene Lyons '41
Public Policy on the Status of Women: Agenda and Strategy for the '70s, Lexington Books, 1973

Murphy, Jacqueline Shea '87
Bodies of the Text: Dance as Theory, Literature as Dance, Rutgers U Press, 1995 (co-editor)
The People Have Never Stopped Dancing: Native American Modern Dance Histories, University Of Minnesota Press, 2007

Murphy, Jean '64

Murphy, Teresa Anne '73

Murray, Gale '66
Prints Abound: Paris in the 1890s (essays), Antique Collectors’ Club, 2001 (contributor) (edited by Phillip Cate)
Toulouse-Lautrec: A Retrospective, Hugh Lauter Levin Associates, 1992

Murray, Linda '88
The BabyCenter Essential Guide to Pregnancy and Birth, Rodale Books, 2005 (coauthor)

*Myer, Elizabeth Gallup '35
The Social Situation of Women in the Novels of Ellen Glasgow, Exposition Press, 1978

Myers, Evelyn Stephenson '45
Health Insurance and Psychiatric Care: Utilization and Cost, American Psychiatric Assn., 1972 (coauthor)

*Myers, Margaret G. '20

Myers, Vern (Bigger) '82
Moving Diversity Forward: How to Go From Well-Meaning to Well-Doing, American Bar Association, 2012

Nadel-Klein, Jane (Hurwitz) '69
Fishing for Heritage: Modernity and Loss Along the Scottish Coast, Berg Pub Ltd., 2003

*deceased
Najavits, Lisa '83
  Seeking Safety: A Treatment Manual for PTSD and Substance Abuse, Guilford Publications, 2002
  A Woman’s Addiction Workbook: Your Guide to In-Depth Healing, New Harbinger Publications, 2002

*Nardi, Shulamit (Schwartz) '28

Nash, June C. (Bousley) '48
  Crafts in the World Market, SUNY Press, 1993
  From Tank Town to High Tech: The Clash of Community and Industrial Cycles, SUNY Press, 1989
  Ideology and Social Change in Latin America, Gordon and Breach, 1977
  In the Eyes of the Ancestors: Belief and Behavior in a Mayan Community, Yale U Press, 1970
  Mayan Visions: The Quest for Autonomy in an Age of Globalization, Routledge, 2001
  We Eat the Mines and the Mines Eat Us: Dependency and Exploitation in Bolivian Tin Mines, Columbia U Press, 1979
  Women and Change in Latin America, Bergin & Garvey, 1986
  Women, Men and the International Division of Labor, SUNY Press, 1984 (co-editor)

Nashat, Guity (Claffey) '58 (see also Becker)
  The Origins of Modern Reform in Iran, 1870, U of Illinois Press, 1982
  Women and Revolution in Iran, Westview Press, 1984 (editor)
  Women in the Middle East and North Africa: Restoring Women to History, Indiana U Press, 1999 (coauthor)

Nasuti, Ariella '83
  The Ninth Wave, Smashwords, 2010

Navari, Cornelia '63
  Theorising International Society: English School Methods, Palgrave Macmillan, 2009 (editor)

*Naylor, Harriet Gore '37
  Leadership for Volunteering, Association Press, 1976
  Volunteers Today, Association Press, 1967

Nee, Brett De Bary '65 (see also De Bary)
  An Elusive Turning Point: Japanese Fiction at the End of the Pacific War
  (with Victor Nee)

Needle, Rachel '00

*Neeelsen, Greta (Eisenmenger) '41
  To Die Abed, Xlibris, 2004

Neff, Severine '71
  (co-editor/translator)

Nelson, June (Kuffler) '39
  Double Vision (chapbook), 1993

Nelson, Martha J. '76, Catharine R. Stimpson, Elsa Dixler and Kathryn B. Yatrakis, editors
  Women and the American City, U of Chicago Press, 1981

Nelson, Mary Carroll '50
  Artists of the Spirit: New Prophets in Art and Mysticism, Arcus, 1994
  Connecting: The Art of Beth Ames Swartz, Northland Press, 1984

*deceased
The Legendary Artists of Taos, Watson-Guptill, 1980
Masters of Western Art, Watson-Guptill, 1982
Ramon Kelley Paints Portraits and Figures, Watson-Guptill, 1977 (with Ramon Kelley)
Robert L. Bennett, An American Indian Biography, Dillon Press, 1976

Nemzoff, Ruth ’62
Don’t Bite Your Tongue: How to Foster Rewarding Relationships with Your Adult Children, Palgrave Macmillan, 2008

Nesson, Fern (Leicher) ’68
Great Waters, University Press of New England, 1983

Newbeck, Phyllis ’83
Virginia Hasn’t Always Been for Lovers: Interracial Marriage Bans and the Case of Richard and Mildred Loving,
Southern Illinois University, 2004

Newburger, Amy E. ’70
Looking Good at Any Age: A Woman Dermatologist Talks to Women About What to Expect, What to Accept, and What Can Be Changed, Doubleday, 1999 (coauthor)

*Newell, Rosalind Case ’12
A Rose of the Nineties, The Long Island Traveler, Inc., 1962
Rose Remembers, private publication, 1976
Rose’s Rhymes, private publication, 1982

Newhouse, Alana ’97

Newman, Amy ’70
Defining Modern Art: Selected Writings of Alfred H. Barr, Jr., Abrams, 1986 (co-editor)

*Niemi, Beth (Tilghman) ’64 and Cynthia B. Lloyd
The Economics of Sex Differentials, Columbia U Press, 1979

*Nimbkar, Kamala V. (Elizabeth Lundy) ’26
A New Life for the Handicapped: A History of Rehabilitation and Occupational Therapy in India, Nimbkar Rehabilitation Trust, 1980

Noguere, Suzanne ’69
Little Koala, Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1979 (with Tony Chen)
Little Raccoon, Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1981
Whirling Round the Sun (poetry), Midmarch Arts Press, 1996

Nord, Deborah Epstein ’71
Walking the Victorian Streets: Women, Representation, and the City, Cornell U Press, 1995

Nordhaus, Jean (Friedberg) ’60
A Bracelet of Lies (poetry), Washington Writers’ Publishing House, 1987
Innocence, Ohio State U Press, 2006
A Language of Hands (poetry), SCOP, 1982
My Life in Hiding (poetry), Quarterly Review of Literature, 1991
The Porcelain Apes of Moses Mendelssohn (poetry), Milkweed Editions, 2002
A Purchase of Porcelain (poetry), Poetry Society of South Carolina, 1998

Norich, Anita ’73
Gender and Text in Modern Hebrew and Yiddish Literature, Harvard U Press, 1993 (co-editor)

*deceased
The Homeless Imagination in the Fiction of Israel Joshua Singer, Indiana U Press, 1992

*Norris, Marianna ’40
  Young India: Children of India at Work and Play, Dodd, Mead, 1966
  Young Turkey: Children of Turkey at Work and Play, Dodd, Mead, 1969

North, Louise V. (Hunningher) ’62
  Selected Letters of John Jay and Sarah Livingston Jay, McFarland & Company, 2004 (co-editor)
  In the Words of Women: The Revolutionary War and the Birth of the Nation, 1765 – 1799, Rowman and Littlefield, 2001 (coauthor)

Notley, Alice ’67 (poet)
  Alice Ordered Me to Be Made, Yellow Press, 1976
  At Night the States, Yellow Press, 1987
  The Descent of Alette, Penguin, 1996
  Disobedience, Penguin, 2001
  Doctor Williams’ Heiresses, Tuumba Press, 1980
  Dodgems, Fido Productions, 1977
  For Frank O’Hara’s Birthday, Street Editions, 1976
  From a Work in Progress, 1988
  Grave of Light, Wesleyan U Press, 2006
  How Spring Comes, Toothpaste Press, 1982
  In the Pines, Penguin, 2007
  Incidents in the Day World, Angel Hair Books, 1973
  Margaret & Dusty. Poems, Coffee House Press, 1985
  Phoebe Light: Poems, Big Sky Books, 1973
  The Scarlet Cabinet, Scarlet Editions, 1992 (coauthor)
  Selected Poems, Talisman House, 1993
  Songs for the Unborn Second Baby, United Artists, 1979
  Tell Me Again, Am Here Books, 1982 (autobiography)
  Waltzing Matilda, Kulchur Foundation, 1981
  When I Was Alive, Vehicle Editions, 1980

Novak, Barbara ’50
  Alice’s Neck, Ticknor & Fields, 1987
  American Painting of the Nineteenth Century, Praeger, 1969
  Dreams and Shadows: Thomas H. Hotchkiss in 19th Century Italy, Universe, 1993
  The Margaret-Ghost, George Baziller, Inc., 2003
  Next to Nature: Landscape Paintings from the National Academy of Design, Harper & Row and The Academy, 1980
  Nineteenth-Century American Painting: From the Thyssen-Bornemisza Collection, Vendome Press/Rizzoli, 1986
  Voyages of the Self: Pairs, Parallels and Patterns in American Art and Literature, Oxford University Press, 2009

Novak, Laura (Ammann) ’82
  Finding Clarity: A Mom, A Dwarf and a Posh Private School in the People’s Republic of Berkeley, Amazon, 2011

Novick, Emily ’84
  Building Supportive Communities for At-Risk Adolescents: It Takes More than Services, American Psychological Assn., 1998 (coauthor)

Nowitz, Sheryl ’89

Nunez, Sigrid ’72
  For Rouenna, Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 2001
  The Last of Her Kind. Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2006

*deceased
Naked Sleeper, HarperCollins, 1996
Salvation City, Riverhead Books, 2010

*O’Brien, Elaine (Donovan) ’42
Anita of Rancho Del Mar, Fithian Press, 1991

O’Dair, Barbara ’82

Oh, Bonnie, ’59
The Legacies of Comfort Women of World War II, M.E. Sharpe, 2001 (co-editor)

Ohannessian, Griselda Jackson ’49
Once: As It Was, William L. Bauhan, 2001

Olevitch, Barbara Rand ’68
Protecting Psychiatric Patients and Others from the Assisted-Suicide Movement: Insights and Strategies, Greenwood Publishing Group, 2002

Olkowski, Helga Martin ’53
The City People’s Book of Raising Food, Rodale Press, 1975 (with William Olkowski)

*Oliver, Rose (Warshaw) ’31

*Olsen, Ingrith Deyrup ’40
Metabolism, Pegasus, 1973

Olsen, Victoria ’86
From Life: Julia Margaret Cameron and Victorian Photography, Palgrave Macmillan, 2003
On the Market: Surviving the Academic Job Search, Riverhead Books, 1997 (co-editor with Christina Boufis ’83)

*Omeis, M.L. Florida ’20
Across the Miles, 1985

*O’Neill, Nena (Betty Dross) ’46
The Marriage Promise, M. Evans and Co., 1977
Open Marriage: A New Life Style for Couples, M. Evans, 1972 (with George O’Neill)

Ong, Aihwa ’74
Bewitching Women, Pious Men: Gender and Body Politics in Southeast Asia, U of California Press, 1995 (co-editor)
Buddha is Hiding: Refugees, Citizenship, the New America, U of California Press, 2003

Orange, Wendy (Basser) ’64
Coming Home to Jerusalem: A Personal Journey, Simon & Schuster, 2000

Orenstein, Nadine ’83
Genoa Drawings and Prints 1530-1800, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1996 (coauthor)
The New Hollstein, Hendrick Hondius, Royal van Poll, 1994
The Print in the North: The Age of Albrecht Dürer and Lucas van Leyden, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1997 (coauthor)

Orgel, Doris (Adelberg) ’50
Ariadne, Awake!, Viking, 1994

*deceased
Baron Munchausen: Fifteen Truly Tall Tales, by Raspe and Others
Bartholomew We Love You, Alfred A. Knopf, 1973
Button Soup, Bank Street Ready-to-Read, 1994
The Cat's Tale: Why the Years Are Named for Animals, Roaring Brook Press, 2008
A Certain Magic, Dial Press, 1976
Cindy's Sad and Happy Tree, Alfred A. Knopf, 1967
Cindy's Snowdrops, Alfred A. Knopf, 1966
Crack in the Heart
Crazy Diamond, Atheneum/Richard Jackson Books, 2008 (translator)
The Devil in Vienna, Viking Press, 1988
Doctor All-Knowing: A Folk Tale from the Brothers Grimm, Atheneum/Richard Jackson Books, 2008 (adapter)
Don't Call Me Slob-O, Hyperion Press, 1996
The Flower of Sheba, Bantam/Bank Street Ready-to-Read Books, 1994
Friends to the Rescue, Hyperion, 1996
Godfather Cat and Mousie, Macmillan, 1986
The Good-byes of Magnus Marmalade, Putnam, 1967
In a Forgotten Place, Alfred A. Knopf, 1967
The Lion & the Mouse and Other Aesop's Fables, DK Ink, 2000
Little John
Merry Merry F1bruary, Parents Magazine Press, 1977
Merry, Rose, and Christmas-tree June, Alfred A. Knopf, 1969
Midnight Soup and a Witch's Hat
The Mouse Who Wanted to Marry, Bantam Doubleday Dell, 1993
The Mulberry Music, Harper & Row, 1974
My War with Mrs. Galloway, Viking/Kestrel, 1985
Nero Corleone: A Cat's Story by Elke Heidenreich, 1997 (translator)
Next Door Neighbors
Next Door to Xanadu, Harper & Row, 1969
Next Time I Will: An Old English Tale, Bantam Doubleday Dell, 1993
Nobodies and Somebodies, Viking, 1991
Phoebe and the Prince, Putnam, 1969
The Princess and the God, Orchard Books, 1996; Dell/Laurel Leaf, 1997
Risking Love, Dial Books for Young Readers, 1985
Schoolmaster Whackwoll's Wonderful Sons by Clemens Brentano, retold from the German, Random House, 1962
She'll Be Coming Around the Mountain, Bantam/Bank Street Ready-to-Read Books, 1994 (coauthor)
Sing, Little Sack! Canta, Saquito: Cana, Saquito!: A Folktale from Puerto Rico, 1999
The Spaghetti Party, Delacorte/Bank Street Ready-to-Read Books, 1995
Starring Becky Suslow, Puffin, 1991
The Story of Lohengrin, the Knight of the Swan, Putnam, 1967
Two Crows Counting, Bantam/Bank Street, 1995
The Uproar, McGraw-Hill, 1970
We Goddesses: Athena, Aphrodite, Hera, DK Ink, 1999
Whiskers Once and Always, Viking Press, 1992
Whose Turtle, World, 1968

Ortiz, Elizabeth Thompson '63

Ortiz, Victoria '64
The Land and People of Cuba, Lippincott, 1973
Sojourner Truth, A Self-Made Woman, Lippincott, 1974

Osborn, Torie '72
Coming Home to America: A Roadmap to Gay & Lesbian Empowerment, St. Martin's Press, 1996; Griffin, 1997

Osborne, Carol M. '51
Museum Builders in the West: The Stanfords as Collectors and Patrons of Art 1870-1906, Stanford U, 1986
Venetian Glass of the 1890s: Salviati at Stanford University, Philip Wilson Publishers, 2002

*deceased
Ostberg, Kay (Karen) ’77
Everyday Contracts: Protecting Your Rights, Random House, 1990 (coauthor)
If You Want to Sue a Lawyer: A Directory of Legal Malpractice Attorneys, Random House, 1992
Probate: Settling an Estate, Random House, 1990
Using a Lawyer...and what to do if things go wrong, Random House, 1990

*Osterman, Susan ’71
A Head of Her Time (poetry), Theo New York, 1996
Strip Mining, Cambric Press (poetry), 1987

Otis, Leah Lydia ’71

*Otten, Jane Mantell ’40 and Florence Dubroff Shelley ’40

*Ousterhout, Anne (McCabe) (Johnston) ’45

Owens, Jessie Ann ’71

Padoch, Christine ’69
Migration and Its Alternatives Among the Iban of Sarawak, M. Nijhoff, 1982
People of the Tropical Rain Forest, U of California Press, 1988 (with Julie Sloan Denslow)

*Paine, Roberta ’47
Looking at Architecture, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1974
Looking at Sculpture, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1968

Paolucci, Anne (Attura) ’47
Cipango! (one-act play), 1985, 1986
Columbus, America, and the World, Griffon House, 1992
Columbus, Selected Papers on Columbus and His Time, Griffon House, 1989 (co-editor)
Dante’s Gallery of Rogues, Griffon House, 2001 (editor)
Do Me a Favor and Other Short Stories, Griffon House, 2001
The Doctor of Arts Degree: Re-Assessing Teaching and Research Priorities, Council on National Literatures, 1989 (editor)
Eight Short Stories, Griffon House, 1977
From Tension to Tonic: The Plays of Edward Albee, Southern Illinois U Press, 1974
Gorbachev in Concert (And Other Poems), Griffon House, 1991
In the Green Room (play), Griffon House Publications, 2000
In Wolf’s Clothing: A Mystery Novel, Griffon House, 2004
Justin Winsor: Native American Antiquities and Linguistics, Council on National Literatures, 1995 (co-editor)
Justin Winsor/George E. Ellis: Early Spanish, French, and English Relations with Native Americans, Council on National Literatures/Griffon House Press, 1997 (co-editor)
Minions of the Race (play), 1999
Modern Views of Columbus and His Time, Council on National Literatures, 1990 (with Henry Paolucci)
Poems Written for Shek’s Mummies, Marie Menken and Other Important Persons, Places & Things, Griffon House, 1977
Review of National Literatures, Griffon House (several volumes) (editor)
Riding the Mast Where It Swings: Poems, Griffon House, 1980
Sepia Tones: Seven Short Stories, Rimu Publishing, 1985; Griffon House, 1986
The Short Season (play)
Terminal Degrees, Potpourri Publications/Griffon House Press, 1997

*deceased
Three Short Plays: Minions of the Race, Incident at the Great Wall, The Actor in Search of His Mask, Griffon House, 1994

Papachristou, Judith Reisner ’52

Papantonopoulou, Aigli ’69

Pappenheim, Harriet Wilner ’56
Bringing Home the Bacon: Making Marriage Work When She Makes More Money, Harper Collins/Morrow, 2005 (coauthor)
For Richer or Poorer: Keeping Your Marriage Happy When She’s Making More Money, Harper Collins/Morrow, 2006 (coauthor)

*Parkin, Rebecca Price ’40
The Poetic Workmanship of Alexander Pope, Octagon, 1966

*Parkinson, Charlotte (Boyer) ’57
The Society for the Relief of Women and Children 1797-1997: An Exploration of the Minutes and Records from 1797 to 1997, Xlibris Corp, 2002 (editor)

Parr, Susan ’89
Pacific Shooter, Louisiana State University Press, 2009

*Parsons, Elsie Clews 1896
American Indian Life, U of Nebraska Press, 1991 (editor)
Fear and Conventionality, U of Illinois Press, 1914, 1997
Pueblo Mothers and Children: Essays, Ancient City Press, 1991
Taos Tales, Dover Publications, 1996

subject of biography:
Wealth and Rebellion by Rosemary Levy Zumwalt, U of Illinois Press, 1992
A Woman’s Quest for Science: Portrait of Anthropologist Elsie Clews Parsons by Peter H. Hare, Prometheus Books, 1985

Pascucci, Daphne (Stevens) ’75
European Stage Design in the Age of Monteverdi: Costume in Early Italian Opera and Spectacle, Fondazione Claudio Monteverdi, 1995

Passariello, Phyllis ’68
Eating Culture: The Italian Yankee Cookbook, Altrimenti, 1997 (coauthor)

Pasztory, Esther (Miskolczy) ’65
Middle Classic Mesoamerica: 400-700 A.D., Columbia U Press, 1978
Pre-Columbian Art, Cambridge U Press, 1999
Teotihuacan: An Experiment in Living, University of Oklahoma Press, 1997

Parthe, Kathleen F. ’71

Patriota, Margarida de Aguiar ’69
Nastramas da Emoção, FTD, 1994
Mafalda Amaz Ona, Alhambra, 1991
Olhando a terra, arregalado: Contos do indio brasileiro, Atual Editora, 1994 (in Portuguese)
Para Compreender Raimundo Correia, Alhambra, 1994
Romance de Vanguarda, (Alain Robbe-Grillet), Thesaurus Editora, 1980

Patterson, Sherri ’71
No-No the Little Seal, Random House, 1986

Patz, Naomi (Steinlight) ’62

*deceased
Explaining Reform Judaism, Behrman House, 1985 (with Eugene B. Borowitz)

In the Beginning: The Jewish Baby Book, National Federation of Temple Sisterhoods/Union of American Hebrew Congregations, 1983 (with Jane Gross Perman ’64)

Pauck, Marion (Hausner) ’49

From Luther to Tillich: The Reformers and Their Heirs, by Wilhelm Pauck, Harper & Row, 1985 (editor)


Paul, Marilyn ’74

It’s Hard to Make a Difference When You Can’t Find Your Keys, Penguin Putnam Inc., 2003

Paulsen, Emily ’83

Country Living Handmade Candles, Hearst Books, 1998 (coauthor)


Paulsen, Faith ’77


Pavlock, Barbara ’69


The Image of the Poet in Ovid’s Metamorphoses, University of Wisconsin Press, 2009

Pechefsky, Rebecca ’85

Bruno Walter: A World Elsewhere, Yale U Press, 2001 (with Erik Ryding)

*Peck, Louise D. ’42

Lambing, and Other Poems, privately printed, 1979

Pedersen, Jean Elizabeth, ’81


Penette, Cecile ’50

Entre Barque et Riviere, 1982

Penner, Lucille Recht ’63 (books for children)

Baby Elephant, Grosset & Dunlap, 1997

Bear In the Big Blue House, Random Library, 2000

Big Birds, Random Library, 2000


Clean-Sweep Campers, Kane Press, 2000

The Colonial Cookbook, Hastings House, 1990

Cowboys, Grosset & Dunlap, 1996

Dinosaur Babies, Random House, 1992

Eating the Plates: A Pilgrim Book of Food and Manners, Macmillan, 1992

The Eyes Have It, Kampmann & Co., 1989

Hide and Seek, Kane Press, 2000

The Honey Book, Hastings House, 1980

Ice Wreck, Golden Books, 2001

Is a Camel a Mammal?, Random Library, 1998

Knights and Castles, 1997 (coauthor)

Liberty: How the Revolutionary War Began, Random House, 2002


Lights Out!, Kane Press, 2000

The Little Women Book: Games, Recipes, Crafts and Other Homemade Pleasures, Random House, 1995

Monster Bugs, Random House, 1996

A Native American Feast, Diane Publishing, 1994

On Beyond Bugs! All About Insects, Random Library, 1999

The Pilgrims at Plymouth, Random House, 1996

*deceased
Sitting Bull, Grosset & Dunlap, 1995
Slowpoke, Kane Press, 2001
S-S-Snakes, Random House, 1994
The Statue of Liberty, Random House, 1995
The Story of Money, Random House, 1997
Super Dinosaurs, Random Library, 2002
The Thanksgiving Book, Hastings House, 1986
The True Story of Pocahontas, Turtleback, 1994
Twisters!, Random House, 1996
Westward Ho! The Story of the Pioneers, Random House/Picture Landmark Books, 1997
Where's That Bone?, Kane Press, 2000
X Marks the Spot, Kane Press, 2002

Percas de Ponseti, Helena '40
Cervantes the Writer and Painter of "Don Quijote", U of Missouri Press, 1988

Percival, Nora Lourie '36
Silver Pages on the Lawn: A True Story of Student Love During the 1930s, Kent Hollow Press, 2005 (coauthor)

Perloff, Marjorie (Mintz) '53
American Poetry: The Twentieth Century, Library of America, 2000 (co-editor)
The Historicity of Experience: Modernity, the Avant-Garde, and the Event, Northwestern U Press, 2001/2 (co-editor)
The Poetic Art of Robert Lowell, Cornell U Press, 1973
Prior to Meaning: The Protosemiotic and Poetics, Northwestern U Press, 2001 (co-editor)
Radical Artifice: Writing Poetry in the Age of Media, U of Chicago Press, 1992
Rhyme and Meaning in the Poetry of Yeats, Walter de Gruyter, 1978
The Vienna Paradox: A Memoir, New Directions, 2003

Perlstein, Susan (Warshall) '63
A Stage for Memory: Life History Plays by Older Adults, Teachers and Writers Collaborative, 1981

Perman, Jane (Gross) '64

Perrin, Suzanne M. '75

Perry, Betsy (Freund) '68
What Every Daughter Wants Her Mother to Know: From the Heart About Love, Life and What You've Taught Me, Sourcebooks, 2007 (coauthor)

Perry-Miller, Mitzi '52
Clean Plates: Cooking for Young Children, Scribner, 1964 (coauthor)

*deceased
Persons, Jil ’82

Don’t Forget the Rubber Ducky! The Ultimate Book of Lists for Parents of Young Children, Pocket Books, 1995
(with the Riverside Mothers Group)

Entertain Me: Creative Ideas for Fun & Games with Your Baby in the First Year, Pocket Books, 1993 (with Riverside Mothers Group)

Perutz, Kathrin ’60

Beyond the Looking Glass: America’s Beauty Culture, William Morrow, 1970

The Garden, Atheneum, 1962

A House on the Sound, Coward-McCann, 1964

Marriage is Hell, William Morrow, 1972

Mother is a Country, Harcourt, Brace and World, 1968

Pessl, Marisha ’00

Special Topics in Calamity Physics, Viking, 2006

Peters, Joan (Friedman) ’83

(co-editor)

Pevsner, Lucille Wolf ’51

Turkey’s Political Crisis: Background, Perspectives, Prospects, Praeger, 1984

*Peyser, Joan (Gilbert) ’51


The Music of My Time, Pro/Am Music Resources, 1995

The New Music: The Sense Behind the Sound, Delacorte, 1971

The Orchestras: Origins and Transformations, Scribner, 1986 (editor)

To Boulez and Beyond: Music in Europe Since The Rite of Spring, Billboard Books, 1999

Twentieth Century Music: The Sense Behind the Sound, Schirmer Books, 1980

Pflomm, Phyllis Noe ’48


*Phelan, Edna Beyer ’29

Don Bosco: A Spiritual Portrait, Doubleday, 1963

Phipps, Wanda ’83

Field of Wanting: Poems of Desire, BlazeVOX, 2008


Pierce, Amy E. ’85


Pierpont, Claudia Roth ’73


Pineda, Cecile ’54


Face, Viking, 1985

Fishlight, Wings, 2002

Frieze, Viking, 1986

The Love Queen of the Amazon, Little, Brown, 1992, 1993

Redoubt: A Mononovel, Wings, 2004

Pines (Froomkin), Maya ’47

The Brain Changers: Scientists and the New Mind Control, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1973

*deceased
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher and Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Health and Disease, LIFE Science Library, 1965 (with Rene Dubos)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Revolution in Learning: The Years from Birth to Six, Harper &amp; Row, 1967</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Flaubert by Henri Troyat, Viking, 1992</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Peter the Great by Henri Troyat, E.P. Dutton, 1987</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>The Essential HIV Treatment Fact Book, Pocket Books, 1992 (coauthor)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pizarro, Agueda ’63</td>
<td>Aqui bezo yo (poetry), Ediciones Tercer Mundo, 1969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Labio adicto (poetry)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Sombraventadora/Shadowinnower (poetry), Columbia U Press, 1979 (translated from the Spanish by Barbara Stoler Miller ’62)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td><strong>Plain, Belva (Offenberg) ’37</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>After the Fire, Delacorte, 2000; Dell, 2001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Blessings, Delacorte, 1989</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>The Carousel, Delacorte, 1995; Dell, 1996</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Crescent City, Delacorte, 1984</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Daybreak, Delacorte, 1994; Dell, 1995</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Eden Burning, Delacorte, 1982</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Evergreen, Delacorte, 1978</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Fortune’s Hand, Delacorte, 1999; Dell, 2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>The Golden Cup, Delacorte, 1986</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Harvest, Delacorte, 1990</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Her Father’s House, Delacorte, 2002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Homecoming, Delacorte, 1997</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Legacy of Silence, Dell, 1998; Dell, 1999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Looking Back, Delacorte, 2001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Promises, Delacorte, 1996; Dell 1997</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Random Winds, Delacorte, 1980</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Secrecy, Delacorte, 1997; Dell 1998</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>The Sight of the Stars, Delacorte, 2003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Tapestry, Delacorte, 1988</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Treasures, Delacorte, 1992</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Whispers, Delacorte, 1993; Dell, 1994</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platt, Orah (Saltzman), M.D. ’69 and Richard Platt, M.D.</td>
<td>Letting Blood, St. Martin’s, 1988</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polachek, Doris (Eisenberg) ’70</td>
<td>Heroic Virtue, Comic Infidelity: Reassessing Marguerite de Navarre’s Heptaméron, Hestia Press, 1993, (Proceedings of the Five-College Colloquium on Marguerite de Navarre) (editor)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>*Polier, Justine Wise ’24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Everyone’s Children, Nobody’s Child: A Judge Looks at Underprivileged Children in the U.S., Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1941</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>……</td>
<td>Juvenile Justice in Double Jeopardy, L. Erlbaum, 1989</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*deceased
The Rule of Law and the Role of Psychiatry, Johns Hopkins U Press, 1968

*Politzer, Judy (Wasser) ’46
Tuesday's Children: Collecting Little Irons and Trivets, Walnut Creek, 1977

Pollack, Jenny ’91
Klepto, Viking Juvenile, 2006

Pollack, Lindsay ’93
The Girl with the Gallery: Edith Gregor Halpert and the Making of the Modern Art Market, Kensington, 2006

Pollard, Helen Perlstein ’67

Polins, Wendy Dubow ’84
Fare Forward, Hamilton Hall Press, 2011

Pomrenze, Haya ’82

Pomeroy, Sarah B. (Berman) ’57
Ancient Greece: A Political, Social, and Cultural History, Oxford U Press, 1998 (co-editor)
Spartan Women, Oxford U Press, 2002
Women’s History and Ancient History, U of North Carolina Press, 1991 (editor)

Porter, Jeanne Chenault ’65 (see also Chenault)
Baroque Naples: A Documentary History of Naples 1600-1800, Italica Press, 1999 (editor)

Powers, Judith Gutherman ’69
The Survival Kit for the Elementary School Principal, Corwin Press, 2010 (coauthor)

Prager, Emily ’69
Clea & Zeus Divorce, Vintage Contemporaries, 1987
Eve’s Tattoo, Random House, 1991; Vintage, 1992
Roger Fishbite, Random House, 1999
A Visit from the Footbinder and Other Stories, Berkley, 1984; Vintage, 1987

Prescott, Anne Lake ’59
Edmund Spenser’s Poetry, W.W. Norton & Co., 1993 (co-editor)
Elizabeth and Mary Tudor (Early Modern Englishwoman. Printed Writings, Ashgate, 2002 (co-editor)
Female and Male Voices in Early Modern England: An Anthology of Renaissance Writing, Columbia U Press, 2000 (co-editor)
French Poets and the English Renaissance, Yale U Press, 1978
Imagining Rabelais in Renaissance England, Yale U Press, 1998
Shorter Elizabethan Poetry, The Modern Language Association of America, 2000 (co-editor)
Spenser Studies: A Renaissance Poetry Annual, AMS Press, 2002 (co-editor)

Press, Joy ’88
The Sex Revolts: Gender, Rebellion, and Rock & Roll, Harvard U Press, 1995 (with Simon Reynolds)

Price (Laudon), Jane ’67
You’re Not Too Old to Have a Baby, Farrar Straus & Giroux, 1977

Price, Janet R. ’71
*deceased
The Rights of Students: The Basic ACLU Guide to a Student's Rights, 1988 (coauthor)

Priest, Alice Lyons '52
Family Budget Book, Lorenz Press, 1978

Prisant, Carol (Lincoff) '60

*Propp, Eugenie Alter '44

*Puner, Helen Walker '34
Freud: His Life and His Mind, 1947; Charter Books, 1978
Not While You’re a Freshman, Coward-McCann, 1965

Purcell, Susan Kaufman '63
Brazil Under Cardoso, Lynn Rienner Publishers/Americas Society, 1997
Cuba: The Contours of Change, Lynne Rienner Publishers, 2000 (co-editor)
Europe and Latin America in the World Economy, Americas Society, 1995 (co-editor)
Japan and Latin America in the New Global Order, Americas Society, 1992 (co-editor)
Latin America: U.S. Policy After the Cold War, Americas Society, 1991 (coauthor)
Mexico Under Fox, Lynne Rienner Publishers, 2004 (co-editor)

Quart, Barbara Koenig '56
Women Directors: The Emergence of a New Cinema, Praeger, 1988

Quindlen, Anna '74
Being Perfect, Random House, 2005
Black and Blue, Random House, 1998; Dell/Delta, 2000 (also audio-cassettes)
Blessings, Random House, 2002
Every Last One, Random House, 2010
Good Dog, Stay, Random House, 2007
Happily Every After, Viking, 1997; Puffin, 1998
How Reading Changed My Life, Ballantine, 1998
Imagined London: A Tour of the World’s Greatest Fictional City, National Geographic, 2006
Life with Beau: A Tale of a Dog and His Family, Hutchinson, 2008
Living Out Loud, Random House, 1988; Fawcett Columbine, 1994
Loud and Clear, Random House, 2004
Naked Babies, Penguin/Studio, 1996 (coauthor)
Rise and Shine, Ballantine Books, 2008
A Short Guide to a Happy Life, Random House, 2000
Siblings, Penguin Studio, 1998
Thinking Out Loud: On the Personal, the Political, the Public, and the Private, Random House, 1993; Fawcett Columbine, 1994
The Tree That Came to Stay, Crown, 1992; Viking, 1997

Quinn, Alexandra '91
Candy Story by Marie Redonnet, U of Nebraska Press, 1995 (translator)

Raab, Andrea '82
In the Men’s House, S&S/Poseidon, 1990 (with Captain Carol Barkalow)

Rabinowitz, Ann (Kubie) '50
Bethie, Macmillan, 1989
Knight on Horseback, Macmillan, 1987

Radcliffe, Jane '53
Lima Rooftops: Chants in Two Immigrant Languages, Solo Press, 1978

*deceased
Radner, Rebecca (Lou) ’61

*Rae, Catherine (McLarney) ’35
Afterward, St. Martin’s Press, 1992
Brownstone Facade, St. Martin’s Press, 1987
Edith Wharton’s New York Quartet, University of America Press, 1984
Flight from Fifth Avenue, St. Martin’s Press, 1995
The Hidden Cove, St. Martin’s Press, 1995
Julia’s Story, St. Martin’s Press, 1989
Marieke’s World, St. Martin’s Press, 2000
Sarah Cobb, St. Martin’s Press, 1990
The Ship’s Clock, St. Martin’s Press, 1993
Sunlight on a Broken Column, St. Martin’s Press, 1997

Raeff, Anne ’81
Clara Mondschein’s Melancholia, MacAdam/Cage Publishing, 2002

Raimbault, Ginette (Girardey) ’43
L’enfant et la Mort, des enfant malades parlent de la mort: Problemes de la clinique du Deuil, Privat, 1975

Raimi, Jessica ’73
Affirmations for Cats, self-published, 2003

Randall, Laura (Rosenbaum) ’57
Changing Structure of Mexico: Political, Social and Economic Prospects, M.E. Sharpe, 1996 (editor)
A Comparative Economic History of Latin America 1500-1914
Economic Development: Evolution or Revolution?, Indianapolis Health, 1965
Factors Affecting Learning And Cost Effective Schooling in Latin America: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, And Mexico, Edwin Mellen, 2005
The Political Economy of Brazilian Oil, Praeger, 1993
The Political Economy of Mexican Oil, Praeger, 1989
The Political Economy of Latin America in the Postwar Period, U of Texas, 1997 (editor)
The Political Economy of Venezuelan Oil, Praeger, 1987
Reforming Mexico’s Agrarian Reform, M.E. Sharpe, 1996 (editor)
Schooling for Success: Preventing Repetition and Dropout in Latin American Primary Schools, M.E. Sharpe, 1999 (co-editor)
The Brazilian State: Debate and Agenda, Lexington Books, 2011

*Randall, Mercedes Moritz ’16
Beyond Nationalism: The Social Thought of Emily Greene Balch, Twayne, 1972 (editor)
Improper Bostonian: Emily Greene Balch, Twayne, 1965

Raphael, Phyllis ’57
Off the King’s Road: Lost and Found in London, Other Press, 2007
They Got What They Wanted, W.W. Norton, 1972

Ratzabi, Hila ’03

Raub, Patricia ’68
Yesterday’s Stories: Popular Women’s Novels of the Twenties and Thirties, Greenwood Press, 1994

*Raubitschek, Isabelle Kelly ’35
The Hearst Hillsborough Vases, 1969

Ravage, Barbara (Kelman) ’67 (see also Kelman)
Burn Unit: Saving Lives After the Flames, Da Capo Press, 2004

*deceased
The Everything Calorie Mini Book: Quick and Easy Calorie Counts of All the Foods You Eat, Adams Media, 2001
The Everything Fat Gram Mimi Book: Quick and Easy Information on All the Fat in Your Food, Adams Media, 2001
The Everything Smart Nutrition Mini Book: What’s Healthy, What’s Not...the Best Foods for You and Your Family, Adams Media, 2001
George Westinghouse: A Genius for Invention, Raintree Steck-Vaughn, 1996
Rachel Carson: Protecting Our Environment, Raintree Steck-Vaughn, 1996

Ravich, Dana '92
I Have Nothing To Wear!: A Painless 12-Step Program to Declutter Your Life So You Never Have to Say This Again!, Rodale Books, 2011 (coauthor)

*Read, Doris (Pascal) '36
The Lydia Chronicles, Dutton/Penguin, 1991

Redeker-Hepner, Tricia '96
Soldiers, Martyrs, Traitors, and Exiles, University of Pennsylvania Press, 2009

*Redfield, Malissa Childs '50
The Country of Love, Doubleday, 1966

Reich, Deborah '73
Israeli and Palestinian Identities in Dialogue: The School for Peace Approach, Rutgers U Press, 2004 (translator)
No More Enemies, Joshua, Joshua & Reich, 2011

Reichman, Judith (Rothschild) '67
I'm Not in the Mood: What Every Woman Should Know About Improving Her Libido, Morrow, 1998; Morrow/Quill, 1999
I'm Too Young to Get Old: Health Care for Women After Forty, Times Books, 1996, 1998
Relax, This Won’t Hurt: Painless Answers to Women’s Most Pressing Health Questions, Morrow, 2000; Quill, 2001

Reif-Lehrer, Liane '56
Grant Application Writer's Handbook, Jones and Bartlett, 1994

Reilly (Brown), Alayne '56
America in Contemporary Soviet Literature, NYU Press/U of London Press, 1971

Reinharz, Shulamit (Rothschild) '67
Computers and Qualitative Data, Human Sciences Press, 1984 (co-editor)
Feminist Methods in Social Research, Oxford U Press, 1992 (with the assistance of Lynn Davidman ’75 )
On Becoming a Social Scientist, Jossey-Bass, 1979
Psychology and Community Change, 1984
Qualitative Gerontology, Springer-Verlag, 1988 (co-editor)

*Resnick, Miriam Roher '36
American Government in Action, Charles E. Merrill, 1969 (coauthor)
The Art of Self-Fulfillment: You Can Take Charge of Your Life, Cornerstone/Simon & Schuster, 1984 (with Dr. Morton Litwack)
The Child: Development Through Adolescence, Benjamin/Cummings, 1980; Mayfield, 1986 (with B.C. Fong)
Patterns of Life: Human Growth and Development, Charles E. Merrill, 1972 (coauthor)

*Reynard, Elizabeth '22
The Narrow Land, Chatham Historical Society, 1934

Reynolds, Suzanne Nalbantian'71
Anais Nin: Literary Perspectives, St. Martin’s Press, 1997 (editor)
Memory in Literature: From Rousseau to Neuroscience, St. Martin’s Press/Palgrave, 2003
Seeds of Decadence in the Late Nineteenth Century Novel, St. Martin’s Press, 1984

*deceased
The Symbol of the Soul from Holderlin to Yeats, Columbia U Press, 1977

Aesthetic Autobiography: From Life to Art in Marcel Proust, James Joyce, Virginia Woolf, and Anais Nin, St. Martin’s Press, 1994

*Rice, Madeleine Hooke ’25

Richards, Amy ’92
A Call to Arts: How Artistic Living Can Redeem Us, Melanie Richards, 2008
Manifesta: Young Women, Feminism, and the Future, Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 2000 (coauthor)

Richards, Leila, M.D. ’69
The Hills of Sidon: Journal of an American Doctor in Lebanon, Adama Books, 1988

Rifkind, Carole (Lewis) ’56
Main Street: The Face of Urban America, Harper & Row, 1977
Mansions, Mills and Main Streets, Schocken Books, 1975

Rinck, Jane ’41
Vermont Mountain Air for People Stuck Inside, Al-Jo Press, 2000

Ripere, Vicky ’65
The Allergy Problem: Why People Suffer and What Should be Done, Thorsons, 1983
Schiller and ‘Alienation’, Peter Lang, 1981
Wounded Healers: Mental Health Workers’ Experience of Depression, John Wiley & Sons, 1985 (coauthor)

Ritchie-Noakes, Nancy ’71
Jesse Hartley, Dock Engineer to the Port of Liverpool 1824-60, Merseyside County Museums, 1980
Liverpool’s Historic Waterfront: The World’s First Mercantile Dock System, Royal Commission on Historical Monuments, 1984
Old Docks, Shire Publications Ltd., 1987

Rivers, Joan ’54
Bouncing Back: I’ve Survived Everything...and I Mean Everything...And You Can Too! HarperCollins, 1997
Don’t Count the Candles: Just Keep the Fire Lit, HarperCollins, 1999
Enter Talking, Delacorte, 1986
From Mother to Daughter: Thoughts and Advice on Life, Love and Marriage, Birch Lane Press, 1998
Jewelry by Joan Rivers, Abbeville, 1995
The Life and Hard Times of Heidi Abramovitz

*Rizzo, Betty (Warburton) ’47
The History of Sir George Ellison by Sarah Scott, The University Press of Kentucky, 1996 (editor)

Roach, Janet ’66
Prizzi’s Honor (screenplay), directed by John Huston, 1985 (Academy Award nominee)

Roberts, Barbara H. (Hudson) ’65
How to Keep from Breaking Your Heart: What Every Woman Needs to Know About Cardiovascular Disease, Jones & Bartlett, 2003

*Roberts, Dorothy James ’25
A Durable Fire

*deceased
The Enchanted Cup, Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1953
Fire in the Ice, Little, Brown, 1961
Kinsmen of the Grail
Launcelot, My Brother
A Man of Malice Landing, Macmillan, 1937
The Mountain Journey, Appleton-Century, 1947
Return of the Stranger
With Night We Banish Sorrow, Little, Brown, 1960

Roberts, Lynne ’70 (author of text)
The Commander’s Palace New Orleans Cookbook by Ella and Dick Brennan, Clarkson Potter, 1984

Robertson, Elizabeth ’73
Early English Devotional Prose and the Female Audience, U of Tennessee Press, 1990

Robertson, Karen ’69
Maids and Mistresses, Cousins and Queens: Women’s Alliances in Early Modern England, Oxford U Press, 1999 (co-editor)
Sexuality and Politics in Renaissance Drama, Edwin Mellen Press, 1991

Robinson, Abby (Glazer) ’70
The Dick and Jane, Delacorte, 1985

Robinson, Brigid Shanahan ’65
Otto Dix and “Die neue Sachlichkeit”, 1918-1925

Robinson, Sara Libby ’01

Robotham, Rosemarie ’79
Spirits of the Passage: The Transatlantic Slave Trade in the Seventeenth Century, Simon & Schuster 1997 (editor)
Zachary’s Wings, Scribner, 1998

Rochelson, Meri-Jan ’71
Transforming Genres: New Approaches to British Fiction of the 1890s, St. Martin’s Press, 1994 (co-editor)

Rochester, Lois (Boochever) ’49
The One Hour College Applicant, Mustang, 1989 (coauthor)

Rodax, Yvonne Shanley ’44

Roelofs, Joan (Goldhirsch) ’57
Greening Cities: Building Just and Sustainable Communities, The Bootstrap Press, 1996

Rogers, Katharine (Munzer) ’52
Before Their Time: Six Women Writers of the Eighteenth Century, Frederick Ungar, 1979 (editor)
Selected Poems of Anne Finch, Countess of Winchilsea, Frederick Ungar, 1979 (editor)

Rohm, Jessica Zive Dec ’76
Make Me an Offer, Authorhouse, 2004

Rokeah, Zefira Entin ’59

*deceased

Roosevelt, Grace (Goodyear) ’65
Reading Rousseau in the Nuclear Age, Temple U Press, 1990

Rose, Barbara ’57

Alexander Liberman, Abbeville, 1981
American Art Since 1900, Praeger, 1967
American Painting, The Twentieth Century, Rizzoli, 1980, 1986
Chihuly Projects, Harry N. Abrams, 2000 (with Dale Chihuly et al.)
Claes Oldenburg, New York Graphic Society, 1970
Dennis Oppenheim, Parallel Realities, La Difference, 1992
Fresh Paint: The Houston School, Texas Monthly Press, 1985
Lee Krasner: A Retrospective, Museum of Modern Art, 1983
Magdalena Abakanowicz. Abrams, 1994
Miro in America, Houston: Museum of Fine Arts, 1982
Sculpture: The Adventure of Modern Sculpture in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, Rizzoli, 1986 (contributor)

*Rose, Camille Davied ’25
How to Write Successful Magazine Articles, The Writer, 1967

Rosen, Ricki ’79
Transformations: From Ethiopia to Israel, Reality Check Productions, 2006

Rosenberg, Ann Elizabeth (Schiffer) ’63

Rosenberg, Idra Novey ’00

*Rosenberg, Eleanor ’29

*Rosenblatt, Louise M. ’25
Reading in an Age of Mass Communication, Appleton-Century, 1949 (coauthor)

Rosenblum, Helen Faye (Davis) ’62
Descending Order, G.P. Putnam, 1984
Minerva’s Turn, G.P. Putnam, 1980

Rosenfield, Kim ’87
Good Morning—Midnight, Roof Books, 2001 (poetry)
Birds for a Demolition, by Menoel de Barros, Carnegie Mellon University Press, 2010 (translator)

Rosensaat, Jean Bloch ’73
Aliza Olmert: tikkan, Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion, 2005
The Art of Aging, Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion UJA-Federation of New York, 2003
Chagall and the Bible, Universe Books, 1987
Miriam’s Cups: Drawing from the Source: Miriam, Women’s Creativity and New Ritual, Ma’ayan: The Jewish Women’s Project, 1997 (with Tamara Cohen ’93)

Rosenthal, Abigail L. ’58
A Good Look at Evil, Temple U Press, 1987
Conversions: A Philosophic Memoir, Temple U Press, 1994

*deceased
Rosenthal, Andrea (Machlin) ’64

Stations of the Scale: A Photographic Memoir About Food and Suffering, Rosenpho, 2009

Rosenstiel, Leonie ’68

The Life and Works of Lili Boulanger, Fairleigh Dickinson U Press and Associated University Presses, 1977
Music Handbook (Musica Enchiriadis), Colorado College Music Press, 1976 (translator)
Schirmer History of Music, Schirmer Books (editor, with Faye-Ellen Silverman ’68, general editor, and Margaret Ross Griffel ’65, consulting editor)

Rossbach, Sarah ’75

Feng Shui: The Chinese Art of Placement, E.P. Dutton, 1983
Feng Shui Design: From History and Landscape to Modern Gardens & Interiors, Viking, 1998
Interior Design with Feng Shui, E.P. Dutton, 1989

Rostow, Elspeth Davies ’38

The Coat-tailless Landslide, 1974
Europe’s Economy After the War, 1948
The Great Society: A 20-Year Critique, Lyndon Baines Johnson School of Public Affairs, 1986 (co-editor)

*Roth, Debby (Fleishman) ’56

Getting Out of Here Alive, Xlibris, 2003 (coauthor)

Rothenberg, Winifred Barr ’47


*Rothmann, Frances Bransten ’37

The Haas Sisters of Franklin Street: A Look Back With Love, Judah L. Magnes Museum (Berkeley, CA), 1979

Rotter, Patricia ’64

Bitches and Sad Ladies, Harper’s Magazine Press, 1975 (editor)

Rover, Elena ’88

Chelsea Piers Fitness Solution, Black Dog & Leventhal, 2007

*Rowen, Ruth Halle ’39

Early Chamber Music, DaCapo Press, 1974
Music Through Sources and Documents, Prentice-Hall, 1979

Roy, Léna (Madeleine Jones) ’90

Edges, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2010

Roy, Sujoya ’87

For Ganesh, Remover of Obstacles, iUniverse, Inc., 2005

Rozenblit, Marsha ’71


Rubin, Irene (Sharp) ’67

Community Organizing and Development, Merrill, 1986; Macmillan, 1992 (coauthor)
Fiscal Stress and Public Policy, Sage, 1980 (co-editor)
New Directions in Budget Theory, SUNY Press, 1988 (editor)
The Politics of Public Budgeting, Chatham House, 1989, 1993
The Politics of Retrenchment, Sage, 1981 (coauthor)
Running in the Red: The Political Dynamics of Urban Fiscal Stress, SUNY Press, 1982

*deceased
Rubin, Vicky '85
The Three Swingin’ Pigs, Henry Holt and Co., 2007
Rugg, Linda Haverty '80
Rust, Mildred D. Moore ’50
Ruta, Suzanne (Frank) ’61
The Name of the Bullfighter by Luis Sepulveda, Harcourt Brace, 1996; Harvest, 1997 (translator)
Stalin in the Bronx and Other Stories, Grove Press, 1987
To Algeria, with Love, Hachette Digital (UK), 2011
Ruthen, Marlene Lobell ’63, illustrator
Daniel and the Silver Flute, Union of American Hebrew Congregations, 1986
The Jews: One People, United Synagogue of America, 1989
My Bar/Bat Mitzvah, Union of American Hebrew Congregations, 1981
Prayer is Reaching, Union of American Hebrew Congregations, 1981
Sabin, Sharon ’62
The Complete Guide to Grooming Products for Men, Seaview/putnam, 1983 (coauthor)
Sabino, Catherine ’73
Italian Country, Clarkson Potter, 1988, 1995
Italian Style, Clarkson Potter, 1985 (coauthor)
Safir, Margery (Arent) ’68
Archipelago by Michael Rio, Pantheon Books, 1989 (translator)
Sager, Carol (Shufro) ’55
Saideman, Ellen ’79
Out of the Shadows of the Night: The Struggle for International Human Rights, Delacorte Press, 1989 (with Marvin E. Frankel)
Salmons, Sandra ’70
Prostate: Questions You Have, Answers You Need, People’s Medical Society, 1996
Your Eyes: Questions You Have, Answers You Need, People’s Medical Society, 1996
Your Feet: Questions You Have, Answers You Need, People’s Medical Society, 1998
Saloman, Ora (Frishberg) ’59
Beethoven’s Symphonies and J.S. Dwight: The Birth of American Music Criticism, Northeastern U Press, 1995
Sandel, Susan L. ’66
Waiting at the Gate: Creativity and Hope in the Nursing Home, Haworth Press, 1987 (coauthor)
Sanders, Lauren ’87
Kamikaze Lust, Akashic Books, 2000
With or Without You, Akashic Books, 2005
Sanders, Tobi Gillian ’69
Members of the Class Will Keep Daily Journals, Winter House, 1970 (with Joan Frances Bennett ’71)
Sandler, Lauren ’96
Righteous: Dispatches from the Evangelical Youth Movement, Viking, 2006

*deceased
*Sanville, Florence L. ’01
   *The Opening Door*, Franklin, 1967

Sarkar, Rumu ’81

Sarkessian, Juliet ’83
   *Trio Sonata*, The Haworth Press, 2003

Saroyan, Strawberry ’92

Satter, Beryl ’81

*Satter, Ruth Lyttle ’44

Savage, Ania ’63
   *Return to Ukraine*, Texas A&M University Press, 2000

Savage, Beverly ’73

Saxon, Nancy (Rogers) ’44
   *Panky and William*, Atheneum, 1983
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Bookends: Two Women, One Enduring Friendship, Free Press, 2001 (with Leona Rostenberg)
Bookman’s Quintet: Five Catalogues about Books, Oak Knoll Books, 1979 (with Leona Rostenberg)
Books and Book People in 19th Century America, Bowker, 1978
Connections: Our Selves—Our Books
Critical Essays on Louisa May Alcott, G.K. Hall, 1984 (editor)
A Double Life: Newly Discovered Thrillers of Louisa May Alcott, Little, Brown, 1988 (editor)
The Feminist Alcott: Stories of a Woman’s Power by Louisa May Alcott, Northeastern U Press, 1996 (editor)
From Jo March’s Attic: Stories of Intrigue and Suspense by Louisa May Alcott, Northeastern U Press, 1993; reprinted as The Lost Stories of Louisa May Alcott, Carol Publishing, 1995 (co-editor)
Heads and Headlines: The Phrenological Fowlers, U of Oklahoma Press, 1971
Imprints on History: Book Publishers and American Frontiers, Indiana U Press, 1956
The Journals of Louisa May Alcott, Little Brown, 1989 (associate editor)
L.M. Alcott: Signature of Reform, Northeastern U Press, 2002 (editor)
Louisa May Alcott (biography), 1950; Random House, 1996
Louisa May Alcott: From Blood & Thunder to Hearth & Home (essays), Northeastern U Press, 1998
Louisa May Alcott: Selected Fiction, Little, Brown, 1991 (co-editor)
Louisa May Alcott Unmasked: Collected Thrillers, Northeastern U Press, 1995 (editor)
Louisa’s Wonder Book—An Unknown Alcott Juvenile, Central Michigan U Press, 1975 (editor)
Modern Magic: Modern Library, 1995 (editor)
New Worlds in Old Books, Oak Knoll Press, 1999 (with Leona Rostenberg)
Old & Rare: Thirty Years in the Book Business, Schram, 1974 (with Leona Rostenberg)
Old & Rare: Forty Years in the Book Business, Modoc Press, 1988 (with Leona Rostenberg)
Old Books in the Old World: Reminiscences of Book Buying Abroad, Oak Knoll Press, 1996 (with Leona Rostenberg)
Old Books, Rare Friends: Two Literary Sleuths and their Shared Passion, Doubleday, 1997 (with Leona Rostenberg)
Purple Passage: The Life of Mrs. Frank Leslie, U of Oklahoma Press, 1970
Queen of Publishers’ Row: Mrs. Frank Leslie, Messner, 1965
Quest Book—Guest Book: A Biblio-Folly
The Selected Letters of Louisa May Alcott, Little, Brown, 1987; U of Georgia Press, 1995 (co-editor)
So Much in a Lifetime: The Story of Dr. Isabel Barrows, Messner, 1964
The Victoria Woodhall Reader, M & S Press, 1974 (editor)
We the Women: Career Firsts of 19th-Century America, Schulte, 1963; Artemis Books, 1974; U of Nebraska Press, 1994
(Introduction to) Woman in the Nineteenth Century, U of South Carolina Press
Women on the Move, 4 volumes, Schram, 1973 (editor)

Stern, Nancy (Fortgang) ’65
   Concepts of Information Processing, John Wiley & Sons, 1983 (coauthor)
   An Introduction to Computers and Information Processing, John Wiley & Sons, 1982 (coauthor)

Stern, Sarah Gribetz ’86

Stern (Bradburn), Zelda ’70
   Mao’s Harvest: Voices from China’s New Generation, Oxford U Press, 1983 (coauthor)

Sternau, Susan ’80
   Art Deco: Flights of Artistic Fancy, Smithmark, 1997
   Art Nouveau: Spirit of the Belle Epoque, Smithmark, 1996
   Henri Matisse, Todtri Productions, 1997

*deceased
Sterne, Noelle (Selter) ’62
  *deceased
  *Tyrannosaurus Wrecks: A Book of Dinosaur Riddles, Thomas Y. Crowell, 1979

Stevens, Nancy Duncan ’47
  Dynamics of Job-Seeking Behavior, Charles C. Thomas, 1986

Stevenson, Louise L. ’70

*Stewart, Elizabeth Laing ’29
  The Lion Twins, Atheneum, 1964

Stewart, Jayme (Spahn) ’67
  How to Get Into The College Of Your Choice, And how to finance it, William Morrow, 1991

Stewart, Laura ’69
  Florida Historic Homes, Sentinel Communications Co., 1988 (coauthor)

Stewart, Martha (Kostyra) ’63
  Crafts and Keepsakes for the Holidays: Christmas with Martha Stewart Living, Clarkson Potter, 1999
  Entertaining, Crown, 1982; Clarkson Potter, 1998
  Favorite Comfort Food: A Satisfying Collection of Home Cooking Classics, Clarkson Potter, 1999
  The Martha Stewart Cookbook: Collected Recipes for Every Day, Clarkson Potter, 1995
  Martha Stewart’s Gardening: Month by Month, Clarkson Potter, 1991
  Martha Stewart’s Healthy Cooking, Crown, 1996
  Martha Stewart’s Healthy Quick Cook: Four Seasons of Great Menus to Make Every Day, Clarkson Potter, 1997
  Martha Stewart’s Hors d’Oeuvres: The Creation and Presentation of Fabulous Finger Foods, Clarkson Potter, 1984, 1992
  Martha Stewart’s Hors d’Oeuvres Handbook, Clarkson Potter, 1999 (coauthor)
  Martha Stewart’s Menus for Entertaining, Clarkson Potter, 1994
  Martha Stewart’s New Old House: Restoration, Renovation, Decoration, Clarkson Potter, 1992
  Martha Stewart’s Pies and Tarts, Clarkson Potter, 1985, 1992
  Martha Stewart’s Quick Cook, Clarkson Potter, 1983, 1992
  Martha Stewart’s Quick Cook Menus: Fifty-two Meals You Can Make in Under an Hour, Clarkson Potter, 1988, 1992
  The Grand Canyon and the Southwest, Bullfinch Press, 1994
  Yosemite and the High Sierra, Little Brown, 1994 (editor)

Stoller, Ann Laura ’72

Stomfay-Stitz, Aline (Wegrocki) ’51

*deceased
Peace Education in America, 1828-1990: Sourcebook for Education and Research, Scarecrow Press, 1993

Stone, Laurie '68
Close to the Bone: Memoirs of Hurt, Rage and Desire, Grove Press, 1997 (editor)
Laughing in the Dark: A Decade of Subversive Comedy, Ecco Press, 1997
Starting with Serge, Doubleday, 1990

Stone, Sidra (Levi) '57 (see also Winkelman)
Embracing Your Inner Critic: Turning Self-Criticism into a Creative Asset, HarperSan Francisco, 1993 (coauthor)
Making Relationships Work for You (audio), Delos, 1994
Partnering: A New Kind of Relationship, New World Library, 2000 (coauthor)
The Shadow King: The Invisible Force that Holds Women Back, Delos, 1997

Storce, Patricia (Altmayer) '74
Dinner with Persephone, Pantheon, 1996; Vintage, 1997; Audio Literature (cassettes), 1997 (read by Jill Eikenberry '69)
Hereditary (poetry), Beacon Press, 1987

Storck, Inez Fitzgerald '67

Stoessinger, Caroline (Davis) '58

Stover, Sara Avant '99
The Way of the Happy Woman, New World Library, 2011

Stratis, Harriet K. ’83

Stratton, Kimberly B. ’00

Straus, Sarena '92
Bronx D.A.: True Stories from the Domestic Violence and Sex Crimes Unit, Barricade Books 2006

*Strauss, Elaine (Mandle) ’36
In My Heart I’m Still Dancing, privately published

Strauss, Monica (Spitzer) ’60

Stucki, Margaret E. ’49
Eco-Elegia, Duverus Publishing Co., 1981
October, Autumnal Tint: A Thoreauan, Xibris, 2003
The Revolutionary Mission of Modern Art: Or “Crad” and Other Essays on Art, Brides Meadow, 1973

Styron, Alexandra ’87
All the Finest Girls: A Novel, Little Brown, 2001

*Sucher, Laurie (Gaster) ’62

Sugerman, Shirley Greene ’40

*deceased
Suleiman, Susan Rubin ’60


Budapest Diary: In Search of the Motherbook, U of Nebraska Press, 1996, 1999

*Contemporary Jewish Writing in Hungary: An Anthology, U of Nebraska Press, 2003 (co-editor)

Crises of Memory and the Second World War, Harvard U Press, 2006

The Female Body in Western Culture, Harvard U Press, 1986 (editor)


Social Control and the Arts: An International Perspective, New Cambridge Press, 1990 (editor, with Carla Mazzio ’88 et al.)


Sullivan, Margo Ann ’72

Murder and Art: Thomas De Quincey and the Ratcliffe Highway Murders, Garland, 1987

Sullivan, Victoria (Brennan) ’64

The Divided Bed, privately published, 1982 (coauthor)

*Sulzberger, Iphigene Ochs ’14 (subject of biography)

Iphigene/Memories of Iphigene Ochs Sulzberger by Susan W. Dryfoos, Dodd, Mead, 1981

Suttles, Sherry A. ’69

Fielding’s Africa South of the Sahara, William Morrow, 1986 (with Billye Suttles-Graham)

Swan, Claudia ’85


*Swanson, Arlene Collyer ’35

New Girl at Winston High, Reilly and Lee, 1964

Swartelé-Wood, Jeanne ’65

The Price of Lamb: Sex-Tourism and the Abuse of Children by Frans Swartelé, ECPAT, 1996 (translator from the Dutch)

Swenson, Karen ’59

An Attic of Ideals (poetry), Doubleday, 1974

A Daughter’s Latitude: New and selected poetry, Copper Canyon Press, 1999

East-West (chapbook), Confluence Press, 1980

The Landlady in Bangkok (poetry), Copper Canyon Press, 1994

A Pilgrim Into Silence, Tiger Bark Press, 2008

A Sense of Direction (poetry), The Smith, 1989

Swiatkowski, Lucja (Gordon) ’73

Crisis Stability and Nuclear War, American Academy of Arts and Sciences/Cornell U Peace Studies Program, 1987 (coauthor)

Szell, Timea ’75

Images of Sainthood in Medieval Europe, Cornell U Press, 1991 (co-editor)

Sztokman, Elana Maryles ’91

The Men’s Section: Orthodox Jewish Men in an Egalitarian World, Brandeis University Press, 2011

Szyliowicz, Irene (Lust) ’56


Tabios, Eileen ’82

The Anchored Angel: Selected Writings by Jose Garcia Villa, Kaya Productions, 1999 (editor) (PEN Josephine Miles Literary Award)

Babaylan: An Anthology of Filipina and Filipina American Writers, Aunt Lute Books, 2000 (co-editor)

Beyond Life Sentences (poetry), Anvil, 1998

*deceased
The Blind Chatelaine’s Keys: Her Biography Through Your Poetics, BlazeVOX, 2008
Dredging for Atlantis, Otoliths, 2006
Ecstatic Mutations, Philippine American Literary House, 2000
I Take Thee, English, for My Beloved, Marsh Hawk Press, 2005
The Light Sang as It Left Your Eyes, Marsh Hawk Press, 2007
Menage a Trois With the 21st Century, xPress(ed), 2004
My Romance (essays and poems), Giraffe Books, 2002 (editor)
Nota Bene Eiselein, Ahadada Books, 2009
Reproductions of the Empty Flagpole, Marsh Hawk Press, 2002
Silk Egg, Shearsman Books, 2011

Tabory, Mala (Weltzman) ’69
Multilingualism in International Law and Institutions, Sythoff & Noordhoff, 1980

Taitz, Sonia ’75
Mothering Heights: Reclaiming Motherhood from the Experts, William Morrow, 1992; Berkley, 1994
In the King’s Arms, McWitty Press, 2011

Tanenbaum, Adena ’81

Tannen, Mary (Gaffney) ’65
After Roy, Alfred A. Knopf, 1989
Easy Keeper, Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1992
Huntley Nutley and the Missing Link
The Lost Legend of Finn
Loving Edith, Riverhead Books, 1995
Second Sight, Alfred A. Knopf, 1987
The Wizard Children of Finn

Taragin, Davira (Spiro) ’73
The Alliance of Art and Industry: Toledo Designs for a Modern America, Hudson Hills Press, 2002
Contemporary Crafts and the Saxe Collection, Hudson Hills Press, 1993
Furniture by Wendell Castle, Hudson Hills Press, 1989, 1996 (coauthor)

Tarshis, Lauren ’85
Emma Jean Lazarus Fell Out of a Tree, Dial, 2007
Taking Off: Extraordinary Ways to Spend Your First Year Out of College, Fireside, 1989

Tasman, Alice Lea Mast ’56
Wedding Album, Walker, 1982

Taylor, Charlotte P. ’49
Transforming Schools–A Social Perspective, St. Martin’s Press, 1976

*Taylor, Phoebe Atwood ’30 (also wrote as Alice Tilton)
The Annulet of Gilt, Countryman/Foul Play Press, 1986
Asey Mayo Trio, J. Messner, 1946
Banbury Bog, Norton, 1938
Cold Steel, Countryman/Foul Play Press
The Criminal C.O.D., Norton, 1940
The Crimson Patch, Norton, 1963; Countryman/Foul Play Press, 1986
Figure Away, Norton, 1937

*deceased
Going, Going, Gone, Norton, 1943
The Left Leg, Norton, 1940
The Mystery of the Cape Cod Tavern, Norton, 1961; Countryman, 1985
Octagon House, Norton, 1937
The Perennial Boarder, Countryman/Foul Play Press, 1986
Punch with Care, Farrar, Straus, 1946
Proof of the Pudding, Countryman Press
Sandbar Sinister, Countryman/Foul Play Press, 1986
The Six Iron Spiders, Norton, 1942; Countryman/Foul Play Press
Spring Harrowing, Norton, 1939

Tennenbaum, Silvia (Pfeiffer) ’50
   Rachel, the Rabbi’s Wife, William Morrow, 1978
   Yesterday’s Streets, Random House, 1981

Tetlow, Elisabeth Meier ’64
   The Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius Loyola, University Press of America/The College Theology Society, 1987 (translator)

*Thaddeus, Janice (Farrar) ’55
   Frances Burney: A Literary Life, St. Martin’s Press, 2000
   Lot’s Wife (poetry). Saturday Press, 1986

Tharp, Twyla ’63
   The Creative Habit: Learn It and Use It for Life, Simon & Schuster, 2003 (coauthor)

*Thayer, Mary Van Rensselaer Cogswell’26
   Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy, Doubleday, 1961

Theilheimer, Rachel ’72

Thernstrom, Abigail (Mann) ’58
   America in Black and White: One Nation Indivisible, Simon & Schuster, 1997, 1999 (with Stephan Thernstrom)
   School Choice in Massachusetts, Pioneer Institute, 1990

*Thomas, Sylvia ’33
   Saga of a Yankee Whaleman, Old Dartmouth Historical Society Whaling Museum, 1981

Thompson, Andrea Balchan ’60
   What Do You Want to Do When You Grow Up? Starting the next chapter of your life, Little Brown, 2000 (with Dorothy Cantor)

Thompson, Jacqueline ’69
   Biomarkers: The 10 Determinants of Aging You Can Control, Simon & Schuster, 1991 (coauthor)
   Image Impact for Men: The Business and Professional Man’s Personal Packing Program, Dodd-Mead, 1985 (editor)
   The Very Rich Book: America’s Supermillionaires and Their Money--Where They Got It, How They Spend It, William Morrow, 1981; Quill, 1982

*deceased
*Thompson, Margaret Egbert ’24
   In the Very Name of Christmas, Chapman and Grimes, 1951 (coauthor)

*Thompson, Mary Scott ’20
   Kits and Kats, Dorrance, 1972

Thompson, Patricia Jones ’48
   Environmental Education for the 21st Century: International and Interdisciplinary Perspectives, Peter Lang, 1997
   Inquiry Into Anthropology, Globe, 1976 (editor)
   Self, Space, and Shelter, Harper & Row, 1977

Thomson, Judith Jarvis ’50
   Acts and Other Events, Cornell U Press, 1977
   Ethics, Harper & Row, 1968
   The Realm of Rights, Harvard U Press, 1990

Thornton, Jane Foster ’58 (Virginia Vail)
   Animal Inn series, Scholastic, 1986, 1987

Tichler, Rosemarie ’60
   Actors at Work, Faber & Faber, 2007 (coauthor)

Tintner (Janowitz), Adeline R. ’32
   Henry James and the Last of the Eyes: Thirteen Artists in His Work, Louisiana State U Press, 1992
   Henry James’s Legacy: The Afterlife of His Figure and Fiction, Louisiana State U Press, 1998
   The Library of Henry James, UMI Research Press, 1987 (editor, with Leon Edel)
   The Museum World of Henry James, UMI Research Press, 1986
   The Pop World of Henry James: From Fairy Tales to Science Fiction, UMI Research Press, 1989 (foreword by Madeleine Stern ’32)
   The Twentieth Century World of Henry James: Changes in His Work After 1900, Louisiana State U Press, 2000

*Tjader (Harris), Marguerite ’24
   Theodore Dreiser: A New Dimension, Silvermine, 1965

Tobias, Tobi (Bernstein) ’59
   A Day Off, G.P. Putnam, 1973
   Arthur Mitchell, Thomas Y. Crowell, 1975
   At the Beach, David McKay, 1978
   Chasing the Goblins Away, Frederick Warne, 1977
   The Dawdlewalk, Carolrhoda Books, 1983
   How We Got Our First Cat, Franklin Watts, 1980
   Isamu Noguchi: The Life of a Sculptor, Thomas Y. Crowell, 1974
   Jane, Wishing, Viking Press, 1977
   The Man Who Played Accordion Music, Alfred A. Knopf, 1979
   Marian Anderson, Thomas Y. Crowell, 1972
   Maria Tallchief, Thomas Y. Crowell, 1970, 1972
   Moving Day, Alfred A. Knopf, 1976
   Obsessed by Dress: An Assemblage of Quotations, Beacon Press, 2000
   One Summer at Grandmother’s House by Poupa Montaufier, Carolrhoda Books, 1985 (translator)
An Oral History of the Royal Danish Ballet and Its Bournonville Tradition
Petey, G.P. Putnam, 1978
Pot Luck, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1993
The Quitting Deal, Viking, 1975; published in Danish by Host & Son, 1978; Penguin, 1979
Serendipity, Simon & Schuster, 2000
Sylvie: The (TRUE) Life Story of a Dancing Cat, Brownnears Press
That’s A Good Question!, Children’s Press, 1977 (four volumes)
Tobias Catches Trout/Go Ice Fishing/Go Seal Hunting/Has a Birthday, by Ole Hertz, Carolrhoda Books, 1984 (translator from Danish)
An Umbrella Named Umbrella, Alfred A. Knopf, 1976
Wishes from Gram, Lothrop Lee & Shepard, 2000
A World of Words: An ABC of Quotations, William Morrow/Lothrop, 1998

*Tobin, Dianne (Hodas) ’60
Women and the Mathematical Mystique, Johns Hopkins U Press, 1980 (co-editor)

*Tolstoy, Mary Frothingham ’04
The Rewarding Years, privately published, 1968
The Right Age, Macmillan, 1961

Torgovnick, Kate ’02
Cheer!: Three Teams on a Quest for College Cheerleading’s Ultimate Prize, Simon & Schuster Trade, 2008

Touger, Hallie Ephron ’69
Addiction, St. Martin’s Minotaur, 2001 (with Donald Davidoff, under name G.H. Ephron)
Amnesia, St. Martin’s Minotaur, 2000 (with Alan Greeley, under name G.H. Ephron)
Come and Find Me: A Novel of Suspense, William Morrow, 2011
Delusion, St. Martin’s Minotaur, 2002 (with Donald Davidoff, under name G.H. Ephron)
Guilty, St. Martin’s Minotaur, 2005 (with Donald Davidoff, under name G.H. Ephron)
Never Tell a Lie: A Novel of Suspense, William Morrow, 2009
Obsessed, St. Martin’s Minotaur, 2003 (with Donald Davidoff, under name G.H. Ephron)
Writing and Selling Your Mystery Novel: How to Knock ’Em Dead with Style, Writer’s Digest Books, 2005

Trinchieri, Camilla ’63
The Price of Silence, Soho Press, 2007

*Tropp, Barbara ’70
China Moon Cookbook, Workman, 1992
The Modern Art of Chinese Cooking, William Morrow, 1982

Tropner, Hadassah ’00

*Trotta, Geri ’35
Dead as Diamonds, Dodd Mead
Dane House, Farrar, Straus and Cudahy, 1960

Troyan, Sasha ’85
The Forgotten Island, Bloomsbury, 2004

*Truax (Silberman), Rhoda ’23
With Equal Grace, Bobbs-Merrill, 1964

Tsai Kellee ’89
*deceased

Tschudi, Marilyn Howard ’84
Pike Place, Quarrystone Publishing Co., 2007

Tuchman, Shera Aranoff ’69
The Passions of the Matriarchs, KTAV Publishing House, 2004 (coauthor)

Tucker, Karen ’71
Stay Tuned!: Raising Media-Savvy Kids in the Age of the Channel-Surfing Couch Potato, Doubleday, 1996 (coauthor)

Tung, Angela ’94
Song of the Stranger, Roxbury Park/Lowell House, 1999

Turner, Delia Marshall ’72
Nameless Magery, Del Rey Discovery, 1998
Of Swords and Spells, Del Rey, 1999

Tweedy-Holmes, Karen ’64
Thought to Exist in the Wild, No Voice Unheard, 2007 (photographs)

*Tyson, Mary Catherine ’33
The Psychology of Successful Weight Control, Nelson-Hall, 1974 (coauthor)

*Ueland, Brenda ’13
Mitropoulos and the North High Band
Strength to Your Sword Arm: Selected Writings, Holy Cow! Press, 1993

Urvater (Cook), Michele ’67
Chocolate Cake: 150 Recipes from Simple to Sublime, Broadway Books, 2001
Cookies & Candies: For Christmas and All Year Long
Cooking the Nouvelle Cuisine in America, A Glorious Collection of Original Recipes, Workman, 1979, 1982 (coauthor)
Fine Fresh Food Fast, Irena Chalmers Cookbooks, 1981
Gifts from the Christmas Kitchen: Favorite Recipes from 58 Famous Food Writers Monday-to-Friday Chicken, Workman, 1998
The Monday-to-Friday Pasta Cookbook, Workman, 1995

Utell, Janine ’96
James Joyce and the Revolt of Love: Marriage, Adultery, Desire, Palgrave Macmillan, 2010

Valle, Jo Anne ’92
Taina Wants To Salsa, CreateSpace, 2010

Vanacore, Connie (Boardman) ’52
The Complete English Cocker Spaniel, Hungry Minds, 1990 (coauthor)
New Complete Irish Setter, Howell Book House, 1983 (coauthor)
The Ultimate Dog Book, Simon & Schuster, 1990 (editor)
The Winning Edge: Show Ring Secrets, Hungry Minds, 1992 (coauthor)

Vandini, Marisa Messineo ’54
Acque Profonde, Todariana Editrice Milano, 1982

*deceased
Clippings, Todariana Editrice Milano, 1979
Il Parco di Cristallo, Todariana Editrice Milano, 1975
La Scarpa Azzura, Todariana Editrice Milano, 1977

Vapnek, Lara '90

Vega, Suzanne '81
The Passionate Eye: The Collected Writing of Suzanne Vega, Avon/Spike, 1999

Veltfort, Ruhama '65
The Promised Land, Milkweed Editions, 1999

Ventura, Sylvia Mendez '50
Mauro Mendez: From Journalism to Diplomacy, U of the Philippines Press, 1978

Verbit, Olive Makris '70
The Pleasures of Patina, 1984

Vesey (Smith), Mollie '58
An Unnecessary Woman, Belmont Tower Books, 1980

*Vida, Alma (Flora A. Landen) '28
Adoption Agency: Who Needs It!, Dorrance, 1979

Vickery, Dorothy S. '25
Memoirs of Europe After WWII 1945-47, Warwick House, 1993

Vieland, Veronica J. '79

*Viereck, Betty Martin '51
Else Lasker-Schüler: A Life, McFarland & Company, Inc., 2003 (under name Betty Falkenberg

Viola, Lynne '78
Russian Peasant Women, Oxford U Press, 1992 (co-editor)
The Unknown Gulag: The Lost World of Stalin’s Special Settlements, Oxford University Press, 2007

Violett, Ellen '46
Big Blonde (adaptation/television script), 1980
Copper and Brass (musical comedy), 1957
Double Take (novel), Doubleday, 1977
The Closed Set (television script), 1989
The Experiment (television drama), 19968
Go Ask Alice (television adaptation), 1973
The Lottery (adaptation/play for television), 1951

*Virgil, Eleanor Antell '27
The Land of Oil and Wind, Letters from Baker by Gustaf Toermudd, Vantage, 1975 (translator)

Viscusi, Margo (Meier) '56
Twenty-Four Ways of Looking at Mary McCarthy: The Writer and Her Work, Greenwood Press, 1996 (co-editor)

*Vitaliano, Dorothy B. (Brauneck) '36
Legends of the Earth: Their Geologic Origins, Indiana U Press, 1973

Volkwein, Ann '94

*deceased
The Arthur Avenue Cookbook: Recipes and Memories from the Real Little Italy, HarperCollins, 2004

*Von York, Tania Sikorsky ’45
Russia’s Road to Revolution, Christopher, 1963

Wade (Boylan), Betsy ’51
Encyclopedia of Clothes Care, Pyramid, 1961
Eugene, Why Don’t You Paint, Channel, 1963
Forward Positions: The War Correspondence of Homer Bigart, U of Arkansas Press, 1992 (editor)
The New York Times Book of Antiques, Quadrangle, 1972 (coauthor)

Wakin, Frances Battipaglia ’53
Way Stations to Self Awareness, Currier & Inge, 1984

Wald, Catherine ’76
Childish Things by Valery Larbaud, Sun & Moon, 1994 (translator)
The Resilient Writer: Tales of Rejection and Triumph by Twenty Top Authors, Persea Books, 2004

*Walker, Dorothy C. ’37
Off the Stove, Westland Publications, 1979

Walker, Gina Luria ’64 (see also Luria)
Memoirs of the Author of A Vindication of the Rights of Woman by William Godwin, Broadview Press, 2001 (co-editor)
Rational Promises: Women and Scholarship in Britain, 1702–1870, Broadview Press, 2008 (co-editor)

*Walker, Mabel ’27
The House is Built!, Vantage Press, 1979

Walkley, Rosabelle Price ’42
Introduction to Public Health, Macmillan, 1978 (coauthor)

Wallace, Marget (Fahey) ’71
Seattle Expectations: A Reference Guide for Expectant Parents in the Seattle/King County Area, Mercer Island Preschool Assn., 1984 (coauthor)

Wallis, Lila (Amdurska) ’47
Textbook of Women’s Health, Lippincott-Raven, 1998 (co-editor)
The Whole Woman: How to Take Charge of Your Health in Every Phase of Your Life, Avon/Wholecare, 1999 (coauthor)

Walls, Jeannette ’84
The Glass Castle, Scribner, 2005

*Walsh, Ann-Marie Hauck ’60
The Urban Challenge to Government, Praeger, 1969

Walsh, Ruth (Murphy) ’47 and Stanley J. Birkin
Business Communications: An Annotated Bibliography, Greenwood Press, 1980
Job Satisfaction and Motivation: An Annotated Bibliography, Greenwood Press, 1979

Ward, Ettie ’71

*Warner, Gloria Marmar, M.D. ’52 and Anne E. Bernstein M.D. ’58
An Introduction to Contemporary Psychoanalysis, Jason Aronson, 1981, 1993

*deceased
*Warren, Athena Capraro ’41

*Warren, Katherine Brehme ’30
   Intracellular Transport, Academic Press, 1966 (editor)

Wass, Erica Schlesinger ’98

*Wasserman, Miriam Weber ’40
   Demystifying School: Writings and Experiences, Praeger, 1974
   The School Fix, NYC, USA, Outerbridge & Dienstfrey, 1970

Wasserstein, Jeannette ’72
   Adult Attention Deficit Disorder: Brain Mechanisms and Life Outcomes, NY Academy of Sciences, 2001 (co-editor)

Watson, Sasha’96
   Vidalia in Paris, Viking Juvenile, 2008

Watrous, Malena ’97
   If You Follow Me, HarperCollins, 2010

Waxman, Sharon ’85
   Rebels on the Backlot, Harper Entertainment, 2005

*Wayburn, Peggy (Cornelia Elliot) ’42
   Adventuring in Alaska, Sierra Club, 1994
   Adventuring in the San Francisco Bay Area, Sierra Club, 1987, 1999
   Alaska: The Great Land, Sierra Club, 1974
   Edge of Life: The World of the Estuary, Sierra Club, 1972

*Webber, Joan M. ’51
   Contrary Music: The Prose Style of John Donne, U of Wisconsin Press, 1963

Webster, Brenda (Schwabacher) ’58
   The Beheading Game, Wings Press, 2006
   Blake’s Prophetic Psychology, U of Georgia Press, 1983
   The Last Good Freudian, Holmes & Meier, 2000
   Paradise Farm, SUNY Press, 1999
   Sins of the Mothers, Baskerville 1993
   Vienna Triangle, Wings Press, 2009
   Yeats: A Psychoanalytic Study, Stanford U Press, 1973

Webster, Sally (Beyer) ’59
   Critical Issues in Public Art, HarperPerennial, 1993; Smithsonian Institution Press, 1998 (co-editor)

*Wechsler, Nancy Fraenkel ’38
   In a Darkness, W.W. Norton, 1972 (with James A. Wechsler and Holly W. Karph)

Wedge, Janet M. (Pawlowski) ’52
   Selected Letters of John Jay and Sarah Livingston Jay, McFarland & Company, 2004 (co-editor)

Weenolsen, Patricia W. ’52
   The Art of Dying: How to Leave This World with Dignity and Grace, at Peace with Yourself and Your Loved Ones, St. Martin’s Press, 1996; Griffin, 1997
   Transcendence of Loss Over the Life Span, Hemisphere, 1988

*deceased
Weinbaum, Francine (Schneider) '62

Weinberg, Abigail '92
The Jewish Women’s Awareness Guide, Biblio Press, 1992 (coauthor)

Weinberg, Dani (Daniela Libon) '56

Weinberg, H. Barbara (Kallman) '62
American Drawings and Watercolors in the Metropolitan Museum of Art: John Singer Sargent, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000 (with Stephanie Herdrich)
American Impressionism, Rizzoli, 1994
The Art Experience in Late Nineteenth Century America, Garland, 1976 (editor)
Childe Hassam, American Impressionist, Yale, 2004
The Decorative Work of John La Farge, 1977
John Singer Sargent, Rizzoli, 1994

Weinberg, Sydney Stahl '60

Weiner, Anita (Herzog) '56
Expanding the Options in Child Placement: Israel’s Dependent Children in Care from Infancy to Adulthood, University Press of America, 1990 (with Eugene Weiner)

Weiner, Arlene '61

Weinshenker, Anne Betty Jaffee '53
Falconet: His Writing and His Friend Diderot, Librairie Droz, 1966
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